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THE LATE PRESIDE

T ARTHUR JEREMIAH ROBERTS OF THE CLA S OF 1890

Born in Waterboro, Maine, October 15, 1867. Dierl in .forristown, Tew Jersey, October 11, 1927
Professor at Colby, 1890-1908-President of Colby, 1908-1927

THE COLBY ALUMNUS
Volume XVII

FIRST. QUARTER,

Number 1

1927-1928

Editorial Notes
In the death of President
Roberts Colby has. lost a
great leader. This truth
·will become more manifest as the days
come and go. He was great in many
seiljs' e s, but he was greatest i n the utter
abandon with which he. gave himself,
body and soul, to the College. Few
would have done as he did, and few
-could hav e done as he did, because few
would have had the iron constitution to
bear up year after year under the bur
dens. These are not days when men
'under salaries kill themselves with
over-work. That form of service i s
old�fashioned, indeed if i t ever were the
fa;shion . But while President Roberts
needed th e salary, to him that was sec
ondary. His r eal accomplishmrents for
the College were the things that he
counted of prime importance. His work
therefore came to be a labor of love,
arid in that labor of love he gave all in
order that. other, s might live more
abundantly. For a long term of years
he kept zealously to his great task, tak
i ng no rest, following up no avocation,
but everlastingly at work in a praise
worthy attempt to build more largely
upon the foundation that others had
laid. Ais to how well h e succeeded, we
are thoroughly familiar. Long years
of anxious toil had won the victory.
The date of hiSl lessening powers may
be fixed by that of the fire which de
stroyed North College which took
as a toll four undergraduates. They
were his boys; · he had encouraged them
to enter College; they were under his
care, and now the four lives were gone.
He began to question whether he had
done all that was poSJSible to protect his
boys against such a catastrophe, and
that questioning led eventually to a
mental doubting that was, directly or
indirectly, responsible for his death.
Our Lost
Leader.

He was never quite convinced that he
might not, in some way or other, have
prevented the fire and so protect�d
those in hi s charge. He insisted there
after that a night-watchman patrol the
campus, and on numerous occasions he
personally visited the campus to assure
himelf that even the watchman might
be at his task. No amount of pooh
poohing of the idea by hi1s friends could
keep :P.im from a kind of self-condemna 
tion. While he had no plausible grounds
whatever on which to base his reason
ing, yet this pathetic incident revealed
in a striking way what made him a
great College president: he gave fully
of himself. No man can do more.
On other occasions when
the ranks of the college
faculty have been in
vaded , President R ob erts was wont to
remark: "There is nothing for us to do
now but to close up· ranks and march
forward! " . Now that our leader has
gone, ther e is nothing for us to. say ex
cept to repeat his advice. It is not an
easy thing to do-to get used to other
leadership, to learn to follow where an
other untried l eader may .p oint the way,
to feel that our ranks are just as solid
ais before, and that the ties that bind
us together are jusit as strong. It is the
way of life, and l is doubtless all for the
best. Death must not conquer; it is
for us to overcome it. In the words of
B rowning we must march breast
forward, never doubting clouds will
break.
Close up
the Ranks.

·

At the last meeting of the
Board of Trustees held in
Portland a committe e was
selected to present at a later meeting
the name of some one to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of President Rob
erts. This committee is faced with a
A Real Task
for the
Trustees.
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real task. Doubtle s the i d eal l eader
exists somewhere, b ut the task i s , fi rst,
t o find him and , second, to convince him
that h i duty i s here i n Colby. The
fi rst may be easier than the second .
Real leaders today have idea of their
own; th ey are choo er ; they have
lives to i nvest, and th e d ay of inve t
ment are nu mbered. Then, too, the
ta k .of convi ncing omeone that a great
opportu nity for real leader hip exi ts
at C ol by becomes many time harder
when one fully comprehend ju t what
the task i ahead. At th e very out et
one is puzzled to know whether it i s
t h e part o f wi d o m t o undertake t o
b u i l d largely upon a li mited area o f
land such as the Coll ege own , hemmed
in as it i by a rail road. A long as
there i that doubt i n the mi nd, the en
th usiasm for build ing more b uilding
and of looking forward to larger and
larger expansion i s j ust
o much
lessened. One is tempted when think
ing squarely, to postpone the con truc
tion of new buildings until a n effort i
made to secure a sum large enough to
permit the selection of a ite in some
other part of the city and the erection
of s u itable building thereon . But if
this maj or question be not considered,
then there faces th.e new leader the task
of raising money for real need ._sev
eral ne.w buildings at a cost exceeding
three-quarters of a mi llion. The Col
lege ser.iously needs a !arger chapel, a
larger li brary buildi ng, a new gymna
s i u m , a n adminii stration building, two
new dormitories, and one or two new
·1ecture halls. It needs badly a hall
that will accommodate th e student
body, and i t needs extensive alterations
of its present equ ipment. By way of
a leader, it d oes not so m uch need an
educator as: i t does a man of b u s iness
ability, one who knows how to approach
· people and to i nterei�t those people i n
the i mportance o f investing the i r m oney
i n youth.· A man of sound common
sense in respect to the application of
educational theories will do. The in
trodu ction of any and all new fangled
n otions may well be d,eferred to a later
time, or until there is no longer need
o f them! The committee of the Board
of Trustees has the good wi shes of

every Col by grad uate. If it secures the
right man for th is i mportant position
it will have rendered the College an
immea urabl e service.
This is not the first time
that the ALUMNUS h�
called to the attention of
our Colby lawyers a p ec uliar service
that they are in position to render the
C ollege. They are called upon very
freq uently to draw will , and their
advice i frequ ently so ught as to lega
c i e to be made. Lawyers who are
keenly alive to the needs of our College
have an un usual opportunity to present
the claim
of Colby. It is devoutly
hoped that they will not be over-modest.
Attention hould be called to the form
of beque t known a the annuity. In
the long run the College gains the full
benefi t of the legacy. A word to the
wi se ought to be sufficient.
A word·
to Lai 31 rs.

Colby opened on Septem
her 22 with an enrollment
of students fully equal to
that of .last year. The freshman cla! s s
is of the u sual size, nearly 200 in all .
The tudent body numbers about 7 00at least 200 more than the College can
comfortably take care of. The opening
chapel wa
addressed by Mr. Wads
worth, the chairman of the Board of
Trustees, who spoke of the great value
of the College, the desire of the Board
of Trustees to render a larger service,
and th e i mportance of the students
showing an i nterest in all that the Col
lege is undertaking to do.
His long
connection with the College gave him a
peculiar right to speak as he did. The
opening chapel of the W omen'1s Division
was addressed by Dr. Whittemore, sec
retary of the Board of Trustees, who
brought to the young ladies a vital mes
sage such as President Roberts would
have brought had illness not kept, him.
from his accustomed place. Nothi ng
untoward happened i n t he opening days
and the College very quickly settled i n
to the routine work of the year. An
executive committee consisting of' Pro
fe. s sor Taylor, Chairman, Professors
Parmenter, Libby, Ashcraft, Weber,
and Marriner was named by President
Roberts to take over all the pr esid ential
pe11i11o of the
ollega Year.
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PROFESSOR JULIAN DANIEL TAYLOR, LL.D.,

68

Professor of the Latin Language and Literature; Colby College--Chairman of Executive
Committee in Charge of the Administration of the College
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cares, and this committee immediately
entered upon its manifold duties. The
work of administering the affairs of the
College has b een distributed among the

members of this Committee so that the
extra burden for each is not heavy.
Weekly sessions of th e committee are
held, and Professor Taylor presides
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over the weekly meeting.s of the Fac u l
ty.
The tudent body has been quick to
cooperate with th e Com mittee, and all
things have gone along smoothly and
otherwi se
satisfactori ly.
The year
-..
promi e wel l .
At the la t meeti ng of the
Board of Tru tee it wa
voted to increa e the· tui
tion paid by the students. Th i i in
line with what is bei ng done in practi
cally every college i n the country. Even
n o w, Colby students will not be paying
as h i gh a tujtion charge a do the tu
dent of most other colleges. It wa
i n evitable that thi s hou ld come about.
The cost o ·f l i ving has gone up in re
cent year , and there is little li kelihood
that i t is ever going down. The ex
pen ses inci d ent to running a col lege
must be paid , and if th e endowment i
not s u fficient to meet these expense
then there i s but one other source, that
of the .tu iti on paid in by the students .
For what they receive, the semester
charges are doubtless not exces ive.
It is a move in the right d irection.
Higher
Tnirion·

·

When the tuition charge
goes up, attention is invariably called to the
character of the instruotion received .
When the tuition charge is low and
students take advantage of this fact,
then such students, or their pa�ents,
have l ittle to com j p lain about if the
character of instruction i s not of the
best. But when a father i , s obliged to
pay well for the education his son re
ceives he is more than li kely to inquire
about the k i nd" of teacher and the char
acter of the i nstru ction given. Thi s is
entirely right. He is entitled to get
val ue r eceived. The Tru stees may next
wisely .proceed to make a careful study
of the personality and teaching ability
of each member of the college faculty
to ascertain whether they are fit to give
i nstruction ana whether they really do
i nstruct. Attention should be directed
to departments in .whi ch few students
are registered and the cause for scanty
·
eleCJtio n s ascertained. Attention should
be d i rected to d ep artments i n which
registration i s heavy and the cause
for over-large registration accurately
For Va'1ie
Receir ed·

ascertai ned . Large registrations are
not always a
afe indication of the
val ue of a course. Whether fal se no
tion are being planted in the heads of
youth is always a n important Ill\3.tter
for tudy. Pre-war days ought not to
·be forgotten. There wa
an overupply of i t eacher who were altogether
too critical of America then; the school
room are not free of them now. The
Trustee need to keep in mind that the
be t i none too good for the youth who
seek an education, and now that they
are charging more for the education
given in the College, they are under
added obligation to ee to it that the
youth get their money' worth.
About a year ago Presi
dent Roberts began work
upon the fund for a new
gym nasi u m . He was convi nced, as
were all other members of the admin
i trative body, that something must be
dom· toward ecuri ng a new gymna
sium if C olby i to keep pace with other
Maine and New England colleges. The
pre ent structure is totally inadequate
for work in physical education and
phy ical traini ng, and as a place of
rendezvous for vi siting athletic teams,
whether coll ege or preparatory, it is as
i nhospitable as a barn . The hu ndreds
of visitors who are obliged to make use
of it during the college year cannot but
carry away with them the very defi n ite
i mpression that Colby is very much
behind the times . It was not Presi dent
Roberts ' idea, and neither is it the idea
of members of the Board of Tru tees,
that anything palatial or out of keeping
with our other college buildi ngs be
built; b ut it is the idea to erect a build
ing that i s suitable to our needs and
whose u se will lend proper emphasis to
the attention that should be given to
the care of the physical man. At t he
last meeting of the Board it was voted ·
to go forward with the plans for rais
ing the neces·sary funds and that this
work be completed by Commencement .
time. The Committee, consisting of
Chairman Wadsworth, '92, A. F. Drum
mond, '88, and C. F . T . Seaverns, '0 1 ,
have the matter i n hand. This com
mittee i ntends to carry on a vigorous
campaign f�r funds among the graduThe Cv11111asi11111
Fu.nd. ·
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ates· of the College, for they believe thi s
fund should b e provided b y Colby· men
and not by the friends of the . College.
This means one thing: A gift from
every Colby man, and in some cases
the gift must be counted in fou r figures.
It is imperativ e that thi s campaign be
cleaned u p within the next six months,
and i n this endeavor the Committee is
but carrying out the purpose of our
'late President.
The impression s.eems to
be pretty general that the
special committee of the
B oard of. Trustees appointed to suggest
the name of a new President for Colby
has a free hand. There is at least one
hard-and-fast restriction that the new
corp.mittee must heed, otherwise it
may b e the means of .having the College
pay over to certain "heirs or assigns."
about $50,000 . Away back in 1 864, on
a certain August day, Rev. J. T. Champ
li'n, D.D., then President of Waterville
College, r eceived a letter from Gardner
Co1by in which he pledged certain sums
provided certain other sums were
Restriction on
Choice of New
President.

7

raised. So far as the ALUMNUS knows
the i mIJortant restriction that went
along with those gifts has never b een
removed. It is contained in the follow
ing sign_ed by- Mr. Colby:
. "I propose to give Watervi lle College
the sum of $50,000, the same to be paid
without interest as follows, viz:"Twenty-five thousand dollars when
your subscription shall amount to one
hundred thousand dollars, independent
of any from me ;
Twenty-five thousand dollars when
one hundred thousand is paid on your
subscription, not i ncluding any from
me: and upon the condition that the
president and a majority of the faculty
shall be members in good standing of
regular Baptist churches.
"If either or any of these conditions
are broken, the entire $50,000 shall re
vert to myself, or my heirs or assigns".
It would seem,. then, that the special
committee is. at least required to fish i n
pretty deep pools if it has any hope
whatever of landing a man for the
presidency. All fishing is strictly pro
hibited in shallow waters.

The Passing of President Roberts
BY THE EDITOR
It was known for some time p rior to
the present year that President Roberts
was not in the best of health. It was
noticeable that he was spending a little
less time each day in the college office,
that he was spending several hours dur
ing each pleasant afternoon on automo
bile trips, that he ·seemed to be less
able to concentrate on matters that
ordinarily engaged and received his
quick and accur�te judgment, and in
his talk and actions he s€emed to be on
guard less he manifest too much enthu
siasm and excitement. We did not
want to see this change come to a
man of his force of character and at his
time of life, then not 60 years of age.
Along with others of the Faculty I had
·b een working by his side for 18 years
and at times I h�d fou . n d it extremely
difficult to keep pace with his swinging

stride and with his rapid-fire mental
action. To detect a slowing up in one's
leader and ·captain is• extremely dis
heartening and saddening. I think
each one of us went through this de
p ressing experience and aside from
seeking to relieve the President of his
smaller burdens there was little or
nothing that we could do.
From week to week we looked and
prayed for improvement and from time
to time we were able to see some. I
remember however most distinctly one
morning when he stood up to lead in
the morning chapel service that he ex
perienced a period of mental oblivion .
Familiar names of people and places
left him and he was forced to ask those
of us near him to supply the words he
needed. I felt then that his work for
the College was nearing an end_, and·
·
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even though he continued to lead chapel
pre.tty regularly after this the impres
sion I then gai ned of his physical con
diti on grew stronger. There was• in
creasing evidence of his inability to
match his old-time spirit to the occa
sion.
Then there followed week when he
kept closely within doors, and then he
woul d re-appear to take up with ome
vigor the duties which he had long car
ried almost jauntily. Hi condition did
not i�prove, and in· the hope that he
might regain hi
trength he left
Waterville j ust before Commencem�nt
and entered a ho pital in Bo ton. He
was back in Waterville agai n oon after
the festivitie were over with a um
mer vacation before him. Perhaps it
is more accu rate to say with a prob
lem before him. For every summer
for twenty year and more he had gone
to his summer home in Gilead, Maine
to the old Peabody Farm ituated be
tween Bethel and Gilead in the river
valley, between great hills, where
mountain brooks offered him the cher
ished opportunity to fi h and where di tance from town demanded long hikes
after food supplies and his heavy mail.
To him the summer months never
meant complete rest, for these were
the days when he was busiest in re
cruiting his freshman class and i n
making full plans for the coming col
lege year. For the first time in his life
he was now to face a summer vacation
without work. The doctors· had so
o rdered . He felt that the burden of
opening his summer home was too
great, and acting upon the advice of
friends he, in company with Mrs.
Roberts, settled down for the summer
at the Bethel Inn. It i S' doubtful if it
is possible to find anywhere a more de
lightful ·spot or one with more home
like surroundings than the famous Inn,
but complete relaxation was never one
of the President's nofions, and the
weeks spent in the Oxford county hills
did him very little permanent good.
Toward the end of the summer vaca
tion ·p eriod he returned to Waterville
and undertook a few of the college
d uties·. Before returning, however, he
had named a committee of the Faculty

to take over the pre idential duties for
he had come to a full realization that
any po ible improvement in hi condi
tion wa not a matter of weeks but of
months. I 1a w him the day after his
return home and he seemed better than
when he went away. He entered into
conversation about people and about
the College very much after his usual
manner. It wa evidently one of his
good days, for oon thereafter he was
back in bed, and it was announced that
he could receive no more caller . Few
did ee him after thi .
Ju t before the college opened on
September 22, Thur day, a · erious•
problem had to be olved by those close
to the Pre ident: whether it wa wiser
for him to remain in Waterville where
he would likely be forced to attend to
the mo t 'Pre ing matters in connection
with the College, or to leave Waterville
for a time to enter some sanitarium
where he would tand a chance to get
back his health . The latter course was
decided upon. The place selected , after
inve tigation, wa the Physiatric In ti
tute, Morristown, New Jersey.
This Institute occupies th e former
Otto Kahn estate of nearly 200 acres in
Morristown, a magnificent piece of
property, high up in the hills, with a
long sweep of view in almost every
di rection. At the head of the Insti
tute is Frederick H. Allen and under
him is a group of specialists from the
Univer iity of Vienna. Special · atten
tion is given to the cure of diebetes and
heart trouble.
On Tuesday . evening·, September 20,
two days before the College opened its
door�, President Roberts, accompanied
by :Mrs. Roberts and her sister and a
nurse, left Waterville f9r Morristown.
Without any doubt, this trip was one
of the hardest that the President ever
faced. He was leaving the scene of his
labors at j ust the time when in other
years his services had been in greatest
demand. Every mile of the distance
now f:eparated him from the College
that .must now get along without his
strong guiding-hand. One may well
question whether the thought did not
occur to him that he might never look
up,;n the old campus again, that it was
·
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the beginning of the end which all of cal ailment, he had p roperly labelled it
us feared was imminent. If he had -he w�s worn out from too constant"
such thoughts1 , he kept them discreetly attention to endless details. It was not
to himself. his habit to talk about .himself; he did
The journey was not an easy one for not care to talk about his illness. It
him to take. He arrived at the In was plainly evident that h e wanted to
stitute . late Wednesday afternoon, too live for he had much to live for. He
tired to walk the flight of stairs to his knew that the wife who had stood so
room. An examination of his physical loyally and constantly by his side all
condition told the staff of doctors that the years, ministering to his every
:h e had not many weeks tO Ii ve; he had want, watching with anxious eyes i n
come too l at e for the cure which the the anxious days for th e least si i gn of
physicians hoped they might effect. As danger-he knew she needed him. And
the days went by he showed slight im he felt, and rightly so, that the C ollege
provement, and on his better days he needed him, for he was just coming to
sunned himself for a short time on the the time in his administration of its
wide verandas that- looked off over the affairs when the horizon line was lift- .
ing and the great hills lay just over
rolling hills. ·
yonder.
He must have known, situated
On Wednesday evening, Oc ober 5, I
was, with those dear to him
now
he
as
received a telegram from Mrs1• Roberts
his side, with nurses bend
near
keeping
saying that the P resident had had a bad
and with numerous doc
him,
over
ing
sinking spell. A telephone call to
his pulse, that the end
for
feeling
tors
Morristown broug.ht the added infor
and that the time was
away·
far
not
was
mation· that the President's condition
was mo.st critical and that my services about to come when he must leave all
were needed . On the following day, in behind to enter into the sweet rest that
late afternoon, I arrived at the Insti comes to all those who love their Maker
tute, and found the President a little and their God. And when unconsious
improved. On the following day I was ness· fell upon him late Monday after
permitted to enter the room to be noon and the respi ration grew more
greeted by a most cheerful smile from and more difficult, he quietly fell asleep,
the P resident when my name was re .like a tired child, at near 10 o'clock on
peated to him. He was toO" weak to Tuesday evening, October 1 1 .
Since my arrival at th e Institute o n
talk except in mpnysyllables, yet his
eyes followed me as I walked about the the previous Thursday there had been
room and he seemed to manifest keen little for me to do except to keep vigil
pleasure that some one from the College at his bedsid e at the critical hours be
was there to be of help to Mrs. R oberts tween three and seven o'clock each
morning, and to keep numerous friends
who was living hour by hour for him.
From Thursday until the following informed of the President's condition.
Tuesday night were long and anxious But now that death had come I could
hours for us an. · The members of the render more needfuJ service. Arrange
staff offered no assurance that he had m,ents were immediately made for the
more than a very -short tim�3 to Ii ve, sad journey back to Waterville and for
and on several occasions. when I met the funeral services that should show
them they told me that the patient could the respect in whi ch the College and
not possibly live but a few hours· . It citizens of the : S tate held President
was hard to realize that his life of re Roberts. We ieft Morristown Wednes
markable service to the College was day forenoon and arrived in Waterville
about to end. He doubtless realized at about 3 : 3 0 o'clock Thursday morn
the situation fully. I think he realized ing. The officers of the Rotary Club of
it during -the summer months for on one Morristown, knowing that President
occasion he diagnosed his _case for me . Roberts was a valued member of Rota
by saying, "I am prematurely old'·'. ry, were quick to render most sympa
While his physicians had given the thetic service to Mrs. Roberts, while
name of cerebral sclerosis to his physi- the man into whose hands. we placed
·
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the President 's body was a Rotarian
who was as quiok to conceal profes
sional attention under the more fra
grant flowers of a service that is char
acteristic of Rotarians.
No one present on that morning of
our arrival in Waterville can ever for
get the scene. When we alighted frorru
the car, a very small group of sorrow
ing f iends. came forward to extend
sympathy to Mrs. Roberts. But a little
time later when we had gone to the
house on College Avenue to await the
arrival of the body of the President, the
tramp of many feet was heard, and up
on opening the door we were amazed to
find a double line had been formed ex
tending fromJ the very threshhold of the
door out to the street and then a far
up the street as the eye could see
members of the college faculty and the
young men and women of the under
graduate body. Down between the
lines came the hearse followed by ten

undergraduates who later bore the
body of the President into the house.
Such a scene can never be lost from
memory-that group of sorrowing boys
and girl and that group of sorrowing
faculty associate , standing there in
the early morning hour, with the stars
j ust fading out of a quiet peacefu,1 sky,
and with the first streakings, of the
coming dawn just beginning to show.
It was Colby s tribute to its beloved
President.
El ewhere in this issue of the .ALUM 
N US is printed a great deal of material
dealing with the P resident's life, and
of his services in particular to the Col
lege. I have written this brief account
of the closing days, of 'his life-this in
timate account-that his great host of
friends might know with what comfort
and love h e was surrounded at the close
of his life and how peacefully the end
came .

Tributes to President Roberts
BY

MEM BERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

BY HERBERT W. TRAFTON, '86
The passing of our President comes
writh crushing force upon all who have
been associated with him in the affairs
of the college. The sense of personal
-loss is acute. We shall miss the genial
smile, the hearty handclasp and the
pleasant greeting. He was an idealist
an d a dreamer, but withal a practical
man of the world . His aim and his
ideals were high, although no one more
than he recognized the limitations
W:hich circumstances placed upon his
work ; but he -wPuld not be thwarted in
his endeavors, and ·ever pressed on to
the high mark which was set before
him. His theme was the development
and character building of young men
and young women, especially the young
men and the young women of Maine.
The college was the chosen instrument
by which this w!as, to be accomplished.
He gave of himself freely and· without
stint, sparing not even his life. H e
leaves behind a record of duty well

done, of high i deals striven for and at
tai ned in the face of many discourage
�nts and disappointments, of faith
fulness unto death. He lives in the
hearts of hundreds of Colby men and
women today, and his life an d work
should prove an example and an incen
tive for those of us who are left to close
up the ranks and continue the work
which he so nobly carried on.
BY EDWIN C. W HITTEM ORE, '79
To His Disciples the Master once said
"If thine eye be single thy whole body
shall be full of light". Arthur Roberts
was an example of this truth� His life
was dominated by a single great ambi
tion, one high and holy purpose-the
building up of Colby as a Christian col
lege rendering its utmost . s ervice to. its
students and through them performing
its utmost duty in the world. From
the days when he was a j unior instruc
tor to the end of his career as Presi
dent, he strode steadily forward toward
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this ideal. H e regard ed as the .supreme
obligation responsibility for the char
acter and conduct of those under his
charge.
A word may well b e spoken of what
took place behind the closed doors
where the trustees hel d their regular
meetings. No body of trustees ever
had more clear or illuminating state
ments of the issues i nvolved in every
-q uestiOn of college business or policy.
United action alWflYS followed quickly
on the P resident' 1S word. He was no
exponent of COinJPromise but after his
searching and comprehensive state
ments there seemed to be but one way,
one thing; to do and the trustees did it.
He could see the human side of every
situation and brought the Co lege into
these meetings as a living, throbbing,
urgent and never insurgent body of stu
dents and faculty. He felt what · the
College felt and the t rustees were left
in no uncertainty as to what it was.
· His wit i lluminate d every subject,
usually as a surprise, sometimes as the
lightni ng's flash. Only grim necessity
kept any trustee from attendance at the
meetings and· the center of the inter
est was President Roberts .
BY CARROL N. PERKINS, '04
While the death of P resident Roberts
was a great loss to State, City, and Col
lege it seems greatest to that body· of
students and alum!ni which had been
and were a part of his college family.
Fortunately ours is, and has been, a
small college and every student was to
him, one of his boys or girls.
We cannot enumerate all of those
attributes which made him what he
was, but prominent among them was
his sympathy and understanding. His
wias a great heart. He had no belief in
the theory of an aristocracy o . f brains,
but wanted the doors of Colby to be al
ways open to every boy or girl who
honestly sought an oppo�unity fer e1ucation. He ha d been a poor boy and
he loved to help other poor boys. He
had that rare gift of inspiring confi
dences, of showing real helpfulness, of
compelling not only respect and loyalty
but love as well.
He hated hypocrisy and taught his
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students to hate it. He abhorred fraud.
He taugbt by ·p recept and example, in
tegrity, frankness, square dealing. His
religion was of the everyday" kind.
It was well said of him that "Char
acter was the principal subject in his
curriculum".
His wit and humor were· ever pre
sent. Always, could he see the funny
side. And a joke lost none of its point
if it were on him. But his keenest
thrust never left a sting. Never would
he knowingly hurt the feelings of any
one.
Amibition, he aroused. Loyalty, he
inspired. The highest type of citizen
ship and service he taught. · He lit
erally gave his life to the service of
young manhood and womanhood.
His actual living presence among us
was ve:t;y precious. Today through the
radiations of that beloved personality
he is immortal.
BY GEORGE C. WING, '09 h
I am a sincere mourner at the loss
by death of President Roberts� He was
one of the great men of our great State
not only as an efficient educator but as
a citizen and christian gentleman. He
possessed a dignified manliness, cheer
fulness, friendliness, and politeness all

I
The Late President Roberts (left), the Late Chief
Justice Cornish (right). and Gov.
iilliken; of
Maine (center)
Commencement Time
-
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comlbined with great courage and
habitual and energetic industry. These
qualifications were inspi rational and
affected every Colby student and pro
duced a desire to excel and to per onally
practice them.
During the nineteen year. of his
presidency Colby gained in every de
tail and sent out for service student
imbued and equipped· with the examples
witnessed by them, and if it be aid
that ·President Roberts gave his life for
the College, his rew{ard has been great
satisfaction from result attained and
which will be cherished by every friend
of Colby and of the highest type of
education. There will al way be a
flower in my heart for him.
BY IRVING B. MOWER, '94 h
When a valiant soul goe from the
ci rcles of our common life into the un
seen realms wie are consciou sly i mpov
erished . The finer th e quality of the
life thus interrupte d the keener the
sense of loss. And the more intimate
the relations and the closer the fellow
shi p thus outwardly broken the more
our eourage and devotion are chal
lenged to gird ourselves afresh and
bravely "follow where they lead."
P resident R oberts has gone from us
in the strength of his fine manhood.
We . had thought of him as at the meri
dian of life. Since the tragedy of the
fire four years ago those closest to him
were compelled to acknowledge that his
accustomed vigor was waning, that the
light of his life �s losing something
of its steadfasfness and brilliancy and
that prematurely the limitatfons the
years are sure to bring had laid their
hand upon him. It was said of an
other New England college president
who d uring the world war period and
its aftermath saw much of the results
of his life work swept aw.ay that "he
died of a broken heart." The shock
of the fire in which a quartette of Colby
students perished was terrific. Presi
d ent Roberts never recovered the mas
terfulnes s that had been his prior to
this tragedy. His heart was sorely
wounded.
In order to suffer with and for an
other, one ml u st be able to share his

life. H e must be able to understand
and appreciate the experiences of an
other. He must be susceptible of sym
pathy and capable of walking W!ith
other ide by . ide along the highways
of life. Only the ensitive, the respon ive, the compassionate, can live vica
riou ly. Because to an unu ual degree
he pos es ed the e qualities of mind
and heart, Pre ident Roberts became
the coun ellor, friend and helper of the
entire tudent body. Like the Master
who e banner he gladly lifted up, he
"bore the infirmitie of the weak," and
of the trong a well, reaching out a
helping hand in every hour of need.
Freely he had received, freely he gave.
But I wish to speak of his wider
contacts, e pecially of the spirit of
neighborline
which characteri z e d
Arthur J. Roberts. He w,as a good
eitizen, a good neighbor. For nearly
twenty years the light from his window
has hone across the street and the
lawn, greeting our own lighted window.
Frequently neighborly calls have been
given and received. Though giving
to the limit of his time and strength
to the exacti ng duties of college admin
istration, he loved· the contacts of com
munity life, loved to relax and be social
and free, to talk about the common
places of every day life, to mingle with
friends in old-time New England fash
ion. Here the human qualities which
have been so generously and so j ustly
ascribed to him, were in gracious evi
dence. In the best sense of the word
he was human.
In the simplicity and wholesome nat
uralness of his life, in the warmth and
glow and breadth of his sympathies, in
his freedom from the restraints and
conventionalities that are often so ap
parent w� shall cherish pleasant memo
ries of our friendly neighbor in days
to com.e. His hand will not control the
light that may shine from the window,
but �is cheerful voice, his ringing
laugh, his kindly presence will not be
forgotten nor 'lost from the .treasure
house of life.
A distinguishe d missionary writer
has recently said; "Being a neighbor is
about the finest thing one can be in
any part of the world". Our beloved
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and lamented College President was a
good neighbor, a.nd neighborliness is a
Christian virtue, for the M aster . him
self has said so in unmistakable terms.
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lead him in helping another in distress :
and th� unostentatious, though often
i mpulsive, manner in which his service
foun d expression was the best evidence
of " the genuineness of his feelings.
M any characteristic incidents come to
my mind. I ma y sum it all up by say
i n g that I never knew him to have an
ignoble thought or do an ignoble deed.
H i s life was spent in thought and ser
vice for his friends.

BY FRANKLIN W. JOH NSON, ' 9 1
Among the tributes pai d to President
RO'b erts through th e spoken and writ
ten �)rd, his contribution to the
growth of the College during the long
·p eriod of his conne'ction with it as
student, teacher, �nd administrative
he�d, will perhaps most frequently be
BY HERBERT S. PHILBRICK, '97
pointed out as evi dence of his worth.
Arthur J . Roberts· revealed English
The College, as it is today, to which he poetry to me. With him my i nterest
gave all the labor of his life, is indeed grew, my curiosity continued. He was
his most obvious memorial. But there a teacher to me during the years 1 893is another, less tangible, 'bu one for 1897. He had not then become a col
which, I think, he could car e more, in lege president. As a vigorous, honest,
the lives of the countless students for helpful college teacher and friend I
whom he felt such personal concern and shall al ways think of him and value
upon whom his vivid and forceful per him .
sonality made indelible impression.
This can not be measured in exact and
BY C HARLES E . OWEN, '79
. material terms, but if the total could
President Roberts was a fine exam
be accurately computed, his greatest
ple
of purely practical C hristianity. He
memorial would be found in his contri
cared
nothing for creedal refinements
bution to the saner view of life, to' the
.
or
theological
theories but his life was
higher level of ideals, to the courage in
devoted
to
the
practice · of Christian
the face of difficulties, through his own
principles
in
all
· his varied relations
exampl e and the intimate contacts with ·
among
men.
students during all these years. Here
Boys and girls · recognize a friend in
is a memorial, as enduring and sub
tuitively.
President Roberts was every
stantial in its ultim�te values as the
student's
friend
. In the forty years of
material advancement of the College
his
life
at
Colby,
especially the twenty
for which he has been responsible.
years
in
the
presidency
his- steadfast
I think of Arthur Roberts not as col
devotion
to
th
college
was
unusually
e
lege president but as a man . I have
rec.
o
gnized
.
This
together
�th
his
known him long and i ntimately. When
innate
love
of
young
people
and
his
un
I entered college he was a sophomore.
During the first year of his married life _wavering determination to give every
boy· and ·g irl a chance to make the most
I was a member of his household. Since
then, again and again, as guest or host, of themselves was the magnet which
our lives have touched each other close bound them to him with such loyalty.
ly. I wfoul d sum up his most outstandBY GEORGE OTIS SMITH, '93
ing quality in the statement that he was.
hu man through and through. His simArthur Roberts was great in his posplicity, his directness of thought and session of human sympathy-a touch
speech, his energy in action made it stone with which he discovered the best
possible for him to brush aside the un- in everyone. We who W!ere privileged
essential and conventional and arrive to know him at Colby, as enthusiastic
at once at the he�rt of any matter. His college boy, as inspiring instructor, and
sense of humor eased many a trying as succe.ssful President, were won by
situation and made him a delightful · the genuine ring in his- every act and
com panion. There was no end to word. He was able in many lines and
which his kindliness of spirit would not tru e to every trust, but underneath and
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back of the brilliant and useful career
was th is simple God-given talent for
sympathy.
BY LEON .c . GUPTILL, '09, Trustee and
President General A lumni A ssociation

The Alumni of Colby have suffered
a great loss in the death of Pre ident
Arthur J. Roberts, a lo which po sibly
can not nowl be e timated, in fact no
true estimate of the greatne of such
a man as President Roberts can be made
except with the pas ing of the year .
His will be a very difficult place to
fill , for he had so many of the qualities
which go to make up an efficient college
President that it is difficult to fin d in
one man all of th e qualification which
were his.
He was ·a lway closely i n touch, first
of all with hi tud'erit body, and then
wlith his faculty and Alumni. There is
no member of the Alumni body who ha
not a personal acquaintance with our
beloved deceased President, and his
visits to the various Alumni Associa
tions throughout the country, while not
frequent, were always looked forward
to with the keenest anticipation by all
of the Alumni in that vicinity. He was
indeed a great man w�th a big heart
and loving sympathy on all occasions,
and no finer tribute could be pai d to him
than to say that his life as he lived it is
a ·fitting i deal which may well pattern
the lives of all graduates and students
of Colby College.
·

BY D,UDLEY P. BA ILEY, '67
It is a pleasure to render any tribute
to President Roberts, whose service has
been shorter than wre could desire, but
has been a very distinguished service.
It is safe to say that no President of
Colby College has rendere d so distin
guished a s·e rvice as that of President
Roberts. When the name of a proposed
President was presented at the time of
his election, there were several trustees
who did not consider that any person
could properly be P resident except a
Clergyman, but there was a_ strong sup
port for President Roberts and he was
elected without serious oppo. s i·tion. All
doubts as to his being the most efficient
candidate disappeared at once and his

administration has been an unbroken
success from the start. There remains
to find a fit successor who can fill the
place made vacant by his too early
decease.
Resol ution by the Bo ton Colby
Alum;ni As ociation on the death of
Arthur Jerem iah Roberts, President of
Colby College.
PREPARED BY WOODMAN BRADBURY, '87,
AND WILLIA M C. CRAWFORD, '82,
Trustees of the College

The Colby Alumni of Bo ton and
vicinity, lik e their brothers everywhere
feel an un utterable en e of loss in the
pa ing of Pre ident Roberts.
Per onally, every ne of u feels that
he has lost a friend. Though Robert
wa undemonstrative, we felt that he
understood us, that hi sympathy wa
genuine, and that, as occa ion might
arise, he would do anything in his
power for us. Our minds hold precious
memories of his friendship.
We admired him as a killful teacher,
a successful admini trator, an inspiring
public speaker, and a vvnse, tactful coun
selor of youth to whom graduates were
glad to entrust their sons and daugh-

The

Late

President Roberts Assisting
Taft Aboard Train
Characteristically of Service

Ex-President
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ters. He stood high among the college
p residents of our lan d.
We honored his sincerity, openness,
directness, .s ense of honor and d evotion
to his ideals : in a word, as a manly ex
ponent of the C hri stian religion.
His long service as professor and
president has shape d the course of the
college. His inrfluence ther e is ineradi
cable. D evoti on .s uch as his is rarely
.seen and the remembranc e of it en
heartens us. It is hard to imagine our
college without him . Colby and Roberts
are inseparable namies . He built him
self into the institution. His is the
felicity of those loyal souls who have
"sQmethirig to live for -here that shall
outlive us" .
The knowledge that Roberts is no
longer at the helm of Alma Mater girds
us for fresh endeavors and heartier
loyalty. On his foundations w e pledge
ou rselves to build the larger and finer
Colby of the future.
BY DR. FRED M. PREBLE , ' 8 1
. To me the name, "Dr. Roberts, " or as
I like best to c all him, "President Rob. erts, " .like the name "Rogers", stamped
on silverware, is the_ distinguishing
mark of unusual qualities brought to
gether in a sterling and noble pe·r son
ality. By nature President Roberts
wlas richly endowed. He was robust,
· a man's man. In an
vigorous, virile,other's words I think of him : "He was a
tower. You felt he could not be jos·tled.
His presence was commanding. His
strength was strong at all times, strong
er at some times, strongest at rare
times, an d he could climb high Alps
when occasion called his name." ·
Then, too, I am thinking of the quali
ties of his mind and heart, qualities so
rich, so fine, so strong ; thinking of his ·
traits of character, traits distinctive,
ennobling, commanding. B ut neither
for myself nor for others shall I try
to take apart these traits, or separate
these qualities, giving to them names
appropriate, as it may seem to me. For
in doing so I should feel as I would if
some one were to blast away and level
down our grand old Okems mountain
that rises amid the beautiful Green
hills of Ve rmont and up to which I
·
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look and from whi ch come help and' in
spiratio V every day. In all I think
President Roberts was like the hills
,
from which he came. "He was a New
Englander. These steady mountains,
granite, infl exible, unafrai d of winter,
aware of springtim'e with its green and
gladness, fronting dawns and s unsets
and the .s hining of the stars, at home
with solitudes and tempests, set there
of G od, retaining their primal dignity
and their impress of the Almighty."
These mountain s are symbolical of
Arthur J . Roberts . There he stands
on the horizon of my remembrance,
towering, · steady and unafraid, con- ·
spicuous for his high ideals and for
his noble character.
But it is as President of Colby Col
lege that he will best be . known and
most revered. In this connection I
�sh to quote a few words spoken in
eulogy of another college President.
And as they are · equally applicable to
President Roberts I want them to be
found in my tribute to him . " T o this
work Dr. Roberts gave the vigor of
his young manhood at its high noon�
He was a man of i ndustry which knew
no weariness ; and every power of heart
and mind he flung Wiith spendthrift
prodigality into his noble labor. To
the day of his death Colby College
.shared with his family the love of this
manly heart. He no more forgot it
than a mother her babe. . . Such loy
alty as this captivates like ·a vision of
the sea."
In the chapel of my heart there is an
altar d edicated to the memory of Presi
dent Roberts, manly man, friendly man,
gallant champion of higher education,
christian soldier, christian gentlem(an.
And on this altar, as long as I shall live,
I shall place the forget-me-nots of u n
fading appreciation and the immor
telles of undying love .
BY FRED F. LAWRENCE, '00
Colby without "Rob" ! The picture
is har d to visualize. President i n
name, h e was infinitely more i n fact.
The college absorbed not merely his life
effort, but the very fibre of his being.
His rugged personality survived in an
age of conformity and standardization
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to leave its priceless imprint upon suc
cessive waves of susceptible youth, who
can never forget the ideals of culture
and character which only magnetic
leaders are privilege d to imjp art. Trib
utes to the memory of such are idle.
In life he scorned encomiums ; in death
he needs none.

and undergraduate, join with the sons
in mourning his lo s sincerely.

BY C H ARLES E. GURNEY, '98
Pre ident Arthur J. Roberts was to
me always the beloved "Rob" of my own
college d�.ys, when he was our professor
of rhetoric and public speaking.
We called him "Rob" tecause he wa
one of us. H e had qualities of mind
By WARREN C. P H ILBROOK, '82
During the long period i n which I and of heart that plendidly fitted him
have known the officers of Colby College for the leadership of boys and girls dur
, no one so connected with the institu ing the formative years of college life,
tion has done more than President when example is o potent in character
/· R o berts in developing i ts popularity building. Hi 1 ,s un-bright characteris
and efficiency. By natural endowment, tics were his unfailing sincerity and
temperament, and training, as well as gerutlene s of heart.
He was just, hone t, sometimes bru
by his capacity for constant work, he
has conferred unsurpassed benefit up tally frank, but alway without taint of
on his Alma Mater. His devotion to hypocrisy, sham or false pretense. His
the cause of education, an d his personal nature was as rugged and as steadfast
i nterest in those who have been his stu a our own solid State of Maine, where
dents, have been outstanding features he was born. He gave his life to the
of his record as an instructor and an college, never with thought of financial
adm inistrator. The State, the college, return or worldly benefit ; and so he
and those who may hereafter seek col leaves to us all the priceless legacy of
legiate training have .s ustained a seri a life well spent in unselfish devotion.
to those about him.
ous loss.
I feel my life has been better all
through
these years because of having
BY FRA N K W . ALDE N, '98
known him. His memory, his aspira
In the death of -President Roberts we' tions and his i deals have been built into
have lost an able executive ; but the Colby College too deeply for even d eath .
greatest loss is the inspiration every to eradicate, and they will inspire and
alumnus, alumna an d Trustee received guide us onward and upward forever.
from him, who unconsciously, by his
every act and wprd, gave evidence of
BY RANDALL J. CONDON, '86
his great loyalty to the institution .
"President
Roberts is dead.'' . When
His whole life from his undergrad
I
read
these
words,
my heart was heavy
uate days until his death was dedicated
to the college an d its undergraduates. not only wiith sorrow for the death of a
Each year, if possible, seemed to mani noble man, but for the college of which
he had been president for so many
fest an ever growing love for Colby.
years1, for I could hardly think of this
We admired the man and his ability
and honor and revere that spirit of de college as living, growing, d eveloping i n
votion so freely expended in furthering power, influence a n d usefulness, with
out the man who more than any others
the prosperity of the college.
had done so much to make it a great inr
stitution ·o f learning. And this is said
BY LoUISE HELEN COBURN, '77
without any disparagement of others,
President Roberts has given to Colby or without any failure to recognize the
the unremitting an d .self-denying ser great service which many in their time
vice of a life-time, and the best powers have given.
He was the successor of a great line
of his brain and heart. He has given
to students unfailing personal interest of :p residents. He built upon the foun
The dations which they laid ; he made their
and inspi rational leadership.
daughters of the college, both graduate foundations more secure, and to him
·

·
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wats given in his time the task and the the unfinished task to which he gave
opportunity of erecting a superstruc- "the la �t full measure of devotion . "
'
ture of noble proportions.
" S o he passed over, a n d a l l the trU!II P 
It has always been a · isource of pride ets sounded for him on the other side."
for me to say : " I am a graduate of C ol
by ;" but during the l ater years of Presi
· BY C HARLES F. T. SEAVERNS, ' 0 1
d ent Roberts,' adminiisit ration I have
President Roberts meant a great deal
said it with increas�ng satisfaction, for
in
my life because of our friendship.
·
it has seemed to me, viewing th e college
You
can imagine how I miss him. and
and its work from 1 a distance and with
his
letters
! He always wrote in long
. a somewhat wide acquaintance with the
h
and
to
me
no matter how busy he was ..
colleges of the c ountry, tha1t he was a:ri
His
doing
so
was j ust another expres
i d eal pre�1i dent for a small New Eng
s.ion of the interest. There are so many ·
l.an d college--a lea der of men, an in
thoughts that come crowding in as I
spirer of youth, holding fast to the
think of him.
ideals of the past and facing the future
unafraid. · He helped to give Colby a
character and .a reputation that extends
BY NORMAN L. BASSETT, '91
far b eyond the sitate in which it i s, lo catArthur
Roberts · had character and
·
. ed-a reputation for sound S1chol arship, was a character. When those words,
for high character, tor spiritual vision, which . mean much as you thin k them
for civic tService, for clean living and through, can b e applied to a person and
noble thinking on the part of students when the word "great" can be placed
a n d faculty alike--a quality that is not
before "character", what more can we
Surpassed by any other college in the say, what more would he hope we could
land. And ihe did this because he him and would say. I think of him in that
self wasJ all that he would have others . two-fold as.pect from th e time I first
b ecome. Strong and rugged as, the hills knew him and that was as a sophomore.
of Maine � pure as its woodland streams, How can a freshman use · such words of
-cl ear in thought and purpose as, its a sophomore ? But I do. He was
.
· northern sikies ; he taught his students original, versatile, resourceful and in
by what he did, to do ; he inspired them teresting, but fair, kindly and left no
by what he was, to become. And now scars. Then as a college mat e I saw
he has gone, and in his going he "leaves him for three- years, became better ac
a lonesome place against the sky". He quainted with him, ·knew his fine record .
has graduated from the college he loved. How that character was budding ! For
Out from the bounds of time a great four years thereafter I was, in touch
soul has embarked on the seas of eterni with his work as a teacher, heard the
ty ; but the course he ch arted while he,re comments and praise of his students,
makes the voyage more certain for saw his work, .noted its. results . For a
those who still sail the seas of time. considerable time we sat at table to
Like the Great Teacher of Galilee "He gether. "There comes Rob !" someone
sav·e d others, himself he could not slave." would say, looking out the window,
I n th e words of Lincoln, "It is for us, "Good" ! would be the answer, for with
the living rather to be dedicate d here to his- entrance the atmosphere livened
the unfiniished work which they who and blood course d more quickly around
fought here have thus far so nobly the table. No dull, listless moments,
advanced. It is rather for us to be here when he was , p resent. He s et one to
d edicated to the great task remaining thinking and that, too, quickly. Then
before us-that from these honored from 1908 when he became president,
dead w e take increased devotions to the Judge Cornish having · become Chair
c ause for which they gave the last full man of the Board of Trustees the year
measure of devotion."
before, watching, with larger opportu
This shall be our tribute to President nity to know the inner life of the col
Roberts-that he i nspired us to dedi lege, his upward climb, and how he did
climb, and for the last ten years as a
c ate ourselves in unselfish devotion to
·
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trustee u nder his leadership, I saw and
we saw that budding character become
a tree whose leaves were fo r our heal
ing. We came fully to r,ealize that this
son of Maine, born i n the hills of old
Oxford, educated in our college, pos
sessed of an intellect as keen as a blade,
with rare common sens e and sound
j udgment, with a ripening knowledge of
h u man nature like to the knowledge of
those 31 chapters of Proverbs he used
to counsel u s to study, with a heart as
. . ten der as a woman's but strong as steel
in loyalty to home, fri end, college, town ,
state and country that thi s. son of Mai ne
and Colby seemed to have been born for
us and was our great gift. Up, up he
strode along a steadily ascending pa th,
turning, as he often did, to tell u s of
the horizon an d the view, inspiring u

in his own unforgettabl e way to follow
after him and then we began to grasp
how great his character was and how
great a character he was. How we
looked forward to the coming decade of
his sixties when we would see rising the
visible edifice on the wide, strong foun
dations that he hq, d been laying all the
while for us. But now, with a cl utch
of the throat and di mmed eyes we must
follow ,hi
pirit and with cou rage and
faith his mes age, "Carry on" ! C olby
College will n ever, can never prod uce
a greater character than he and a con
soling glory i that it is growing sti ll .
His memory is taking i ts true propor
tion . Blessed be the man of whom it
can be said, as is now truthfully and
often said of him, he becomes greater
with his passing.

President Roberts as a Rotarian
B Y HERBERT CARLYLE LI BBY , LITT . D . , '02
( On Monday, October 1 7 , the Rotary
Club of Waterville, made up1 of about
80 representative citizens. of Waterville,
devoted i ts regular noon hour to a
memorial serv i ce for i ts late President,
Arth u r J. Roberts . T hree Rotarians
spoke briefly : Professor Julian D. Tay
lor, an honorary member of the Club,
spoke of the "Administration of Presi
d ent Roberts" ; Carrol N. Perkins, '04,
a fo rmer President of the Club, spoke
of "President Roberts as a Friend ' t ;
·
and Professor H erbert C . Libby, '02,
spoke of " President Roberts as a Rota
rian". The A LUM NUS has not been
able to secure' the manuscripts of the
ad dress.es delivered by Professor Taylor
and Mr. Perki n s, but the one by
P r ofessor Libby is given · below.
EDITOR. )
"I do not need to comment on the
Presiident
with which
faithfulness
Roberts performed all of his civic
d uties, but may I give you thi s illustra
tion ? When the C ity Planning Board
was c reated and i ts pei::s onnel was u n
d er consideration, I asked him to ac
cept the presi dency of the Board for
two reasons ; I k n ew his fitness for the

task and I k new it would make him feel
that his ill health was after all no bar
to public service.
"When I asked him to accept the
office there was a brief moment of in
decision, and t.h en a prompt and h appy
and almost anxious expression of will
i ngness to serve. He knew that I knew
m onths ago that his larger service to
society was well nigh d one, and yet I
knew that he knew that · he wanted not
to come , j u st yet, to the full realization
of the fact. He n ever mi sse d a meet
ing and resigned only when prolonged
i llness made it imperative.
"Neither do I need to comment u pon
what are the facts of com mon knowl
edge to you-his marked fidelity to
the bu.siness c oncerns of the Rotary
Club, as its President for two years,
as its representative before many other
clubs, and later as a m ember of import
ant committees . He never shirked ; h e
w a s a l ways ready to p u t service before
self even when the b urdens he carried
weighed most heavi ly up on him.
"I want rather to touch upon certai n
o f h i s motives a n d actions which a r e
perhaps not so well known to a l l of you
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but that, nevertheless, evidence most
eloquently the Rotary spirit that domli
nated his life. Thes e shall concern
themselv es with his work in the college.
" First of all, his work for the college
was not a perfunctory matter but very
largely a labor of love, and this is not
more manifest at any time of his career
than in the ·early days of his presidency.
H e b ecame p resident i n 1908. In 1909
h e asked me to j oin the teaching staff
and I distinctly r emember the form of
the invitation : 'To serve as Registrar,
to do a little teaching, and to h elp m·e
round up the classes'-three full sized
j obs.
" Few ·of you will understand what he
meant by 'rounding up the classes .'
Twenty years ago comparatively few
students were s.e eking admission to our
colleges. It therefore b ecame neces
sary for the c olleges to seek the student.
" Every college in Maine had their
'representatives in the field, visiting the
schools and the homes in an effort to
gain new recruits. It was nip and tuck.
T he work I was asked to do was to
assist him in securing a good entering
class . From this vantage-groun_d I am
thu s permitted to speak with a keen
appreciation of his worth as a good
Rotari an.
"No service he could have rendered
the college was more ex:harns.ting. It
meant long trips into Aroostook and
Washington counties, or over into York
o r up into Oxford-trips by railroad,
by sleigh, or by carriage.
" Every w eek we held consultations,
made up lists, mapped out trips, and
then so planned the itinerary that we
might not miss too many of the college
classes . It meant early morning ap1..
p earances before student bodies in re
mote high schools. and academies, and
all too frequently it meant a return to
Waterville on dark winter nights. His
favorite train into Waterville was the
one that used to reach here about 2.30
o'clock in the morning, and on such days
he rarely missed his nine o'clock classes .
He kept that program up year after
year.
" Now not so extensive or intensive
had been this particular work before
his advent to the presidency. Why
·
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now ? He greatly d esired to see his
old col� ege grow that its. influence might
extend and its service to human kind
be broadened, but he desired even more
d eeply that the opportunity · for educa
tion might be brought within the knowl
edge of the youth of our state . · And in
this conn ection no man within our state
has rendered a larger service.
"Again, h e practiced the Rotary ideal
of respecti:p.. g all classes of people, no
matter what the race or creed or sta
tion in life. Real worth was figured
in other terms to him. The negro boy
in c ollege, while the butt of his fun and
raillery, found in him a strong and in
stant champion. In the distribution of
the scholars.hi P' funds he was ·as gener
ous to the . black as to th e white, and I
sometimes think a bit more generou s to
the black. When the two Chinese boys,
dress.ed for Oriental climate, stepped
from the railroad car into the snows of
Waterville, they were immediately tak
en in charge hy the President of the
College and warm clothing was boU'ght
for them with money from the Presi
dent's own pocKet. And when some
time later one of the Chinese boys died,
his body was taken to the President's
own home and the boy was given a de
cent burial .
"President Roberts was a Baptist by
profession of his faith, but Catholic and
Jew could listen with profit to his
chapel talks and find therein no possi
ble offence. No creedal belief destroyed
his faith in those who worshipped at
other altars. 'Vith clear eye and
steady gaze he saw but one distant
shore and he was in no wise concerned
over the kind of craft that was used to
bear thither the sons of God .
"And again, he wore the cloak of
sweet cliarity with becoming grace and
dignity. I never knew a man who so
totally disregarded the l etter, but who
so p ersistently kept the spirit of the
law. To him, college regulations meant
nothing. When he came into office, the
book of college rules disappeared. We
have never seen them since. To him,
every boy was different from every
other boy and he never could be con
vinced that a general rule could be ap
plied to each and all.
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to get prepared for college. He based
I recall n u mberless i nstances when
his argument on the afe ground that
cases of · d i scipline came before the
once a man gets an education it can
faculty. We setUed the case in much
the same manner as any group of ad never be taken a way.
mini strative officers would settle cases,
"His theory of education was best
by precedent or by general rule.
summed up in his oft-repeated state
" Possibly it was a case of expulsion.
ment : When large things loom large,
Not m a ny days would elapse befor� the and small thi ng
eem small. And his
youth in question would reappear on motto for the college boy , whiCh ex
tb e campus. When time came for ex
pres ed much of his C hristian faith :
planat i on, the President would s ay :
To live clean and to be kind.
·
'\V el l , I think the boy has learned his
"And may I add i n concl usion, that
l e sson ; he's going to be a better boy
in the eighteen years that I worked
from now on. I've had another talk with President Robert , p robably in a�
with him.' And then if anyone doubt
clo e comradeship as two men could
·
ed the wisdom of his course and so ex work, I neve r heard him speak of others
pressed him self, the President would
in a spirit of bitterness o r in a way to
say with a twi nkle in his eye that do them harm. This is not saying that
spelled finality, 'By the way, I had a he has n ot often p ricked the bubbles,
talk with the boy's mother the other for he despised sham, and p reten se, and
day. If any member of the faculty hypocrisy, and insincerity, and cant,
thinks the case should be handled differ and show and bomba t, and all other
ently, I wish he would first talk with
members of the family of Truth de ..
the boy's mother. ' He was always will stroyers . H e was never slow to show
ing to give every b oy 'another chance.'
up thos e who practi ced this common
B u t there was a limit to his patience,
art.
and few seldom cared to test it.
" Paul Harris founded Rotary i n
"He knew the frail side of human
1 905, and President Roberts j oined the
kind better than do most men.
Wateryille Rotary Club in 1 9 1 8, but
"Then, again, he seemed to have a long befo re Paul Harris thought of
burning desire to give every boy a
Rotary and long years before President
chance at an educati on . He was wholly Roberts j oined the Rotary club, he was
out of sympathy w ith those who sought
living and practicing every pri nci ple
to restrict n u mbers who desired to en that can be fou nd i n the Six Great Ob
ter college. To him there was no such
j ects of Rotary o r in its long code of
�bing as an aristocracy of b rains. He
ethics.
had struggled up the ladder, round by
"As I stood at his bedside d uring
round, from a country boy to the those last hours and watched the pass
presi dency of an old New E ngland col
ing of his soul into the G reat Unknown,
lege rich in tradition and he would not
and knew that h e had been stricken
be found guilty of making i t harder for
d own becaus e of his zealous endeavors
others to achieve. His burning passion
for ·others, for practicing service b efore
was to make the road smoother, the
self, I deeply hoped that in his conscious
b urden l ighter, the j oy greater.
hours h e knew somewhat of the meas
"His dictum was : If there are more
boys seeking admission to our colleges. , ure of his worth and of the lasting i m
pressions he had made through precept
than can now be accommodated , let u s
have more brick walls. I never knew and example upon the l ives of others,
for I knew that in such realizatio n he
him to give an address before secondary
schools that he d i d not u rge the student would find s upremest j oy."

EVERY COLBY MAN SHOULD B E COUNT'E D I N O N THE NEW
GYMNASIUM FUND. PLE DGE NOW !
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A Good Teacher Gone
B Y EDWIN CAREY WHITTEMORE:, D . D ., '79, Secre tary
( The following account of the life
story of P resident Roberts. a ppeared in
the October 29 i ssue of The B aptist
and was written by Dr. Whittemore,
secretary of the_ Colby Board of Trustees. -T HE EDITOR. )
.
Wherever there is a graduate or
friend of Colby College there is pro
found sorrow at the news of the death
of Arthu r Jeremiah Roberts, which oc
curred on October 1 1 at a hospital in
New Jersey. They mourn their leader
and the lost service of the years ahead.
For forty-one years, as st dent, pro
fessor and, since 1908, p resident, he
was vitally connected with Colby.
Arthur Roberts. was a typical New
E ngland boy, born in a typical New
E ngland town sixty years ago. His
quota. of life was, large in mental and
physi cal power, in energy, ambition and
good cheer. To such a boy education
was a necessity to be sought at any cost
of labor and sacrifice. At Colby he met
teachers. who not only taught literature
and science but radiated character and
manhood.
Even more · significant was his meet
ing with the Man of Nazareth, when in
view. of what Jesus meant to the world
he flung every ambition down and cri�d,
"I will follow thee_." He kept his vow,
but he found that He who came to give
life more abundantly quietly gathered
up the enthusiasms, ambitions and loy
alties of His. young disciples and put
them back in his hands as tools., while
He p ut His spirit into his soul.
Graduated with honor in 1 890, young
Roberts was, not allowed to hesitate.
Colby lai d compelling hands upon him
and set him in the professor' s chair.
H e was qualified, and from that day
forward no man ever strode on mbre
steadily toward his ideal . His definite
i ntellectual grasp, his clarity of state
ment and his habit of seeing things, in
their entirety made accurate teaching
i nevitable, while his enthusias m became
contagiou s. D awdling study and sloppy
statemen t were anathema in his sight-

to the profit of his students. Students
knew a leader, and they followed him to
a man. In 1908 he was the unanimous
choice of trustees, facuity and .students
for the presidency of the college.
The fame of Colby does not · rest upon
the greatness of the wealth lavished u1P1..
on it by millionaires, but on the great
ness of its teachers and the quality of
the education offered . Arthur Roberts
stands in th e elect circle. His grasp of
truth and his clearness of statement
would have made · him an author of re
pute, but he kept himself to the direct
line of teaching. Through his pupils
he is speaking in many l ands, and while
they live his1 lips will not be dumb. .
With the exception of Professor Tay
lor, honored dean of the college and
senio r of all New England faculties,
President Roberts had taught more
Colby men and women than any other
professor in the college . The field of
his teaching was unusually large, and
his dynamic power was remarkable.
He was a kind of starter to cold and
slow mental machinery until it ran
smoothly and swiftly. He gU;i ded b ril
liant minds to their greatest efficiency.
As is true of all great teachers1, his
personality was the most inspiring ele
ment in his teaching. His downright
intellectual honesty, his insistance on
reality, his intuitive discernment of
character, his comprehensive vision of
the things worth while that were near
and th e greater values ahead, made him
a real teacher. Students were attract
ed to the colleg·e in ever-increasing
m1mbers.
As an able administrator he steadily
increased the resources and revenues
of the college and by his· personal en
d eavors raised the c entennial fund of
over half a million . dollars ; the second
century fund of one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars ; and a considerable
sum for salary endowment. At his
death he had on hand the r�ising of
funds for the new gymnasium. When
he became president the funds of the
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college amounted to $400,000i. When
he died they were over $1 ,500,000.
His rich sympathies1 won him friends
in every rank of life. He was the
friend of every trustee, and their
answering affection made it possible
for him to accomplish his highest plans.
The faculty members loved, honored,
respected and worked for him and with
him. Students whose waywardness
needed correction went out, after an
interview with President Roberts1, with
the feeling that they had a friend who
could help them to something better.
When students were sick P resident
Roberts' home was opened for their
care ; when they died their caskets stood
in his own parlor as in ·their father's
house. The most eloquent words I ever
heard from his lips were s1p oken beside
the body of a young student from China
who had come seeking preparation for
Christia n service and whose life he had
tried to save by every method known to
science.
When in a catastrophe four of the
students lost their lives, he grieved as
a father who loses four sons in a night.
Like his Master, he carried his disciples
on his heart : when four perished his
own life weakened and his fatal declirie
began.
Above all, President Roberts was a
spiritual force. Amid all the disputes,
suspicions, and charges of recent times,
no man ever questioned th e faith and
the religion of P resident Roberts. His
chapel talks a nd prayers, especially i n
war time when hi s boys. were a t the
front, breathed the spirit of Jes us and
brought all who heard them into the
presence of the Eternal .
Clean living, honest work, service of
men, obedienc e to God and ambition for
the best were his, themes, and these he
emphasized in personal practice. The
chapel was a shrine so long as President
Roberts was in its pulpit.
In his home life A rthu r Roberts was
signally happy. In 1 895 he married
Miss Ada L. Peabody, a Maine girl,
who taught in Boston. As wife, com
rade, ins;p i ration, solace and constant
j oy, Mrs. Roberts· contributed her share
to the service and noble success of the
�

years.
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The train bearing the body of P resd
dent Roberts arrived at the Waterville
station at 3 :40 A.M. The whole college
was there-th e faculty, trustees, stu
dents by the hundreds, men and women.
Side by sdde in long avenues of sorrow,
they stood in line from the station to
the home of the president. On Friday
there were prayers at the home con
ducted by E. C. Whittemore, former
pastor and friend for forty years, then
the students of the pre ident's frater
nity and the college council with strong
and loving hands carried the casket to
the chapel . The place wa holy. Doc
tor Taylor, dean of the faculty, presid
ed, Professor Marriner read the scrip
ture and Professor White offered pray
er. Then Woodman Bradbury, '87, of
Newton gave a tender appreciation of
what P resident Roberts had been arid
would continu e to be to Colby.
The streets of the city had their flags
at half mas1t. All places of business
and schools were closed. There was a
procession of students, faculty, alumni,
trustees, representatives of other col 
leges and schools, city officials, service
clubs, business corporations and the
citizens generally such as Waterville
had never seen before. At the First
church which was quickly filled, Doctor
Whittemor e presided. Scripture was
read by I. B. Mower ; prayer was
offered by Frank W. Padelford, '94 ;
and an address· of deep feeling was giv
en by Everett Carlton- Herrick, '98,
president of Newton Theological insti
tution, who had been a pupil of Presi
dent Roberts. Final prayer and bene
diction was by L. H. R. Haas. The
committal s·e rvice was. in Pine Grove.
As the sun was setting the body of our
"happy warrior' was laid to rest.
Many soldiers of the world's· true for
tunes go down in the conflict ere the
battle is on. Not so did he. It is given
to few to be so sincerely honored, so
steadfastly loved and so deeply
mourned ; and beside the casket with its
mais'ses of flowers, i n the life of the
great friend, citizeri, teacher, president,
lover of men and lover of God, Arthur
J. Roberts, "the glory of the Lord was
passfog by" and leading on.
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Colby Night
.

B Y ERNEST CUMMINGS MARRINER, B.A., ' 1 3
"We are saddened and bowed with
grief. But we must close up the ranks
and march on." These words, so often
spoken by President Roberts whenever
death claimed a colleague from the
Colby ranks, were the key-note of Col
by Night at the old college " Gym" on
O ctober 28th . Memories. of our depart
ed p resident, touchingly referred to by
every speaker, made all the Colby men
in that great assembly feei that "Rob"
was actually and intimately -present.
Colby Night is not j usj; a rally before
a footbal l game. For more than twen
ty years it has been a gathering of stu
dents, faculty, alumni, trustees and
friends of the college, to deepen the
ardor of Colby spirit an d re-inculcate
Colby ideals. Every y ear a larger
number of alumni h ave been returning
for this event. On the odd-numbered
years the occasion comes on the last
evening of the Portland convention of
the Maine Teachers' Associati on. Many
Colby teachers , especially those who live
in northern Maine, take advantage of
this duplication of events to attend
Colby Night on their way home from
the convention.
Some forty such

teachers attende d the college function
this year.
Professor Herbert C. Libby, '0·2, ac
c epted and graciously performed the
difficult task of presiding officer. H.e
managed e ery detail j ust as President
R oberts would have manage d it, and he
presented a program that will long re
main in the memory of those who wit
nessed it.
The first .s peaker was Dr. Julian D.
Taylor, chairman of the administrative
committee of the college. He paid
memorial tribute to President R ob erts
and to Dr. Marquardt, contrasting the
two men and adding that both possessed
in <wmmon one conspicuous quality, an .
intense loyalty to duty. "The highest
tribute we can pay to President Rob
erts", said Dr. Taylor, "is to pattern
our lives after his" . Referri ng to the
morrow's gamle he recommended a
paraph;ra;sle of Lord Nelson's famous
battle cry : "Colby expects every man
to do hisi duty".
Frederick R . Dyer, '98, U. S. Dis
trict Attorney, compared the demands
of football with the demands of life.
" The world has no use for a quitter",
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vened. He sai d the interest in Satur
day's game on the part of those C olby
teachers was so keen that he had been
§
�
asked to teleph01i'e to Waterville for
seventy tickets. While stressing that
we must continue to be true Colby men,
win or lose, he i nsi sted that we must
not under-estimate the importance of
victory. "Successrful achiev-ement counts
everywhere else in life. It certainly
has a right to count on the football
field."
Two for�r captains of ch ampion
ship teams were greeted with enthusi
asm. Clayton K. Brooks, '98, whose
team defeated Maine 56 to 0, showed
that the passing years of strenuous
T H E LATE P ROF. A TON MARQUARDT
busine s career had not dam}l ened his
athletic ardor. He had referred to the
campaign for a new gymnasium by say �
he said ; "the man who fights with his ing that he was sure the biblical account
last ounce of .strength i s the man who of the deluge must be wrong, that Noah
wins.".
had floate d up the old Kennebec, for be
·
The Alumni Association of Colby Col hold, here was his ark still standing
l ege was represented by its president, in the form of the pre ent Colby "gym."
Leon C. Guptill, '09, of Boston . He
Ralph N. Good, '10, one of the few
brought the greetings1 of Colby aluillill i men who captained a Colby team for
scatter-ed · over the: worl d and reaffirmed · two year.s , and whosie 1909 warriors
their loyalty to th e college at this time charged their way to a state champion
of mourning and transition.
ship, was greeted with a p leasant sur
Professor Ernest C. Marriner, ' i3 , prise. In 1910 he had been presented
b rought a message of good chee.r from with a huge loving cup, which he had
one hundred and fifty Colby men and loaned to the college for exhibition at
women assembled in reunion on the the 1920 centennial . Somehow the cup
pr·evious day in Portland, where the had never foun d its way back to Good's
Maine Teachers' Association was con- home in Portland. When he stepped

i
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round of spontaneous applause, he
voiced the spirit of the blu e and gray.
Seldom have C olby men li stened to such
a .sti rring appeal, and they will remember it for many a day.
Dr. Libby called to the front of the
room and lined up for introduction s ev
eral men who guide the destiny of
Colby athletics : Dr. Thomas B. Ash
craft, faculty treasurer of the alumni
association ; Profes'S or C. Harry Ed
wards, physical director of the college ;
George F. Terry, Jr.,' alu:rp.ni member
of the athletic council ; Mike Ryan,
coach of track ; Bill Millett, assistant
coach of football ; · and Frank Goodrich,
coach of Freshmen football .
Herbert E . Wadsworth, '92, chair
man of the board of trustees, spoke for
the governing body of the college. H e
paid sincere and tou ching tribute · to
President Roberts an d pictured what
his · whole-souled devotion to Colby had
meant for a third of a c entu ry.
g
K. B R OOKS, ' 98
LA Y TO
T he last speakers · of the evening
Speaker at Colby J ight
were Captain Jack Erickson and Coach
f,;'1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:11111111�
Eddie Roundy of the football team.
forward for his Colby Night speech, Dr. Both men praised the work of the team
Libby re-presented the cup, · freshly . and expressed confidence of victory on
polished an d shining l ike new. Humor the morrow.
The culinary .s kill of "Ch ef" Wey
ously Good asked how many times. he
had to win that cup to retain permanent mouth added the finishing touch with
sandwiches, doughnuts, ice cream and
possession.
The oratorical honors of the evening the usual luscious Mackintosh Reds . ·
Many of the alumni remained about
w ent to Hon. Benedict F. Maher of
Augusta, for many years. a staunch the gymnasium to renew old acquaint
friend of the college and father of a ances, so that it was �early midnight
C olby alumna. I n a masterful address before a glorious and unforgetable Col
that was punctuated ·b y round after by Night had passed into history.

�
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·
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Colby al the Maine Teachers ' Convention
BY CLARENCE HAY W ARD WH ITE, A.M.
At the noon hour of Thursday, Octo
ber 27, the Colby clan of Maine's educa 
tionists gathered at the beautiful New
Eastland Hotel in Portland , where to
the n umber of 142, they sat down to a
luscious· luncheon in the spacious grill
room. As at Orono last year, so again
the large c ompany was seated in groups
around many separate tables, an ar
rangement that conduces· to informality

and congeniality. The menu was pleas
antly spiced with Colby songs and
cheers, with Mrs. Ralpp Good ( Alice
Thomas, 1 9 1 1, ) at the :p iano, Leo G .
Shesong, 19 13, leading i n the songs, and
Ivan M. Richardson, 1924, i n the cheers.
In
the
after-luncheon
program
Superintendent William B. Jack, 1 900,
of Portland, was toastmaster and, be
sides his graceful and gracious intro-
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much attention to the method of teach
ing a subj ect and too little to that which
is of prime importance, namely, the
gaining of a thorough knowledge and
appreciation of the subj ect to be taught.
He maintained that all available courses
in a subj ect should be regarded by the
prospective teacher a teachers' courses.
Profe sor Ernest C . Marriner, 1913,
ended the program as a breezy live
bulletin from the Colby Campus, stress
ing in particular the work that is being
done in Colby's comparatively new De
partment of Education, in which some
of the largest classes are now enrolled
under Professor Colgan's expert in
struction. Modesty on Professor Mar
riner' s ipart made him! forget to refer
to the excellent "extension" courses for
PROFESSOR CLARE CE H. WH ITE, A.M.
teachers in th e public schools which for
the past two years he himself has given
filllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1�
on Monday nights in cooperation with
duction of other speakers, contributed Professor Colgan.
a timely address of his own, in which
Much credit for the success of this,
he characterized President Roberts as one of the best reunions that Colby's
an educator and reviewed his educa
teachers have ever held, is due to M r.
tional principles and practice.
Arad
E . Linscott, 1898, of Deering
Professor White aired his, views on
High
School,
and his committee, who
"teachers' courses" in this, that, and
the other subject, venturing the asser . had in charge the arrangements for· this
tion that there is danger of giving too meeting.
=

=

-

Some Reminiscences
B Y E DWARD

HAWES S M!ILEY,

The. writer of this sketch first saw the
light in his father's house situated on
the second road back and ·parallel with
the River Road on August 17, 1 852.
The earliest recollection that he has of
those days i s of beirig lifted by his
mother to look upon the features of his
eldest brother lying silent in death. His
earliest school days were passed in the
little red school house very near his
father's home. Here, also, one of the
most distinguished and beloved mem
bers of the present college faculty, Dr.
JUJlian D . Taylor, laid the foundation
for his future high scholarship. We
w ere classmates together and frequent
ly he, with his father and mother, took
supper at my father's house and in turn
we were i nvited to the house of Dr.

LL.D., '75

Daniel Taylor, father of the eminent
teacher above referred to. When the
writer of this sketch was about ten
years old, the family moved to the
River Road where the house overlooked
the beautifu � Kennebec. In summer
and winter he was privileged to attend
another of those little red school houses
with his older brother and · sisters.
Here, later, he was. in the same classes
with one who afterwards became his
wife. In the winter, this school was
generally taught by some one who was
attending Waterville College as it was
then called. What friendly rivalri'es
existed in those days between the differ
ent pupils ! It was an honor to reach
the head of the class in spelling. Often
Miss · Ella Hutchinson, who later be-
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Arena every form of man or beast that
the brottd E mpire of Rome could fur
nish and never yet l owered his arm. I
killed a man in the Arena yesterday,
and when I broke his h elmet c lasps, be
hold he was my friend . He knew me
smile d faintly, gasped and' died. And
so must you, so must I, die like dogs . "
Perhaps ou r teacher read t o us "The
Burial of Sir John More . "
Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note
As his corse to the ramparts we hurried
Not a soldier discharged his farewe l l shot
Q 'er the grave where our hero was buried.
We buried him darkly at dead of night
The sods with our bayonets turning
By the struggling moonbeam's misty l ight
And our lanterns dimly burning.
No useless coffin enclosed his ·breast
Nor in sheet or shroud we wound him
B u t he lay like a warrior taking his rest
With his martial cloak around him.

E D WA R D HAWES S M I LEY, LL. D . , ' 7 5

came the writer's wife, won the dis
tinction, but occasionally the writer
was successful . At the long recess
many of the boys would engage in
snow-balling or sliding down the hill
on which the building was situated .
Some, however, p1referred to visit with
the girls and, perhaps, share with them,
their luncheon.
One can h ardly tell what an inspira
tion and love for good literature in
those days was provide d by the excel· lent reading books then in use. I doubt
whether the reading books used today
in our beautifully house d and finely
equipped schools offer anything like so
wide a range of literary gems as did
those of fifty or sixty. years ago . Long
fellow, Tennyson, Whittier, Webster
and many others gave us their best.
Furthermore, the excellence of the
reading books was supplemented by
the oratorical ability of some of the
young student teachers. Who of us of
that elder day was not thrilled as he
listened to the reading of "Sparticus to
the Gladiators"._"y e call me Chief,
and ye do well to call him Chief who
for the last ten years has met in the

Few and short were the prayers we said
And we spoke not a word in sorrow
B ut we steadfastly gazed on the face of the dead
And bitterly thought of the morrow.
We thought as we fasliioned his lonely bed
And smoothed his lowly pillow
That the foe and the stranger
Would tread o'er h is head
And we, far away .on the bil low.
B ut hal f of our sorrowful task was done
When the clock struck the .hour of retiring
And we heard the distant and ranaom gun
Which the foe was sullenly fir ing.
Slowly and ·sadly we laid him down
From the fie ld o f his fame fresh and gory
We carved not a name. We raised not a stone
But we le ft him alone in his glory

Having , a fondness for study, I was
allowed to attend the Waterville Classi
cal Institute, now known as Cobu.rn
Classical Institute. When I entered
this institute, I had not supposed that
I could go to college and so, for the
first year, I took the general course,
particularly in English Grammar for
half that period from the head of the
school, Dr. James H. Hanson. At the
end of the first year I made up my
mind that I could attend college. To
my mother, more than anyone else, I
owe whatever has been best in my life,
not that my father did not approve of
eollege training, but he was an invalid
for many years.
My mother prepared sufficient food
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THE LATE C H IEF JUSTICE COR N I S H , LL. D . , '75

to last from Sunday night to Friday
night. One of my brothers would come
after me on Friday night and on Sat
urday I was expecte d to assist in the
work of the farm. Sunday night one
of my brothers carried me over to my
room with a food supply for five days.
I shall have to confess that along ·a bout
the fourth day the cookies would get
hard and dry. This was my mode of liv
ing for six of the seven years passed
in this preparatory school and in col
lege. There has been much criticism
of the modern youth for taking their
automobiles to copege, but this ques
tion did not trouble us.
The long vacation, so called, i n those
days was in the winter generally last
ing for about eight weeks. I began my
teaching experience in the district
:scnool hom:e on the Ridge Road in F'a n·
field, Maine, where my 'f ather lived'. In
this school I taught nearly everything
from A, B . C's to .s ome of the higher
mathematics. I rememlber dis,t inctly,
that I had one little I rish boy who had
never learned his letters.
I adopted

this plan of inducing him to learn the·
letters of the alphabet, by p romising
him ten cents when he knew them all
and he accomplished the task in one
day. In those days the teacher was
boarded by the family that would offer
the lowest price. Unwisely, I re
marked "That if a certain family 'bid
off' the board I would not go there.''
Because of this the family tried to
cause ill feeling throughout the district.
"You would do well," my father said,
"to remember that it is not always
policy to expres your thoughts too
freely."
My next school was in another part
of the state. I boarded with a family
that was bitterly poor. They were
very kindhearted and did the best they
possibly could, but in the coldest weath
er of a very cold winter I had no fire
in my room, and sorrie of those examples
in arithmetic an d algebra made it nec
essary for me to stay up half the night.
As a result I contracted a very severe
cold, barely escaping pneumonia.
In . my sophomore year I secured a
position to teach the free high school,
so-called, in the town of Milbridge,
Maine.
My classmate, George B.
Howard, also obtained a position to
teach in a similar school on the other
side of the N araguagus River. To get
to our destination we took a train to
Portland, Maine, and then the old.
steamer Lewiston for Milbridge.
:Quring my j unior and senior years
and also for three· terms after gradua
tion I taught this same school consist
ing of about eighty pupils. Those were,
indeed, the happy days, for the pupils
were keen and interested in their work.
Some of the older boys had been
mates of ves sels and had sailed over
many seas. At this time I had some
theoretical knowledge of surveying and
navigation, and these somewhat crude
sailors were greatly interested in know
ing something about the theory of navi
gation and they were a great help in
maintaining discipline in the school,, b y
bei ng friendly to the teacher.
My next position was the principal
ship of the · Waterville, Maine, High
Sch9ol, which was established in 1877.
In previous time, a certain fee was
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paid to the Institution for instructing
the youth of the town. I remained in
this position for eight years. Then,
thinking that I ought to make an ad
vance in educational work, I accepted
the position of classical teacher in the
Springfield, Maine, High School. Here
I taught all the Greek and the classes
in C icero for six years. In September,
1 890, I was invite d to become classical
· teacher in the Hartford Public School,
and later was made vice-principal . In
1 89 5 I became principal, and held this
position until 1 9 1 1 , when on account of
illness I resigned the principalship and
was appointed principal-E meritus ,
which position I still hold. M y con
nection with this
school has endured
.
thirty-seven ye ars and in that time the
number of High School pupils· has in
creased much more. rapidly than the
population. There are now two other
High Schools in Hartford and lots
have been purchased for two more. The
Work in this school has been a constant
j oy to me and I hope very soon to re
sume it. Such, in brief, is my story.
In the early morning, sitting before
my open wood fire, I was looking into
the glowing embers and watching the
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flickering shadows made by .the fitful
blaze, when, clear as an artist's pic
ture, these shadows took on form and
before me I saw the . beloved faces of
my youthful dassmates. The years van
ished and we were again assembled for
our recitations, . sitting in the usual or
der. By favor of the alphabet, Cornish
headed the list-even then facil e primus
-in later years, an eminent scholar,
distinguished j urist, Chief Justice of
the State of Maine, known an d greatly
beloved throughout State and Nation .
Colcord, an omnivorous reader, a ready
talker, who, as he himself recently
wrote me, "Is- still going strong, pre
paring many wealthy young men for
their college work." Cox, tireless
worker, . fearless preacher, valiant sol
dier of the Civil War. Goldthwaite,
valiant veteran of the Civil War, com
ing late to college, his determined
eff'orts to win a college education
showed "the stuff of which heroes are
made, ' '-" Sic · iter ad astra. '' B ill :
Hall 1st, earnest and able student of
law, fine in his i ntegrity, fearless and
tireless in . his work for his clients :
Hall 2nd, whose l ife after graduation
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was spent in the service of the Govern
ment at Washington. He was present
at our Quinquennial Reunion and ,
though badly cripple d by rheumatism,
looked forwa:rd to many years of ser
vice. We rode together on the train
from Augusta to Bruns·wick. I last
saw him sitting on a baggage truck at
B runswick waiting for a train to take
him t some of his relatives in a distan t
part of the State. The next news of
him he had suddenly passed away while
undergoing an operation for the relief
of a trouble from which he had suffered
for many years :-Howard, first of our
class to ·pass to "the land beyond the
stars, " cut off in early manhood j ust
as the door to success in the medical
profession had begun to open wide. He
was my roommate in preparatory
school an d college. It was hard to say
farewell to him :-Hudson, a roommate
of Cornish throughout the college
course and, like him:, an able lawyer,
but with a decided inclination to take
part in political affairs . He was not
with us at our last reunion, but was
represented by hi s son Henry Hudson,
Jr. We · au sent our kind regards, re
gretting that the state of his health had
made it impossible for him to be with
us :-Cyrus Knapp Merriam, familiarly
known as " Schnaps" , he was in the class
with my roommate, Howard, at Belle
vue Hospital, New York, both began
practicing at the same time. After
getting his medical degree, he was ap
pointed surgeon in the United States
Army, located at Spokane, Wash. At
this time property was very cheap in
this place 1a nd Merriam made many
fortunate investments so that we soon
heard that he was worth several hun
dre d thousand dollars. He retired
from the practice of medicine several
years ago and is now living happily in
Spokane with his wife and young
daughter who has completed one or two
years of a college course. Though
seventy-nine years of age, he is vigo
rous an d strong :�Peavy, able lawyer
and wise financier, highly esteemed by
every member of the class :-Reade, 1st,
and Reade 2nd, devoted brothers, both
Baptist ministers, performing well the
service to which the Master called them.
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Reade 2nd, has passed to his reward.
The other, from last • a ccounts, was per
forming valiant service in Oklahoma :
Smiley, enough has been said about
this member of the class :-Tilden, he
too became a Baptist minister and
served well the parishes to which h3
was sent. At our reunion, held at The
Elmwood, in 1920, he spoke eloquently
of the uniform courtesy and kindness
that had been shown to us since gradu
ation by our chief, Leslie Colby Cor
nish :-Tilton, celebrated alike as phy
sician and botanist whose home is in
Lexington, Mass., surrounded by flow
ers of all kinds, is a perpetual delight
to his neighhors :-Henry Heyward and
Eben Russell were for a year members
of our class, though, because of ill
health, they failed to complete the
course, we have always regarded them
as honored members of the class of '75.
I have left to the last the name of
Mary Caffrey Low, the first woma� to
be graduated from Colby. Every mem
ber of the class felt it a high honor that
we were privileged to have a woman
of her high character and ability as a
classmate.
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KEELEY, '64

JOS EPH GAGE ROUNDS, '68
REUBEN WESLEY D UNN, '68
HE NRY HUDSON, '75
FRED JUDSON BICKNELL, '77
SAMUEL KEENE MARSH, '81
FREDE RICK MACK GARD NER, '8 1
HERBERT GARDNER MANK, '85
JOHN RYD E R WELLINGTON, '86
JUDSON BILLI NGS BRYANT, '86
JAM E S KING, '89
ARTHUR JERE MIAH ROBERTS, '90
ANNIE LE E KNIGHT, '97
JOHN ARTHUR BURTON, '08
DONALD GORDON ROBY, '12
JEFFERSON TAYLOR, '73
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WILLIAM KEELY, � 64
William Keely, who dropped a
wreath on the waters of the Kanawha
river last Decoration day for departed
sailor comrades and placed flowers on
the graves of departed arrny comrades
of the Civil War, j oined those comrades
yesterday in their last, long encamip 
ment.

Throat trouble, which affected hirn
suddenly, caused his death at the age of
84 at his home in the South Hills whi ch
he- called Ridgernont in honor of the an
cestral Keely home in England . Up to
the time of his death, Mr. Keely had
taken an active part in the Grand Army
of the Republic, serving last year as
state cornrnander of the organization.
Mr. Keely is survive d by the widow,
M rs. Lucy Stacy Keely, whom he mar
ried at Saco, Maine, in 1865, six chil
d ren, Elizabeth, Madeline, Josiah, John,
and Mrs. Guy Callie Porter. Funeral
services will be held tomorrow after-
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n oon at two o'clock at the Baptist Tem
ple, w ith Rev. Clarence Kemper officiat
i p.g. The G. A. R. and the Woman ' s
Relief Corps w i ll take part i n t h e ser
vices. B u rial will be in S.pringhill
cemetery.
Mr. Keely enlisted during the Civil
War as a private i n the thi rteenth
Maine volunteer infantry of which Neal
Dow, later a general, was the colonel .
While i n camp at Augusta, Mai ne, Mr.
Keely was adj utant's clerk at headquar
ters. The regiment was fi rst ordered
to Ship Island, Miss . , where Mr. Keely
j oi ned in guard d uty while transports
were being loaded and unloaded fo r the
capture of New Orleans.
The regi ment was later sent to cut
off the retreat of the Confederates and
two compan ies were ordered to garrison
Fort Macomb, La. Mr. Keely served in
the offices of lieutenant, acting quarter
master, and commissary at this fort.
R eceiving orders to await assignment
i nto the regular a rmy, Mr. Keely re
signed and was honorably discharged
in October, 1 864.
].\fr. Keely was born i n Wenham,
Mass. , i n 1 842. His father, Rev. Josiah
Keely, ha d come from Northampton,
Ei ngland, i n 1 878, setting u p bu siness
as a shoF- manufacturer. In v iew of the
fact that William Keely remained
throughout his life an ardent prohibi
tioni st, i t i s i nteresting to n ote that his
father's firm of Keely, Chase and Com
pany was the first that did not "wet its
sign .''
One of William Keely's earlier posi
tions was that of librarian of the Saco
public library at Saco, Me., a position
h e assumed at 16. D u ring his 1 7th
year, h e taught a rural school, was
graduated from the Saco, Maine, high
school, and entered Colby College at
Watervil le, Me.
He quit the college for service i n the
Civil War and, followi ng his resignation
fro m war d uty, he became p rincipal of
the Peaks Island school at Portland, Me.
After closing his �chool work, h e be
came book-keeper and later superinten
dent of the Cannelton, · W. Va . , branch
of the Union Coal and Oil Company of
M aysville, Ky. His next positi o n was
that of postmaster at Cannelton .

When t h e Cannelton branch of the
coal and oil company was closed by the
discovery of rock oil, Mr. I(eely took up
farmi ng, first in Fayette county and
later near C harle ton . He sold fire and
life insurance for a time, turning from
that to be the bu iness manager of the
Baptist Record and later editor of the
Kanawha Daily, the first daily paper
printed in Charleston . In that capacity,
he reporte d the proceedi ngs of the con
stitutional convenion of 1 873, in West
Virginia.
He held variou other po itions u ntil
1 882 when he became secretary of the
Charles Ward Engineering work with
which he contin u ed for more than 30
year . He wa s active in rel i gious w o rk,
having held such offices a clerk, deacon,
and superintendent of the Charle ton
Baptist church, clerk of the Kanawha
Valley Baptist a sociation, an office he
held for 32 years, and clerk of the West
Virginia Transportation Leader for the
Conventions of the International Bap
tist Young Peoples' Union of America.
D u ring the last years of his life he
has been constantly before the Kana
wha county public for hi s activity i n the
G. A. R . , i ncluding his management of
pension claim , as secretary of the Bap
tist association, and for his services in
behalf of the Republican party.
Mr. Keely was always. consid erate of
his fellowmen. He did much good
work i n the last few years helping com
rades of the Civil War wh o were ill and
in poor circumstances.
Mr. Keely was walking on the streets
of the city only a few days ago and at
that time he was co ngratulate d u pon his
excel lent health.-From Charleston, W.
Va . , Newspaper, July 15, 1 927.
·

REUBEN WESLEY ;D U N N, ' 6 8
Reuben Wesley D u n n , o n e of Water
ville's oldest and best known citizens,
died at his home, 40 College Avenue,
at three o ' clock Friday morning, No
vember 1 1 , after a l ong illness. Mr.
D u nn has played a most prominent p,art
in the city's business, educational, and
religious life, and his passing will b e
mourned by many people w ith whom h e
was . closely associated for a l o n g term
of years. As a director on the b oards
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of many business o rganizations, as a
valued member and officer of the Metho
dist Episcopal Church of this city, and
as a member of the Board of Trustees
of Colby C ollege , he rendered a service
that is matched by 'but few of our
citizens.
For several years Mr. Dunn has been
more or l ess confined to hi·s home, his
chief ailment being uraemia. His de
sire to serve the various interests with
which he had long been identi fi�d kept
him • steadfastly to his duty, and he con
tinued to attend various directors'
meetings· even at the expense of much
physical discomfort. His attendance
upon church service was a matter of
great importance to him, an to forego
this, as he recently was forced to do,
was a heavy cross for hi. m to bear. Dur
ing recent years he spent the winter
months in U'eLand, Florida, but when
the long trip became too burdensome,
he spent these months at th e home of
his son, Henry Wesley Dunn, 'in Lynn,
Mass . His condition has grown steadi
ly worse in 'the last six months until he
was finally forced to take his bed. Since
·

that time he has been in the hands of
compe�n t nurses and he . has r eceived
every attention that loving care and
medical skill could give. E xtrem�e
weakness, unaccompanied by any pain,
marked his closing days, and on Fri
day morning he passed peacefully
away.
A daughter, Florence Elizabeth, who
is a member , of the faculty of C olby
College, and a graduate of Colby in the
class of 1896, a son, Henry Wesley, who
is a prominent attorney with offices in
Boston, and also a graduate of Colby in
the class of 1 896, and a sister, Cora A .
Robinson, o f D e s Moines, Iowa, are left
of the immediate family. Other rela
tives include Elmer B. Shaw of Sharon,
Mass., Frank Asbury Robinson, of Des
Moines, Iowa, Willard Dunn Robinson,
of Minneapolis, Minn., nephews ; Mrs.
A . B. Simons, Washington, D. C . , Mrs.
J. Sournier, B everley, Mass., and Mabel
D unn Libby, of Waterville, nieces ; and
Ellen Rice Dunn, wife of his only son.
Mr. Dunn's wife, who was Martha
Baker, daughter of Judge Baker, of
Hallowell, and regarded as one of

The Last R eunion o f the M embers o f the Class o f 1 8 68.
Only T w o
Dr. l\I erriam and Dr Taylor

•

"ow R emain

·
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Maine's most talented writers, died in
1915.

Reuben Wesley Dunn was born il).
Fayette, Maine, February 8, 1 847, the
son of Reuben B. and Lydia ( Ayer )
:Ohmn. Th e family moved to Water
ville in 1 850. He studied i n the public
and private schools of Waterville and
finished his secondary school training
at the.· Maine Wesleyan Seminary at
, Kents Hill. He entered Colby, then
known as Waterville College, in 1 864
and graduated in the class of 1 86 8 .
During his college course he took a
promi nent part in athletics and wa
wont to relate his efforts to organize
and help mlan the first baseball team
that the College ever had. Upon grad
uation he served as principal of the
East Corinth Academy for two years.
He then entered upon a business career
and for seven years was in the depart
ment store business in Waterville.
His father, Reuben B. Dunn, was un
doubtedly Waterville's most outstand
ing business man . He had been instru
mental in organizing and financing the
Lockwood Company as well as the Dunn
Edge Tool Company of Oakland, was
president in 1870 of the Maine Central
Rai lroad, and was financially interested
in and on the board of directors of
numerous other business �oncerns. It
was but natural that the son and his
brother, Willard Morse Dunn, who died
in 1 9 1 7 , should follow in the father's
footsteps.
In the course of time Mr. D unn be
came president of the Madison Woolen
Company, a director of the Lockwood
Company, ·president of tne Somers·et
Railroad Company, manager of the
Dunn Edge Tool Company, director of
the Cascade Woolen Mill, and director
of the Central Maine Power Company.
Some of these responsible positions he
held up to within a few years ago,
others of them he still h�ld at the time
of his death. His devotion to all these
business interests was most marked
and he was held in the highest esteem
by his associ ates.
While Mr. Dunn never held political
office, he always took a l ively interest
i n all matters that related i n any way
to the general betterment and pros-

perity of Waterville and was counted as
a strong leader in many lines of civic
endeavor. He served at one time as a
valued member of the School Board.
His College always held a very warm
spot in his heart. He was elected a
a member of the Board of Trustees
111\an y years ago and seldom if ever
missed attendance upon the meetings.
He served as a . member of the import
ant committee on finance and was thus
enabled . to render invaluable service.
His college never looked to him for sup
port without receiving it. He gener
ously gave of his substance that it
might render ever increasing service
to the boys and girls of the State, but
more than this, he gave of himself. He
served on the General Committee which
had charge of all the details of the cen
tennial celebration of the College in
1 920. As a member of the class of
1868 he found o pportunity to make
possible very frequent reunions of his
classmates, and some of his most de
lightful hours were spent du.r i ng the
annual Commencement activities when
his classmates were his guests at his
delightfu l hom e on College Avenue. Of
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the 14 men who graduated with Mr.
D u n n in 1 8 6 8, only two survive him,
Edmund Franklin Merriam, of B rook
line, Mass., former editor of the Watch
mlan-Examiner and Professor Julian DJ.
Taylor, now serving as chairman of the
Executive C ommittee in charge of the
administrative affairs of the College.
Whil e his b usiness interests and his
C ollege took much of his time, his chief
· i nterest was in the church. His father
had been i nstrumental in making possi
ble the erection of the Methodist Epis
copal Church 'bu ilding on Pleasant
street, and his son found great satis
faction in helping the organization
which directed its affai rs to ever larger
service. He gave to it generously, and
he attended its regular Sunday and
weekly services with ·marked fidelity.
No mian ever gave more encouragement
of the substantial sort to the spread of
the Gospel than did he.
Mr. Dunn was a Mason, serving at
one tim e as Master -0f Waterville
Lodge ; he was also a member of the
Zeta Psi fraternity, and in 1 872 he was
elected in Providence, R. I . , to the
highest office in th e gift of the Fra
ternity, that of Phi Alpha .
He was a man of great energy, un
usual business foresight, of positive
convi ctions but of most kindly nature.
Many Waterville citizens, and many
not counted among them, will mourn
the passing of a man whose generous
'heart has been the means of lifting
many a load from weary shoulders. He
ipreferred to give of his substance with
out asking the world to look on. Water
ville i s the richer for his having lived
his useful life in it .
Public funeral services, which were
very largely attended, were held in the
Pleasant Street Methodist Church on
Sunday afternoon, November 13. The
services were conducted by Rev. Joseph
W. Chasey, pastor of the Church. Rev.
Irving Bem�s Mower, a member of the
Board of Trustees of the College, de
livered a brief eulogy, as follows :
Another of earth's pilgrims has
reached the end of the j ourney. Two
words of scripture come to mind bring
ing their lessons. One declares our
common human frailty. "We all do
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fade as a leaf," are the somber words
of the Hebrew prophet. "Though the
outward man \perish, the in ward man
is renewed day by day, " is the tri um
phant declaration of the Christian
apostle .
We have j ust passed through the
period of the fading leaf. We tread
the fallen leaves under our feet as
worthless-. But the leaf has done an
important and n ecessary work. It has
carried on . Processes of respiration and
digestion whereby the life of the tree
has been nourished . When its work
was done it faded and fell . The prophet
saw this, and s. o mewhat mournfully
made it the symbol of human life.
But the Christian apostle brings us
another message, a message of hope and
assurance. Not the .symbolism of the
fading .leaf, but the symbolism of those
proces.ses· of absorption and appropria
tion whereby the leaf adds to the fiber
and strength of the tree, giving to it
usefulness and grace and beauty.
"Though the outward man perish,"
though the . leaf fall away as the staging
is taken from the completed buildirig;
"the in ward man is renewed day by
day, " perfected and prepared for what
lie.s beyond .
For days and weeks th e life leaf of
our friend and brother has clung trem
blingly to the tree. It seemed as if the
slighest breeze would cause it to fall.
But it clung and trembled, till all the
life ·proces:ses were spent, as the last
d rop of oil burns ere the lamp goes out.
Patiently and uncomplainingly he wait
ed for the leaf to fall .
We are accustomed to think o f men
who cherish ·certain ideals of life as be
longing to the "Old Sch ool." Those
ideals in a rather definite way find ex
pre�sion in the home, the church, in
education and in business . And those
ideals give what Phillip Brooks was
pleased to call "Th e Symmetry of Life . "
Reuben Wesley Dunn cherished those
·
ideals and gave to them p ositive and
sustained exp-res·s ion. He l oved his
home. H e might have · enj oyed a pass
ing hour at the club, but the home was
central in his affection. Around the
fireside he gathered the treasures that .
give satisfaction .
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And I need not say in this place and
this presence that he loved his church.
Loved it, in the strength of manhood.
Loved it, when to reach the place of fel
lowship and worship he must rely on
the strength of others. It was pathetic,
but it was almost sublime, to see the
passion of his life proj ecting itself into
the years of waning physical powers as
· he was carried to this place where so
many times his soul had been nouri hed .
B ut his sympathies were larger than
the circles of his own immediate com
munion. He loved the kingdom of his
Lord and Saviour and was intelligently
interested in its progress everywhere.
In matters of education the same was
true. He loved good books arid good
literature. The common school and
the higher institutions of learning he .
alike cherished. Without fear of con
tradi ction I make bold to say that in the
entire constituency of Colby College
there
- has ibeen no warmer and more
loya 1 friend. And he supported his
faith and love by his works.
In the business affairs of life Mr.
Dunn held a large place. He knew
that the home, the church and the
school must have a setting and back
ground of indu strial prosperity. And
in these industrial activities he had an
active pa'.rt, · with others sharing the
prosperity and the reverses that are
inevitable with changing conditions in
state and nation. He was a good citi
zen, a good neighbor, a good friend, a
constructive force in maintaining the
precious things of life.
It was Mr. Dru nn's high privilege to
have as the partner of his home life one
whose brilliant mind and fine spirit ex
pressed in verse, our common faith and
hope. Two stanzas of a poem written
by Mrs. Dunn for a Memorial Day ser
vice are so appropriate, and so soul
satisfying, that I will read them :
"And this mysterious bounda ry l ine
That marks the end of mortal stri fe,
Eternity's first wayside sign,But po i nts the road f rom l i fe to l i fe.
May not our long'ing and our dread
Immortal premonitions be,
Heaven sent, to tell us that our dead
Live not alone in memory.
"The veil shuts down ! yet while we grope
We know the answer to our cry.

We have a heritage of hope
Grown big with immortality I
A dream of glory and of grace
f glad eternal year to be,
When heart to heart, and face to face,
We keep no day for memory ! "

A profu ioil' of floral offerings from
individuals and from College, Church,
and numerous business corporations
with which Mr. Dunn had been con
nected , attested to th e very high esteem
in which he was held. Interment was
in the family lot at Pine Grove Cemetery, in Waterville.
·

JOSEPH G AGE ROUNDS, ' 6 8
This· issue of the ALUMNUS contains
the news of the passing of two members
of the class of 1 868. The member
whose death is reported below did not
graduate with the class, but he has al
ways been counted among the loyal
· graduates of the College.
The Des Moines, Iowa, Regis ter an
nounces in streamer headings the pass
ing of Joseph Gage Rounds on October
17, and gave the following account of
his life :
Joseph G. Rounds, banker, former
city parks commissioner and a promi
nent figure ·in this city for more than
fifty years, died at his home, 708 Six
teenth street, at midnight.
Death came to M r. Rounds, who was
82 years old, after a ten days' illness
which daily had become more serious.
Several members of his family were at
his bedside.
He is survived by his wife ; three
daughters, Edna, Mary and Lucy ; and
two sons, Don and Jam es. None of the
children is married except James
Rounds, who r lives at -Chariton, Ia., and
has four children. The other members
of the family live at the home on Six
teenth street.
J. G. Rounds was born in Buxton,
Maine, in September, 1 845. He served
as a sergeant in Company L, Twelfth
Maine volunteers, in the civil war from
,
· 1 862 to 1 864. At the1 end of the war
Rounds went to Colby College and came
to Des Moines i n 1 873.
.;
:rHis first position here was with the
Citizens National bank as assistant
IV cashier. Later he held the post of

i
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cashier for · twenty years, and then
s erved as presid ent of the bank for an
other twenty y ears. When the institu
tion was pu rchased by the Iowa Nation
al bank Rounds r etired to b ecome ad
ministrator of the James C allanan es 
tate.
In September, 1 922, he was appointed
by the city council to fill out the unex
p ired term of the l ate . Harry B . Frase,
who resigned from office when a probe
of park department affairs was begun
by state checkers. Rounds' appoint
ment broke a deadlock which for
months existed in the city council.
Some forty candidates were pToposed at
one time or another before he was s e
lected.
In his first statement after he was
noti fied of his appointment to the posi
tion of superintendent of parks, Mr.
Rounds s·aid " I am for economy. "
Banker and Yankee, he quietly but firmY stood behind such policies that he be 
l'ieved b est would carry out his an
nounced theory of public affairs.
In 1 924 he stood for re-election and
was successful at the polls. His deci
sion to trim out native underbrush and
trees from land owned by the city parks
system occasioned some adverse com 
ment from conservationists, but the
commissioner stood firmly behind the
position that the trimming was bene
ficial.
His i deal in the administration of
office, he told reporters who covered the
city hall at th e time, _ was to make the
public d ollar have purchasing power
equal to that of the private business
dollar. In 1 926 he was a candidate for
re-election but was defeated at the polls.
Achievements of his administration in
clude the 'building of a tourist camp, the
acquisition of fou r new parks and the
extension of golf and tennis facilities.
These things were accomplished with
out increasing the maintenance budget
of the parks department.
--

HENRY HUDSON, '75
The ALU M NUS is called upon to an
nounce the d eath of another member of
the class of 1 875, Henry H udson.
The pres's contained the following an
nouncement under date of October 25 :

The death of Henry H udson, of Guil
ford, l�g one of the leading figures _ in
civic and political affairs of Piscataquis
C ounty, occurred this evening in a Ban
gor hospital where he has been under
treatment.
Mr. Hudson was in his 77th year,
having been b orn in Guilford, May 1 0 ,
1 8 5 1 . He fitted for college a t Water
ville Classical Institute, now C oburn,
and graduated from C olby in 1875. He
read law during his college course and
passed the examinations for admission
to the bar that year. He b egan p rac
tice in Dover but returned to Guilford
when his father, Henry Hudson, Sr.,
died in 1 877.
From that time unti l his retireme nt
from activities a few years ago he was
prominent in all affairs of the town and
cou nty.
Mr. Hudson has been in p oor health
for a number of years. At the time
the class of 1 875 held its golden anni
Yersary, he was unable to be present,
but had his son, Henry Hudson, '00,
n�present him. He was r egarded as
o n e of Colby's b est known graduates ,
a n d evidenced his loyalty t o the C ollege
in many ways.
.
·

·

FRED JUDSON BICK NELL, '77
Rev. F. J. Bicknell, a retired clergy
man of the Baptist denomination, died
at · his home in Knox. street, Rockland,
Friday, July 1 5 , aged 77 years. The
deceased was a graduate of Colby C ol
lege and was occupying a pastorate in
Bangor when his health failed ·and he
was· oblige d to relinquish pastoral
duties.
When his condition improved he en
gaged in mercantile business in Rock
land and three years ago became gen
eral manager and later president of an
industrial concern which was largely
devoted to the manufacture of tools
used in the granite business.
A boy of 14, Mr. B icknell enlisted in
a Maine infantry regiment during the
Civil War and served until peace came.
He then j oined the Navy and served
a number of years. He was one of the
early residents of the Baptist Men's
League in Rockland, had been deacon
of the First Baptist Church and was
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quartermaster of Edwin Libby Post,
G. A. R., at the time of his death.
He is survived by three children,
P utnam P. Bicknell, Mrs. Osmond A.
Palmer and Miss Edith C . Bicknell .
SAM UEL KEENE MARSH , '81

The ALU M NU S has received the in
formation that Samuel Keene Marsh
died o.n January 4, 1 92 7 . Mr. Marsh,
according to the General Catalogue,
was born in D.\exter, Me. , July 4 , 1852.
He entered at once upon the work of
teaching and held successively positions
as high school or academy principals i n
the following places : Monson AcademtY,
Chamberlain Institute� Randolph, N. Y.,
Union 1School, Spencer ; . Bucksport
Seminary ; and the W alerville High
s�hool . After his teaching experience
in Waterville he lived for some years
in S pencer, and since 1 906 in Candor,
N. Y . Mr. Marsh was counted among
Colby's loyal sons. He was always
quick to respond to the many appeals
that must inevitably come from the
College Office.
FREDERICK MACK GARDNER, '81

Andover, graduating in 1888 with the
degree of B.D. In 1 907 he received the
degree of Ph.B. from Boston Univer
sity. For ten years he was pastor of
the Congregational Church in New
Gloucester, Maine, and since 1898 has
been pastor of a church in Lawrence,
Mass.
-

··

JOH N RYDER WELLINGTON, '86

Recentfy the ALUMNUS was informed
of the death of John Ryder Wellington,
of the class of 1 886 . No information in
regard to his death has been received
except that his death occurred on
November 20, 1 926:
The General Catalogue gives his
birthplace as Albion, Maine, and the
date as that of October 28, 186 5 . He
received his medical training at George
Washington University from which he
graduated in 189 1 . He -s€ttled in Wash
ington and until 1 908 he practiced gen
eral medicine ; since 1 9 08 he was en
gaged in nothing but surgical work.
REV· JUDSON BILLI NGS BRYANT, '86

After graduation at Colby in 1886
and at Newton in 1890, Judson Billings

The only information available on the
death of a well . known member of the
class of 1 88 1 , follows :
One of Colby's leading ministers, a
brilliant ·preacher, a faithful pastor,
and a progressive leader in the church,
died at Southern Pines, N. C., October
22, 1 92 7 .

Born at Salem, Mass., March 2 4 ,
graduated with honor at Colby in
and at Newton Theological Insti
tution · in 1884, he was pastor at Win
throp, Mass, 1882-84 ; Lawrence., 18849 2 ; Boston, 1892-98 ; Sou.th Boston,
1899 - 1 9 10- ; Southern Pines, N. C ., 1 9 1 0
to his death.
The funeral was at Winthrop, Mass.,
October 2 6 , in the church where he was
ordained about 44 years ago.
1 858,
1 881 ,

HERBERT GARDNER MANK, '85

Herbert Gardner Mank, former m em
ber of the class of 1 885, died in Law
,rence, Mass., on December 1 4 , 1 926.
After two years at Colby, he left to ·
enter Amherst. Later he attended

-
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B ryant was ordained pastor of the B ap
tist church in China, Maine, in that
same year· He afterwa rd served as
p astor at B owdoinham, Knox, and for
six .years in Wayne· His health failed,
compelling him to relinquish the pasto
rate in 1 8 9 9 , when he removed to Port.
l and and established a real estate and
insurance b usiness. H e was one of the
founders and . a staunch supporter of
the C entral Square B aptist Church
whose history he prepared for its 25th
anniversary· Universally respected as
a man of singularly high and pure
character, he was a good citizen and a
steadfast friend·
He was bo rn in Knox, Maine, June
30, 1 8u2. He died in Portland, Maine,
in October, last.

JAMES �ING, '89
All C olby graduates will regret to
learn of the death of James King, of
the class of 1889, which occurred dur
ing the past summer. He was an en
thusiastic Lolby man, and in the high
positions which h e has held as repre
sentative of the International Har
·
v ester C0In1Pany he aided a good many
C olby men to enter the business field.
After graduating from Colby, he en
tered the University of Illinois and re
ceived from that institution the degree
of C . P.A. He was born in Waterville,
January 7, 1868. He taught for a
short time, and then held the following
positions : Vice Consul General, Hali
fax, N. S . , Insurance business, Chicago ;
Public Accountant ; Assistant Comp
troller, International Harvester Co. ;
Presi dent King Lock Company ; Presi
d ent B aird Equipment C ompany. His
home was at 9 1 1 East 50th - St., Chicago.
During recent years he spent his win
ters in California. He has been for
many years a reader of the ALUMNUS.
In July, 1 926, he wrote that he was
· p lanning to leave 1S anta Barbara for an
indefinite period during · which consid
erable time would be spent abroad . He
forwar ded the amount of the subscrip
tion and suggested that until further
notice the magazine be sent to someone
else who would appreciate it. "I shall
be v ery sorry to have to do without it,
but will have no permanent address for

sometime to come". Colby has lost in
the d�th of Mr. King a splendid son.

ANN!IE. LEE KNIGHT, '97
The ALU M NUS regrets to make the
announcement of the death of a mem...
ber of the class of 1 8 97, namely, Annie
Lee Knight, who passed away in Port
land, Me., on April 18, 1 927. She was
born in Portland, and since 1 9 1 0 was a
teacher in the Portland High school.
.She becam e a teacher i mmediately
after graduation from college, and
taught in Merrimac, Mass. , Hebron
Academy, Springvale, Me., High s·chool .
JOH N ARTHUR BURTON, '08
On January 3 1 , 1 926, John Arthur
Burton, of the class of 1 908, died at his
home i n Sharon, Mass. He · was born
in Camden, Maine, January 20, 1 880.
He immediately began to teach school
and was p·r incipal · of th e high schools
of Nantucket, Chester, G_roton, South.
Hadley, and Sharon, Mass . For a
brief period he . was superintendent of
the publi c schools of Nantucket. He
then became principal of the Sharon,
Mass., High school, and died while
holding this position .
·

DON�LD GORDON R OBY , '12
The ALUM NUS has received the news .
of the death of Donald Gordon Roby,
' 12, in the following newspaper clip
pings. The following is taken from
the Malden ( Mass. ) Ev ening N e1»S, of
October 17 :
Dr. Donald Gordon Roby, son of Ex
Alderman . Austin H. Roby and the late
Maude Gordon Roby, was stricken with
a heart attack on the train in Buffalo
Saturday when en route to hi s home in
Eureka, Calif. , and passed away yester
day morning at a Buffalo hotel before
his father, hastening on summons by
telegram, arrived at the hotel . Dr.
Rohy was 37 and a native of Bristol, N.
H. The body was brought to this city
arriving at noon and the funeral will be
held Wednesday at ten A.M .
D r. Roby had come here to the fun
eral of his mother which took place at
the family home, 105 Washington St.,
on October 6th . His death is a great
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shock to his friends and the grief
stricken father has the sympathy of his
large circle of friends i n this double
affliction.
D r. Roby ·s·pent most of his life i n this
city, receiving his education in the
Centre school and Malden High where
he was very popular. He later attend
ed Colby College and ' Boston University.
He was.. a clerk at the Malden Assessors'
office for a time, and then was acting
secretary of the Malden Chamber of
Commerce for several months, after
which he became secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce at Peabody and
at Wakefield.
.
H e was a veteran of the World War
having been wounded with sh rapnel
overseas. He was supposed by his par 
ents and friends to have made the su
preme sacrifice in France, such infor
mation having been received from the
War department, but it was recalled
. three days later. Dr. Roby had suffer
ed much from shell shock and was long
in overseas hospitals. Valvular heart
disease i s believed to have developed
from his experience in France.
Dr. Roby was a chiropractic physi
cian, having graduated from the school
of science at Davenport, Iowa, three
months ago. He settled at Eureka and
was well established. He had alre�dy
started work on text books' of that
science and had had it copyrighted. He
graduated at the head of his class and
a very brilliant future had been prophe
sied for him.
Dr. Roby was prostrated by the death
of his mother and the funeral was de
layed nearly a week for his arrival. Dr.
Roby was reluctant to return to Eureka
and was very anxious to have his father
accompany him, but by his physician's
advice the father decided to remain
here until his condition improved.
Surviving are his wife and father.
The burial will be at Homeland ceme
tery in Bristol, N. H., beside the body
of his mother. ·
And a subsequent issue of the paper
contains this information concerning
the funeral services :
Dr. Donald G . Roby, only son of ex
Alderman Austin H. Roby, was buried
yesterday afternoon beside his mother

at Homle land cemetery, Bristol, N. H.
A large gathering of relatives and
friends were assembled, many of whom
were present at his mother's interment
there on October 6th. Members of the
George M. Davis post of the American
Legion paid full military honors, with
taps and � volley. The committal ser
vice was conducted by Rev. A. B.
Thompson of the Br1stol Methodist
church. There was a wealth of floral
tributes.
The funeral service were conducted
at the family home, 105 Washington St.,
yesterday morning at ten o'clock and
many relatives, friends and business
associates of the deceased and his fath
er were gathered. Rev. Roy L. Minich
of the First Congregational church offi
ciated, assi ted by Rev. H. H. French,
D.D., of Quincy, a former pastor, whose
son, Harlod, was a boyhood chum of the
deceased. Dr. French's tribute was
most touching.

·

JEFFERSON TAYLOR, '73
·

The Daily Report, of Ontario, Calif.,
reports in its issue of May 3 1 , 1 927, the
death of one of Colby's oldest graduates,
Jefferson Taylor, of the class of 1 873.
The report follows :
Jefferson Taylor's book of life was
silently closed by death yesterday
afternoon.
Death ha d . been writing the final
chapter of the city's beloved educator
for many days, and the sorrowing
family was at the bedside when "finis"
was inscribed.
Jefferson Taylor died as he had lived,
calm, happy and eager to be kept in
touch with the latest events of the
world.
Many times during his critical ill
ness Mr. Taylor lapsed into uncon
sciousness. When his mind cleared he
asked for his dearest friends to have
them tell him what had transpired in
the world of activity during his period
of relapse.
Probably no other man was so w�ll
known among educators of Southern
California. Ever since 1 8 9 1 Mr. Tay
lor had devoted his life to education i n
Ontario. H e gained friends wherever
he went, and those who were fortunate

·
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enough to come i n contact with him Bernardino county board o f education
while he was instructor or principal, for 24 years, being chairman of the
learned . to love him with a love that board for some time. He was :a mem
will linger after he is laid to his final ber of the board of Ontario public 1i bra
rest in B ellevue cemetery.
ry for ov·er 3 0 years, still serving i n tha t
Jefferson Taylor died at his home, capacity at time of death.
4 1 9 West E . street shortly after on€
In his early life M r. T·a ylor j oined
o'clock yesterday morning. He had the Methodist E piscopal church of
lived 7 8 years, eight months and nine which he was a faithful and ardent
days of happy, useful life . Thirty-six �mber throughout. hi s life . For many
years of that number had been spent in years he was a member of the official
Ontario.
board of the First Methodist church of
Mr. Tayl or had looked forward with Ontario.
keen anticipation to this summer, -for
August 29, 1 877, Mr. Taylor was
he and Mrs. Taylor were to celebrate u nited in marriage with Miss Lillian
thei r golden wedding anniversary.
Monroe. Three children were born to
' Jefferson Taylor was born in Vassal- them i n Skowhegan, Maine, :a nd one
boro, Maine, September 22, 1 848. His child in California.
en tire life was devoted to educati onal
Mr. Taylor will be mourned by many
interests. He began teachi ng when friend and former studen
s
ts who have
little more than a boy, in order to earn felt the influence of his gracious, kindly
.
the mon ey neces sary for his colleg e and n o ble life.
course. He graduated from Coburn
Mr. Taylor is survi ved by his widow,
Classical Institute in Waterville, Maine,
Lillian Monroe Taylor ; his sisters,
Mrs.
an d in 1 873 gradu ated from Colby ColMiss Lura Chas e Taylo r and Mis s·
leg-e, also situate d in Waterville, Maine.
Kezzie Appleton Monroe ; his children,
Later he received his master of arts
Mrs. Agnes Taylor Reid of Long Beaqh,
His
degree from the same college.
Dr. Frank Monroe Taylor of Ontario,
high sch olarship made him a miember
Morris Monroe Taylor of Los Angeles ,
of Ph i B eta Kappa, the national honor
and Mrs. E lizabeth Taylor Howell of
scholarshjp society.
San Antonio Heights ; five grandchilImmediately after leaving college �fr.
dren Ruth Elizabeth R eid, Marj orie
Taylor settle d in S �o ":hegan, Mai_n e,
App ieton Taylor, Fran k Monr oe Taylo r,
wher e he served as prmc ipal of the hi�h ,
Jr., Morr is Monroe Taylo r, Jr., and
schoo l for 15 � ears . He � as also pr.mTaylo r
Margaret
sever al
Howell ;
cipal . of the hlgh _ sch ? ols m WaterVIlle
nephews and nieces in Maine and Ohio,
and m Rockland, Mame. In 1891, beand a nephew Harold Hayden Taylor of
cause. of fa � ling health he. mov.ed t o
'
Ontario.
_
Ontario, Cahf. , where for s �x years he
Funeral services will be hel d Thurs
served as head of the E nghsh depa !tmorning at 10 o'clock at Draper's
day
!!l ent . of the old C.haffey sc � ool, reg.am- chapel . Dr. Lincoln A. Ferris will be
mg his health dunng that time.
minister in charge, assisted by Rev. S .
In 1 8 9 7 M r . Tay � or ent � red the pub- s
. SamJpson of Huntington Park, a
Ii� .syste � o � Ontar10, ser_v mg as superpupil of Mr. Taylor's, in old
former
vismg prmcipal of Ontario schools, and
ollege . .
ff
Ch
as principal of O_n � ario High sc�ool for
s ect to the memory of Mr. Tay
n� an � ye a r s, reb rmg from active serlor Ontario public library will be closed
vice in l 9 l 3 .
'
Mr. Taylor was a member of San Thursday mornmg unt i' l one o ' c l ock .
·

� :� ;
·

·

ALREADY THE ALUMNI OF THE C OLLE GE HAVE PLE DGED
·$40, 000 TO,VARD THE NEW GYMNASIUM. WE MUST RAI SE $60,000
MORE . HAVE YO U GIVEN YET ?
-
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AMONG THE GRADUATES
BY THE EDITOR

W[LLIAM EDGAR PERRY, '82, RETIRES AS
HEAD OF SCHOOL
When the Henry Grew District ele
mentary schools in Hyde Park close for
the vacation period, William E . Perry,
who has been principal for nearly 1 1
years, retires after a service o f 34
years. in Boston schools. This evening
he will be tendered a reception by the
parents and graduates in the school
hall.
Mr. Perry is a n�tive of the town of
Hanover, where he attended the public
schools, entering the high school at the
age of 1 1 . At 15 he worked at making
shoes, but, dissatisfied with this after a
bit more preparation he wa� given
charge of the Broadway School in his
own town the spring before his 1 8th
birthday. Later he taught in the ad
j oining town of Hanson and also at
Falmouth.
He then went to Coburn Classical In
stitute, where he was graduated in 1878
and four years later took his A.B. de
gree at Colby University. The money
previously earned had been turned over
to the support of his home, with the ex
ception of $75. The rest of the money
for his classi cal school and college ex
penses he earned by teaching winters
an d farming during summer vacations.
Upon graduation from college, he was
elected subinaster of the Brockton High
School, and later principal of the Win
throp School in the same city. From
. there, he went to the principalship of
the Shurtleff School in Chelsea, and in
January, 1893, he came to the L3.tin
School in South Boston as sub-master.
Upon the election of the master to the
Board of Superintendents, in Septem
ber, 1 9 02, Mr. Perry became master of
the school where he continued for 14
years more. He was sent to the Henry
Grew School District, Hyde Park, i n
September, 1 9 16. T h e district has had
·

.

remarkable growt}?. during his princi
palship, more than doubling in numlber
of pupils in the p u blic schools. Mr.
Perry has kept a live interest in the
educational changes by continually tak
ing courses at the Institute . of Tech
nology, Harvard and Boston Universi
ties. During the last thr ee years, he
has taken · c ourses in literature under
Prof. Copeland and Murdock at Har
vard. .
He has twice been tendered the presi
dency · of the Massachusetts Schoolmas
ters C lub. He has been president of
the Boston Baptist Social Union a club
of 350 business and profession � ! men ;
and for nearly 20 years has been a
member of the committee which has
charge of the expenditure of the in
come of the Daniel Sharp Ford Fund
"for the religious, moral and intellectua i
improvement of the working men and
their families, and for the working
women of Boston. " · He was also for
20 years the teacher of the Perry C lass
of Chelsea made up of several hundred
laboring men, business and professional
men.
Mr. Perry always has been a firm be
liever that no calling offers greater
worthw bile rewards than the one in
which for many years he has endeav
ored to guide boys and girls into the
!Ilost useful aµd happiest way of liv
mg a life.
Recently the entire corps of teachers
of ' the district dine d Mr. and Mrs .
Perry at a Boston hotel , and presented
to Mr. Perry a substantial purse of
gold, and to Mrs . Perry a beautiful
bouquet.-The Boston Globe of June 27
'
1 927.

ARTHUR G . ROBINSON, '06, DISCUS.SES
CONDITIONS IN CHINA
In an interview given out by Arthur
G. Robinson, '06, who has recently re
turned from China to take up Y. M. C .
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A. work in Hartford, Conn., the follow
ing side-lights on conditions in China
are given :
POLITICIANS AT WAR

"The whole troublous state of things
in China at the present time," . Mr. Rob
inson asserts "is not, as is rather gen
erally though t, a sectional dissension.
There is, nowhere, any popular support
for the northern leaders. They are
merely politicians, who with hired sol
diers to the number of some hundreds
of thousands behind them, may . gather
round a council table, and pound it j ust
a little harder per thousand of troops.
Theirs is not a cause, but merely a
jousting for power. Their military
moves for the matter of that, are not
in an y real sense import� nt: Political
schemings are far more sigmficant than
battles and the movement of armies.
"These men however, Chang-Tso-Lin
at Peking, go�ernor of Ma i: churia, him
self governor of Manchuria, and Gen
erals Sun...JC hu.a n-·Fang and Chang
Tsung... Chang in Shantung province,
and a number of others, have since the
revolution, simply bartered power for
their own selfish uses.
"They are Chinese, but brought up
and trained under the Manchus. Sun
Yat-Sen gave way to · them after the
revolution of 1 9 1 1 , thinking that they
might be of value to the new gov:ern
ment. The result was of course, disas. trous. The natural outcome of �he
revolution, the growth of the new m
stitutions for which it was fought were
checked, an d the n � w Nationalist . party
has as its chief obJ ect, the carrymg . on
to its culmination the movement which
begun sixteen years ago.
was only
.
"Th e teachings of Sun-Yat-Sen, the
first president of the republic, are the
standard around which the new genera
tion is rallying. Students and young
men by thousands have gone to the
support of the Nationalist party, and
the success which has already attended
its cause, is I think, perhaps an earnest
of more to come.
UNIT FOR C H J NA

" This, then, is the force behind the
new China whose young leaders, many
of them:, r �ceived their inspiration from

America while students here, or from
the miss i onary schools in China. It has
the support of practically· the whole
country. Its present purpose is to put
down the war lords and military dic
tators who have kept China from form
ing a unified government for so many
years.
.
.
"To this en d was the drive mto the
north, by Chiang-Kai-Shek. H � s army
is the first China has seen, which was
moved by a cause, rather than the mere
need of two meals a day, and the possi
bility of getting them by joining the
forces of some provincial general. The
battle cry of a unified China, a na � ion � l
consciousness, has attended Chiang s
extraordinary successes.
"With his success, of course, has come
a position of great power as a military
leader. Whether because of this, he
has been ousted from his position as
head of the Hankow forces, lest he use
his power for personal gain, or wheth
er, finding that his party wa � no lo � ger
back of him, he has voluntarily retired,
we cannot yet really know.
"At any rate, he failed to carry his
people with him, and failing in this, lost
the wholehearted support of his army.
Reverses resulted, and then his with
drawal. If the retirement was voluR
tary it is significant that a great gen
eral ' should be sensitive to public
opinion. . It brings out the fact that the
whole situation is of . a political rather
than of a militaristic nature.
"On the other hand," Mr. Robinson
continued "it may be simply a political
move lo � king for something in the
natu �e of a vote of confidence, but in
any case, it will b� onlr a temporary
set-back to the nationalist cause.
"If he has lost the confidence of his
party it means a realignment of one
sort � r another. It is impossible and
absurd to try to foretell what may h � p
pen in China, since the forces workmg
in the country are constantly in a state
of flux, and change in nature and out
line from day to day. I hope, howev.e r,
that General Feng Yu Hsiang, known as
the Christian general, and who has been
allied with the Canton government,
may be Chiang's successor, as indeed it
is possibl e he will be.
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COM MUNIST S FAIL
"Whethe r or not C hiang-Ka i-Shek's
radical treatmen t of the commun ists
had any bearing on his fall from power,
I do not know. It is possible that it
did. B ut it is not importan t. The ·
Russians have failed of their purpose i n
China, and have admitted it themselve s..
It is impossibl e for the Chinese to take
up communis m, simply because, as has
been said before, 'they have nothing but
poverty to commune with. ' There are
no riches to be d isturbed among the peo
ple. Furtherm ore, the Chinese are a
very practical people, little given to
visionary conceptions of life.''
Concerning China's i mmediate future
Mr. Robinson said :
. "We cannot expect from. the new
awakening of a national consciousness ,
however, any sudden clear solution of
the problem. There is a population of
400,000,000 nine-tenths of it illiterate,
which in itself i� a stupendous problem .
The working out of her destiny will oc
cupy many years . But Chinese are
essentially a democratic people, law
abiding and peace-loving. Thei r pres
ent tendency towar d .s trife is the result
of the western influence. These out
rages of which we heard so much a
while ago, were perpetrated by mere
handfuls of men and are no indication
of the Chinese nature. The wonder is, .
to my mind, that there was so little loss
of life during the -days of constant evac 
uation an d occupation of cities by the
more or less poorly disciplined armies
of the contestants.
"As a matter of fact, in Tientsin, a
seaport city of a million inhabitants, a
foreign woman may go anywhere unes .
corted at any hour of day or night, with
considerably less apprehension than she
would feel in certain sections of most
American cities .
"The Chines e have never had a very
strong central government. They have
no need for it, really, since they feel
that the less government the better, and
hav e, further, the inherent self-control
to j ustify this feeling.
"But China must work out her own
salvation, and sh e can do it more quick
ly without outside interference. The
present attitude of, for example, the
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British foreign office, is most encourag
ing, an� is welcomed by all sincere stu
dents of Chinese affairs..
" The thing which sometimes compli
cates matters is the failure of official s
on the spot to carry out the farsighted
policy of their superiors. They are
sometimes unable to 'see the for est, for
the trees.' It explains to an extent the
discrepancies between official state
ments from Shanghai, an d those from
London.
RACE SPIRIT STRONG
"One thing is certain," Mr. Robinson
declar.ed, in sumlming up the present
day attitude in China, "and that is that
only those westerners who go into
China with a spirit of co-operation will
be welcome, whether they are business
men or clergymen . There can be no
more of race superiority, for the Chi
nese will not submit to it.
" They want to do business with us,
and of course, we want to do business
with them. And it is an encouraging
fact that where there is mutual profit
involved, men always get together."
Mr. Robinson, after fourteen years in
the Orient, during which time he has ·
returned to the United States but three
times, has come to Hartford with his
wife and four children to take up new
work with the association here. Be be
gan Y. M. C. A. work in Kansas City,
Mo., some years after graduating from
Colby College in 1906. In 1 9 1 3 he
j oined the Y. M. C . A . . at Nanking, and
previous to going to Tientsin in 1 9 1 5
had spent some time in Tokio, working
among the Chinese students there.

TESTIMONIAL BANQUET FOR GEORGE M.
WADSWORTH, ' 86
The following i s from The Somerville
Journal of June 1 7, 1 927 :
High tributes to the character and
service of George M. Wadsworth as
teacher and master were paid by former
pupils, teachers with whom he has been
associated, and other prominent citizens
at a testimonial banquet tendered him
at the University Club, Boston. Mayor
Leon M. Conwell acted as toastmaster
at the banquet, and during the evening
Mr. Wadsworth was presented with a
gift of gold to the amount of $350. Mr.

·
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Wadsworth has been connected with the
Somerville s chools since 1 891 , first as
master of the Pope School, and then in
1 912, master of the Bell School, in ad -'
dition to the Pope. Since 1918 he has
been master of the Southern Junior
High School. On account of reaching
the . a ge limit he is to retire at the clo e
of the school year.
The banquet was held at 6.30 o'clock
and before proceeding to the banquet
room Mr. Wadsworth greeted the com
pany informally as all arrived. Later,
he was s eated with Mayor Conwell at
the head table, which exten ded along
one side of the large room, and with
the two were seated members of the
commtittee of arrangements and those
selected to address the gathering.
Among those seated at the other tables
i n groups of -eight were many masters
and teachers in the schools, as well as
former pupils. During the evening an
autograph album was passe d about for
the purpose of obtaining the sig11ature
of all. This will be retained by Mr.
Wadsworth as a memento of the occa
sion.
Oharles E. Brainard was selected by
Superintendent of Schools Charles S.
Clark to convey his greetings and
Superintendent Clark's message was as
follows :
"If I were able to be present in per
son on this significant occasi on, there
are four characterizations of our hon
ored guest which I should want to make
as the result of my long acquaintance
with him. These are, first of all, that
he is a man and has been a man in all
the days I have known him ; second,
that he is and has been a schoolmaster
-a schoolmaster because he loved the
j ob ; third, that he has been a capable
leader of his educational group-a lead
er capable of securing a willing, loyal
and devoted following ; and fourth and
last, that, permeating, combining, and
holding together all of these other char
acteristics, he has been a friend. And
so, I salute him tonight, George Melvin
Wadsworth, the man, the schoolmaster,
the leader. an d our friend."
I n reply Mr. Wadsworth expressed
his deep thanks and appreciation and
told something of his change of heart as

a teacher. Thi he referred to as the
"evol ution of George," showing how he
first - wa a corrector, believing in the
rod. From corrector he studie d the
Great Teacher and endeavored to be
come protector and then afterwards to
comfort and make children happy .
B. S. Han on, '19, St2unton, Virginia,
writes as follows : "Wouldn't be without
the ALU M NUS as it is practically the
only contact I have with the College at
present."
Ida Jones Smith, '23, began graduate
work at Northwestern University this
fall. She i now located at Lima, N. Y.,
Genesee Wesleyan Seminary.
Alice A. Hanson, '20, pent the last
summer on a European tou r going as
far south as Naples. She also spent
tW,o weeks in Norway and Sweden.
Marian B. Rowe, '26, is teaching
in Potter Academy, Sebago, Maine.
Clifford L. Peaslee, '22, is pastor of
the Baptist Church in Belfast, Maine.
Mollie R. Seltzer, '26, is teaching in
th e Junior-Senior High School, Plain
field, Vermont. She is at the head of
the English department and has charge
of the glee clubs and the orchestra.
W. H. Holmes, '97, conducted a
national education association party to
Seattle. He has been re-elected State
Director of the association for New
York. He gave a lecture on School
Publicity at Penn State College and also
on School Administration at Bates Col
lege Summer School. Mr. Holmes i s
now t o be addressed a t 2 Park Lane,
Mount Vernon.
Ella R. Robinson, ' 16, is meeting with
most unusual success as head of the
department of English . at Albany
Academy for Girls, Albany, N. Y., the
oldest preparatory .s chool for girls in
the world.
Anna Erickson, '24, is teacher of
Mathematics in Middleboro Hi �h ·
School.
Frank J. Severy, '00, with Mrs. Sev
ery and two boys have recently re
turned from a 5000-mile trip up the
Pacific Coast.
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tended by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. S.tar�ird of Oxford, Maine ; h e r sis
ter, Marion Starbird Pottle, '18 and
h er brother-in-liaw, Frederick A. Pottle,
'17. Mr. and Mrs. Lunt will reside at
412 Ella Street, Wilkinsbu rg, Pa.
Kathleen Goodhue, '21, is i n the
Mathematics department of the E ast
Hartford High School and in this same
school, but at th e head of the ·English
department, is' Elizabeth Larrabee, '23 .
Charles W. Bradlee, '08, should now
be addressed 3701 B roadway, Kansas
City, Mo. He is j ust beginning h� s
fourth year as Headmaster of the
Country Day School for Boys of Kansas
City. The enrollment in this school
has in.creased to 140 boys.
· Hattie F. Fossett, '07, spent the
month . of August in France.

D R . J . F R E D H I LL, A. M . , '82
P resident

City

P l anning

Board, · Waterville
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Catherine Larrabee, ' 22, toured the
past summer in Europe. She was ac
companied by Margaret Wilkins, ' 1 8 .
They visited Franee, Italy, Switzerland,
Germla ny, Belgium, Holland, England,
and Scotland .
Pauline A . . Lunn, '26, is now teaching
Mathematics · in the Randolph, Vermont,
High School .
Guy W. Chipman, '02, and his family
spent the summer vacation touring
E urope.
Louise L. Steele, '23, attended the
Harvard Summer School in prepara
tion for her Ed.M. degree.

Arthur B. Patten, '90, is j ust enter
ing upon his tenth year in the C enter
Church, Torrington , Conn. In 1 925
the church reached · over one thousand
members.
October 8, 1 927, married at Christ
C hurch, New Haven, C onn ., by the Rev.
William Osborn Baker, Rector, Mar
garet Starbird, '23, to Everett M. Lunt,
University of Maine, '26. She was at-

Lizzie H . Waldron, ' 1 5, should now
be addressed at 41 1;2 Patterson Street,
Augusta, Maine. In writing of the
ALUM NUS she says : " It seems to be a
strong link which binds me personally
to the College."
Helene B . Buker, ' 1 8 , received er
Master's degree at Teachers.' C ollege,
Columbia University, i n June, maj oring
in Public H ealth Nursing. She is · now
working for Henry Street Settl ement
Nursing Service.
Ina M. McCausland, ' 1 5, is teaching
b1)okkeeping and Commercial Law in
South Portland High School .
Mabel C . McCausland, '20, was mar
ried on August 6th last to Floyd F.
G rant of New York City. She resides
at 1 1 1 6 Avenue H., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elsie M. McCausland, '20, was mar
ried on Augu st 20, 1 927, to Mulford E .
Rich of South Portland . She nowj r e
sides at 37 Chase Street, South Port
l and, Maine.
Elizabeth Whipple B utler, '21, re
ports the birth on September 3 rd last
of a son name d Charles Lewis. This
is the fourth child, two boys and twin
girls. She is serving as National Chair
man for the Sigma Kappa $50,000 En
dowment Fund. Half of the fund has
already been raised. It is to be known
as the Founders' Fund and dedicated
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tb five Colby women who founded the
National Sorority of the Sigma Kappa.
Howard G. Boardman, ' 1 8, i s on - a
sabbatical leave from Williston after
six busy years. He is spending the
months at the Sorbonne where he is
doing some work along the lines of
French Literature. His address in
Paris, France, is 1 1 Rue Scribe.
Leonette Warburton, '23, received
her Master of Religious Education de
gree from Newton in June last. She is
doing children's work with the Swarth
more Chautauqua.
Philip W. Hu ssey, ' 13, spent ten
weeks during the past summer in
E urope.
Margaret Wilkins, ' 18, is now to be
addressed at 548 Potomac Aven ue,
Buffal o, N. Y.
" Nettie M. Runnalls, '08, former Dean
of t.he College, is to teach Mathematics
in th e Miss SaywJo od's School, Over
brook, Pa.
Carroll D. Tripp, '26, is principal of
the Junior High School in South Wind
ham, Maine.
Henry Dunning, '82, is now to be
addressed at 48 Aldie St., Allston, Mass.
Nelson I. Mixer, '09, received the de
gree of Ed. M. from Harvard in June,
1927.
D r. H. W. Page, '80, has. recently
been re-elected President of the York
Beach Improvement Society. .
H. R. Dunham, '86; has. recently re
turned from a trip · to Maine. He re
ports a wonderfully good . time and
keenly regrets he could not have at
tended last Commencement. He writes
that during the last four months he has
seen the following ''8 6 men : Brown,
B ruce Townsend, Parker of. California ;
B rya �t and Richardson of Maine. He
reports all · of them as hale and hearty.
Arthur L. Field, '05, writes that . he
is glad to send the price of a subscrip
tion for "the best alumni magazine of
the country."
.
Fred K. OWjen, ' 87, has been re
appointed director of the Port of Port
land by Governor Ralph 0. Brewster

for the term of three years. Mr. Owen
was fi rst appointed to · this office by
Governor Baxter.
F. Chri tine Booth, '26, is teaching
Latin and English in the Chelmsfo rd,
Mass., High School .
Selma Koehler, '1 7, ha been appoint
ed In tructor in the Modern Language
Departm ent of Winthrop College, the
South Carolina college for worn.e n sit
uated at Rock Hill.
Henry R. Spencer, '99, who is Pro
fes or of Political Science at Ohio State
University was the Leader of the Round
Table on "Dictators hip and Democrac y
in Europe" at the 1927 sesvion of the
William town In titute of Politic .
Arthur Coulman , '24, is teacher-co ach
at the Winthrop, Mass., Senior High
School. He is attending the Harvard
Summer .School .
Dr. Nathaniel Weg, '1 7, of New York
City, writes that he would not be with
out the ALUMNUS and that it i getting
better every year.
Helen A. Bragg, '84, wtrites : "On
August 22nd, I passed through Water
ville and saw the Colby Campus for the
first time since mly graduation in 1884.
I had the great good luck to fi nd the
Librarian in Memorial Hall, who let me

-

-
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Colby's Candidate for Rhoades Scholar
-
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into the Chapel an d the Library, which
gave me mu.ch pleasure."

1

C assilena Perry Hitchcock, is the
Secretary-Treasurer of the Connecticut Valley Alumnae Association . · She
was a recent visitor on the campus.
John P. Dolan, ' 12, reports the latest
addition to the Dolan family, Richard
Anthony Dolan by name.
E lmer L. Williams, �22, writes from
his home at Presque Isle : "The only
thing in Aroostook County that trims
the ALU M NUS is a four-dollar · potato
market."

E . H. Maling, '99, writes from his
home in P ortland! : " It is always a
pleasure to renew my subscription to
the ALUM NUS because I know I shall
continue to receive interesting and im
portant news of the College which I
could not get in any other way. "
Bell Longley Strickland, ' 1 9, sends
her good w� shes to the ALUM NUS and to
the College.
·

Merle Davis Hamilton, '21, writes
from her home in San Gabriel, Califor
nia, to announce the birth of a daugh
ter, Susan, April 3rd, last.

Flora Norton Dexter, ' 17, writes the
Adelai de S . Gordon, '26, is teaching ' ALUM NUS to say that the Dexter family
History in Lincoln Academy, Newcastle, is still locate d in Lakewood, Ohio, at
.
Main e .
1247 Edwards Avenue, and would be
very
gfad to have any old Colby friends
Austin H . Evans, '94, writes : "As a
member of the first class Dr. Marquardt take the trouble to look them up.
taught at Colby I wish to express my .
Frank A. James, ' 1 5, attended the
sympathy to the College over his pass- Harvard Summer School . He reports
ihg."
that there were about a dozen Colby
.
F . D . Mitchell, '84, sends on with his men there, including Wellington, Ran
subs·cription an extra two dollars with ney, .Smith and Grant.
the request that · the ALUM NUS be s ent
Ruth K. Turner, '26, has entered the
"to some Colby man who needs a spring Boston School of D�mestic Science
tonic that the ALUM NUS gives four which is c·o nducted under the auspices
times a year. in generous doses."
of the Boston, Y. M. C. A.
·

V. G . Smith, '21, is now to be ad
dressed at 15 Mitchell Place, White
Plains, N. Y. He is an instructor in .
Science in the High School at Scarsdale,
N. Y.
Dora Libby Bi shop, ' 13, is teaching
French and History in the Winthrop,
Maine, High School .

D r . E . P. Barrell, ' 8 8 , is Secretary of
the Florida State Historical Society.
H e is beginning his 1 1th year as Head
of the Chemn stry Department in the
John B. Stetson University.

Willard H. RockwPod, '02, is Master
of the Waterville Lodge No. 33 F. &
A. M . He is also president of the
Waterville R eal Estate Board.
Earl L. Merriman, '25, was married
on July 3 rd last, Waterville, Maine, to
Miss Laurice Edes of Sangerville, an
undergraduate of the College, class '28.
Mr. Merriman's address is 45 Forest
Avenue, Portland, Maine.

Marlin D. Farnum, '23, announces
the arrival of Hilda Katherin e on
August 4, last. Mr·. Farnum and w�fe
sailed from Vancouver for Japan on
September 22 on board the S. S. Em
press of Russia of the Canadian Pacific
Line. Next year they will b e in the
Language School at Tokyo trying to
learn the Japanese language. He
writes : "Mrs. Farnum and I are rely
ing ori the ALUM NUS to keep us in touch
with our Colby friends at home." They
can be addressed, care of the Japan
Baptist Mission, 29 Sansi C Ho, Ushi
gome, Tokyo, Japan.
Mildred R. BowJer, ' 12, writes : "We
have added to our family a daughter,
Evelyn, born August 1st, at Mount
Vernon, N. Y." Referring to the Com
mencement issue she writes : "Eighty
odd is your best contributor. Keep hold
of him for the sake of those of us who
are unable to get back to Commence
ment."
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Ralph B. Y oungJ '07, writes : "Very
enj oyable time at Commencement last
June. My vote for the �ek-end plan
after this."
Appleton W. Smith, '87, write that
he expects to sail for Europe October 1,
to be gon e possibly a year, and says : "I
shall miss the Colby ALU M NUS which I
always read with much i nterest."
Charles J. Ross, '92, should now be
addressed at 1434 Harvard Street, N.
W., Washington, D. C.
Edward F. Stevens, '89 of Brooklyn,
N. Y., on July 1 st, took office as the fir t
Mayor of th e village of Shorehan, L. I.
where he has his summer home.
H. Everett Farnum, '89, i complet
ing his 2 oth year as general agent of
the ColUlecticut Mutual Life In urance
C o., at St. Joseph, Mo. One of his son ,
Robert, is associated with him i n his
bu.sin ss. His second on, Romeyn, for
the past two years has been picked as
an All State G ua rd in basket-ball
among the Missouri High Schools.
Eugene M. Pope, '82, writes the
ALUM NUS a fine letter in which he has
the following to say about the maga
zine : "I want to say seriously that of
the many college papers I have seen
yours is the most interesting, attrac
tive, worth-while publication of the
kind that ever has c ome to my hand ."
Marian P . Hubbard, '97, writes "Am
still enthusiastic over our 30th reunion.
There was only one cloud in the bright
ness of our goo d times and that �s the
absence of President Roberts. I l ike
the week-end Commencement and hope
it continues."
Henry M. Haywood, '75, writes to us
that he is still in the emjoyment of a
great measure of health and strength
for one so well advanced in years. He
is still able to plant and care for a
large garden connected with the N ugent
H ome in Philadelphia. He is still able
to p re3!Ch occa&onally. H e sends
every good wish for the prosperity of
old Colby and high appreciation of the
continued excellence of the ALU M NUS.
H erman C. Marquardt, '08, an
nounces a change in his address, name-

ly, 2329 Olive Street, R. F. D. , 1, Box
780, Temple, California. He reports
that Fenwicke L. Holmes, '06, of New
York, is lecturing three nights of the
week in Los Angele .
Dr. H. L. Putnam, '86, who now lives
in St. Petersburg, Fla., has spent a
number of weeks in Waterville, the
guest of his son, Donald E. Putnam, '18.
Hiram H. Crie, '25, is connected with
the Rocklan d National Bank, Rockland,
Maine.
Margaret Chamberlain, ' 1 5, has left
her position with the General Education
Board, New York to organize a refer
ence department in the �ublic
library
at Flint, Mich.
Leonard W. Mayo, '22, and Mrs.
Mayo, '24, announce the arrival on July
24, last, of Margaret Loufae.
Elmer E. Silver, '85 sailed on April
10 with Mr . Silver for England and
France. They spent a month in each
country, most of the time motoring, and
have covered a territory in thi s way of
more than 3000 miles.
Andre\ C olby Little, ' 17, has re
turned to Massachusetts and is now
one of the firm of the Security Sales
Company, 739 Boylston Street, Boston,
manufacturing and distributing oil
burning equipment throughout New
England. His new address is 162
Bridge Street, Lexington, Mass.
Arthur H. Berry, '94, writes that the
ALUM NU S is as necessary to the Col
lege now as the Board of Trustees.
Hazel Whitney Snow, 18, is now lo
cated at 115 Stuyvesant Place, St.
George, Staten Island, N. Y. Dr. Snow'.,
who is a graduate of Bates and Har
vard Medi cal School is now in the Unit
ed States Public Health Service.
S . Alton Ward, '23, is located at 93
Vernal Street, Everett, Mass. Mr.
Ward is employed by the Gulf Refining
Company in Boston. He sends his best
wishes to the College.
L. L. Workman, '02, received his Ed.
M. degree June, 1927, from the Gradu
ate School of E ducation of Harvard
University. He was elected a member
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of Phi D elta Kappa, . the honor schol
arship fraternity in the Graduate
School. For the past summer h e was
the manager of C amp D iamond at Lit
tle Diamond Pond, C olebrook, N. H .
Helen B eede Breneman , ·'23 , writes
the ALUM NUS as follows : "I have a holy
place in which I sometimes wiander and
in which I keep treasures . To one who
does not understand, it is simply a
scrapbook. Among th e treasures there
I look upon Colby faces and Colby
scenes. Dear old Sain-his face, his
words and the words of thos.e who loved
him. Dr. Pepper is there as pictured
by his· son. Prof. Taylor is there with
W1ise and helpful words and President
Roberts and others. Nov: the ALUM
NUS gives me Prof. Marquardt's alert,
cheery and inspiring face with the lov
ing tributes to his memory. This·, too,
shall be placed within my shrine."
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R obie G . Frye, '82, writes· the "ALUM 
NUS : "Having been born in Maine I
ought to have seen the State before, but
had never been north of B angor. Have
j ust ridden 2000 mil es over good Maine
.
roads fro ml Kittery to Fort Kent and
Calai s to Kittery. No trip of equal
length in the country offers s uch varie
ty. Maine looks well. It i s a great
state. It has· homes. "
C . K . Merriam, '75, writes from his
home in Spokane, Washington : "Am
still enj oying health, for which I am
very thankful, having passed my 79th
birthday last June and am p ulling for
80 plus, perhaps to 90."
John . F. Everett, ' 17, writes the
ALUM NUS to express regret that he
could not be back for Commencement.
Wallace Purinton, '01, has moved his
coal · offices to larger quarters in the
Portland Gas C ompany building, 5
Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

Paul A. Thompson, ' 1 8, during the
past summer was Hea d C ouncillor in
the Tunis Lake Camp directing the
activities· of 1 6 5 boys aided by a staff
of thirty-three, in addition to his work
at the Jamaica High School as discipli
narian and lecturer on . Camp Adminis
tration at New York University.

Hugh A. Smith is now teaching in
Ricker Classical Institute, Houlton, Me.

Mrs. Mabel Freese Dennett, Bangor,
who has been on a two years' l eave of
absence from the Bangor High School,
has returned to her home eity after
teaching for twlo years in Chicago . She
has complete d a course at the Chicago
Art Institute.

R. P. Luce, ' 1 5, of Sacremento, Cali
fornia, writes to s ay that h e enj oys the
ALUM NUS very much and to express the
best of good wishes to the College. F.
A . Craig is employed in the Bank of
long
Italy with which Mr. Luce . has
been connected.

Harold E . Hall, ' 17, i s now to be ad
dressed at 184 West 82nd Street, New
York C ity. His business address is 5 5
Wall Street.

Ruth Morgan, ' 1 5, received h er Mas
ter' s degree last June from Boston Uni
versity.

E rnest H . Cole, ' 12, writes from his
hom e in Dumont, N. J ., " I fail to see
how any . friend of the College can get
along witohut the ALUM NUS. Each
issue is the next best thing to getting
back to Commencement."

George Irving Smith i s announced as
a candidate for the class of 1950. H e
arrived a t the home o f Joseph C . and
Ervena Goodale Smith, '24, on May 20.

Wilbur B. McAllister, '26, has been,
since graduation, with the Vermont
Highway Commission as an engineer on
concrete roads. He has recently b een
elected to membership in the Vermont
Society of Engineers . . His address is
Box 204, Montpelie·r, Vermont.

EVE RY C OLBY MAN SHOULD MAKE A G E NEROUS PLEDGE
TOWAR D THE GYMNASIUM FUND. ANSWER THE APPEAL
P R OMPTLY.
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Prayers in War Time*
BY

THE LATE PRESIDENT ROBERTS

We pray, our F'ather, for Thy blessing upon all the members of our Colby
family who in army and navy are serving the cause of Christian civilization.
May they have such clear apprehension
of the nrinciples for which they are
fighting that they will every one feel
that they are Thy servants, doing Thy
will, and that all they are and have, being Thine, i s gladly ' to be given back to
Thee in any service or any sacrifice
Thou mayest require. Amen.
Our Father, we pray Thee that this
year we may have clearer and keener
realization than ever before of the value
of the privileges and opportunities this
college .p rovides. May we not waste or
neglect them, but by steady industry
turn them into effe.ctive preparation for
doing our part toward saving Christian
democracy for the world. Amen.
We pray Thee, our F'ather, that we
may not be impatient of the slow evolutionary processes of the moral world.
If in human society througih the centuries, if in the lives of our fellow men
and in our own hearts from day to day,
we find righteousness advancing by
painful inches rather than by leaps and
bounds, we pray that our faith in its.
ultimate universal sway may never
waver. Help us to remember that the
plan of Thy kingdom i nvolves all the
slow changes from buried seed to ripened harvest. Amen.
We pray that in the unending confiict between flesh and spirit, between
duty and desfre, between nobler i mpulses and baser tendencies, the enemty
of our soul's health and peace may win
no decisive victories. Reinforce, we
pray Thee, all that is Godlike within us
so that purity and tru th and all charity
may triumph in us daily. Amen.
We pray Thee, our Father, for · all the
hundreds of thousands of American
young men who have put their lives into the nation's hands to be · used as the
nation wills. May they remember that
·

patriotism calts for clean living and
that it i s disloyal and traitorous to en
danger personal efficiency by the gratifi 
cation of sensual appetite and passion.
And we pray that the young men from
the colleges-the young men from Colby
College-may be examples to others not
only of bravery and valor in battle, but
of decency and righteousness in daily
life. Amen.
Help us to remember that our Master
values our service not for its intrinsic
importance but for the faithfulness
with which it is performed. The ques
tion he asks of each of us is not "How
much have ye given me ?" but �'Have ye
given me all ?" May we, Our Father,
give ourselves wholly an d unres ervedly
in loving service to Thee and to our fel
low men. Amen.
We pray for the overwhelming success of the Third Liberty Loan cam
paign , so that our soldiers and sailors
may understand that the material re
sources of this country to the last dollar
are available for their support, and so
that our brave allies-the French and
English an d Itali ans-may understand
that we Americans purpose to put forth
all our strength for the triumph of
democratic freedom. Amen .
We pray for a keener and a more
abiding sense of Thy nearness to us.
We need Thy guiding hand and Thy sus
taining arm. Without Thee we grope
and stumble, as those who walk in a
dark, rough road. But with Thee be
side u s the way is bright and even the
steepest path is not too hard for us to
climb. Amen .
We thank Thee that we are living in
Thy world and that Thy plans and pur
pos es are being wrought out in it.
Strengthen our faith in Thy divine
providence so that the failure of our
own plans and purposes may only in- ·
crease our confidence in Thee. May we
have a keener and more abiding sense
of our nearness · to Thee, of our depen-

1 [ *These Prayers were delivered at mor.ning c�apel exercises prior to and during the Great War. They were printed in
booklet form and sent to the Colby boys 1ll serv1ce.-THE E DITOR . ]
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dence upon Thee, of Thy care over us.
Amen.
We pray that at the center of the life
of this college may stand the altar of
service to others . May its fire purge
u s of selfi s h aims and purposes, so that
all of us, here and everywhere, now
and always , may with j oy and gladness
devote our lives to the promotion of the
common good. We ask it in the name
of Him . who gave Himself for us.
Amen.
We pray Thee, our Father, that al
though the world is at war, our hearts
may be full of peace,-the peace that
comes from perfect trust in Thee, the
peace that comes from changeless faith
that this is Thy world and Thou are
working out Thy plan and purpose in it.
Amen .
We are in a worl d of tares and
wheat, where evil flourishes as well as
good and where wrong seems to triumph
as often as right ; but we pray that we
may never lose faith in the ultimate
victory of truth and righteousness and
their final establishment in the lives of
men. Give us, we p ray Thee, each and
every one, some share in the glorious
enterprise of bringing in Thy kingdom
here among mlen,-that all the fields of
life may wave with golden grain .
Amen.
·we pray, our Father, for Thy rich
blessing upon all supporters of Chris
tian democracy. We pray for those
who are fighting for it in Belgium and
F rance,-fo"r all the officers and men of
the allied armies ; we pray for those
who in cabinet and in council are plan
ning for it,-for statesmen in London
and Paris and Rome and Washington ;
we p ray for those whose hearts are
breaking for it,-for fathers and moth
ers and wives who have given their
loved ones in the defence of human free 
dom. Thou wilt not, Our Father, let
these efforts and these sacrifices be
made in vain ! Amen.
Our Father and the Father of our
Lord, our hearts thank Thee that when
we cannot help ourselves and when
there is no man to help us, Thou art our
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strength and our salvation. We know,
our Father, that with Thine arm about
us, tHough we may be sick and friend
less and alone, ou r hearts may be full
of p eace and patient and j oyous hope.
Amen.
We pray Thee that in the death
struggle between human freedom and
the servitude of militarism, going on at
this very hour, the ·Soldiers of the allied
democracies may be steadily conscious
of Thy presence. May they find in
Thee the courage and determination
and faith that will bring about the
triumph of Thy cause. Amen.
We pray Thee, our Father, that we
may really b e Christian men,-with
hands busy in the service of others,
with hearts clean and fit for the in
dwelling of Thy spirit. Save us from
the 'fatal mistake of thinking we are
Christians because we belong to a
church, or because our views are ortho
dox, or because we obey the letter ' of
the Ten Commandments. Open our
eyes to see what a tremendous task
it is really to be a Christian ,-what
constant unselfish service it means and
what constant warfare against the
inner meanness and foulness that de
file and d estr:oy the s.p iritual life of
man. Amen .
W e pray Thee, our F'ather, that we,
m embers· of this c ollege commu11ity,
may live together as friends. and broth
ers, as the followers and servants of
one Lord an d Master. May His spirit
dwell in the h earts of . us all, moving
us always to mutual kindness and help
fulness, filling our life here with loving
service of Thee and of our fellowmen.
Amen.
, We thank Thee for the means of de
fence and the weapons of attack which
Thou hast provided for all who enlist
in Thy army. May none of us be so
unwise as to think that under some
other flag than Thine, with equipment
of our own providing, we can fight the
battle of life and come off conquerors
at last. May we all of us be Thy sol
diers, with obedience and gladness and
zeal serving under the great Captain
of our Salvation . Amen.
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Our Father in Heaven, we pray for
courage and for strength, both physi
cal and moral, to enable us to perform
the hard tasks that every day brings. ,
We do not ask Thee, Lord, to make life
easy for us1 ; but with all our hearts we
pray for such infusion of divine power
as shall make us abundantly able to do
the difficult things, to bear the heavy
·b urdens, to follow the rough, uphill
path. Amen.

i deals o f life. . S ave us from thinking
that making money and spending it ·for
a good time is the chief end of man.
May our ambitions reach out after the
things that will really enrich our lives
and the lives of all those about us. May
we now and always put duty before
pleasure, others before self, conduct and
character before money and success1,
the things that endure for eternity be
fore the things that last but for a day.
Amen.
·

We thank Thee for this story of a
young man who left the safe shelter of
his father's house to go out to see the
world, to be his own master, to sow his
wild oats, to have a good time, and who
after a while penniless and ragged and
hungry came back home again. We
thank Thee that he was not met with
cold looks and harsh words but with the
outstretched arms of love and a father's
kiss, for all of us, every day we live,
need to be reminde d that Thou wilt re
ceive us with j oy and gladness·, if only
we will return to Thee from our wan
derings. Amen.
We pray that the hope of eternal life
may be strong within us,-our comtfort,
our defense, our inspiration. Without
such hope, our Father, this earthly" life
with its wrong and inj ustice, its sin and
sorrow, · its pain and heartache, would
seem as the years go by more an d more
a cruelty and a curse. Amen.
We pray Thee to strengthen us here
i n America for every sacrifice this, war
may demand. No price is too great to
pay for victory,,:_for we believe that it
is only through victory that Thy king
dom can come in the wor Id and Thy will
be dorie among men . Amen.
We pray for the success of the Allied
Armies, fighting and bleeding for civi
lization. May they through these aw
ful days-and through awful weeks' and
months to come-ward off disaster, un
til America's belated strength shall
supplement their s. To doubt that our
democratic alliance will ultimately be
victorious is simply to doubt Thee !
Pessimism i s atheism! Amen.
We pray that in these college years
we may form and cherish no sordi d

In this dark hour of hate in which we
Ii ve we pray for the coming of the dawn
of love. In the light of it may men the
world over recognize one another as
brothers, members of one great family,
God's children all. And so may the en
during peace of fraternal love come to
bless the war-cursed peoples of earth.
We pray for this miracle of spiritual
healing in the name of Jesus Christ.
Amen.
We pray for the charity of the Mas
ter. May the sfos of another always
be hateful in our sight, but may we
never forget that the sinner is our
brother or our sister, and that we are
both children of one Father, who loves
us both alike. May Christ's spirit so
abound in us that we may be able to do
something towards loosening the hold
and defeating the purpose of sin in the
lives of others. Amen.
We pray for the success of the Allied
armies in the great conflict now raging
in France. Grant them the power of
Thy might as they fight for the world's
freedom from the awful curse of mili
tarism. Grant them such victory as
will lay the foundation of permanent
. of a peace that will p.ot require
peace,for its preservation that the world be
an armed camp and every citizen a sol
dier . . We pray for victory in Christ's
name that His kingdom may come in all
the earth. Amen.
We pray for the success of the British
troops who are today bearing the brunt
of German attack. We pray for their
success not only because they are fight
ing for the safety of our homes and our
loved ones her e i n America but because
they are fighting to save c ivilization and
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Christianity for the worl d . We pray
that no matter how appalling our
American casualties in the days j ust
befor e us o r in the months to come, we
may not waver in our determination,
remembering that there is· absolutely no
p rice too great to pay for that which
we seek to achieve._ Amen.

Our Father in Heaven, our heart's
desire through all thes: e days is one
long, unbroken prayer to Thee for the
success of the allied armies. They are
fighting in the sacred cause of Chris
tian d emocracy, wh ich Thou wilt not let
p erish from the earth ! Amen.

A ddress al Chapel . Services for President Roberts
BY WOODMAN BRADBURY, D . D ., '87
The following address i n the College
C hapel was delivered by Rev. Woodman
B radbury, D . D . , of the class of 1887 :
"A sense of unreality is u pon us. The
college bell has been ringing and the
President is not here ! Strange ! We
c annot believe that our friend is no
more with us. Waterville is not Water ...
ville, the college is not the college,
without Arthur Roberts . We mourn0 how deeply we mourn !-yet not as
those who have no golden memories, no
solid hopes.
" Nature laid the lines of his person
ality on a large scale. She planned a
great man ; and year by year he grew
i n mental and moral stature fulfilling
that primordial plan . His duties en
large d his mind, big· tasks and ever
bigger evoked his. powers, contacts with
the l eading men of his generation w!id
ened his vision . and coilege life with
multitudes of earnest young men and
women kept his spirit youthful and
ardent. The process went on until he
filled a place of incalculable usefulness,
and made a niche for himself in the
educational history of the country. His
essential greatness, l ike that of Lin
coln, will, I doubt not, be realized more
vividly as the years go by.
"It was j ust forty-one years ago that
he came to C olby as a freshman, and
for two-score years, as student, in
structor, ·professor, and president, his
life was a vital part of the college life,
his influence a leavening and _shaping
influence. In 1908, w!hen the presi
dency was vacant, he was the man of
destiny for the position. These nine
teen years have more than fulfilled the
hopes of his friends. The expansion

of the college has been phenominal.
His name is written in letters of light
on the college walls. Si monumentum
.

requiris, circumspice.

"This is not the occasion for careful
analysis and final appraisal of his great
power.s ; but there are three qualities
which, taken together, form a fairly
accurate picture of the man.
"For one thing there was his stead
fastness. When h e put his hand to th�
plow, he finished the furrow;. Will
not self-will,-=-but enlightened and.
consecrated will,-was the core of his
personality. He exemplified that noble
'devotedness to duty' which Lowell so
aptly d escribed.
"The longer on this earth we live
And weigh the various qualities of men,
Seeing how most are fugitive,
Or fitful gi fts, at best, of now and then,
Wind-wavered corpse- lights, daughters of the fen ,
The more we feel the high stern-featured beauty
Of plain devotedness to duty,
Stead fast and sti l l , nor paid with mortal praise,
But finding amplest recompense
For l i fe's ungarlanded expense
In work done square ly and unwasted days . "

"Loyalty was an equally conspicuous
quJality. The Ideal engaged his heart
and will. He was . in Tennyson's fine
ppr24se, 'loyal to the royal.' And to
carry that phras e further, 'he was loyal
to the royal in himself.'
" 'You fol lowed, thro' the quest o f l i fe,
The l ight that shines above
The tumult . and the toil of man,
And shows us what to love .
Right loyal to the best y o u knew,
Reality or dream,
You ran the race, you fought the fight,
A follower of the Gleam.'

" The third quality to which I would
call attention is his sympathy. Few
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men are so richly endowed as he was.
The problems of his boys and gi rls,
financial, cultural, mJoral, were his
problems ; and wjhen sorrow came to
them he bore th� pain in equal measure.
Such sympathy is costly. It wore him
out. It shorte:ned his life. But it is
the measur e of his greatness of soul.
" Most unsentimental of men by out
ward sign, he was yet full of those deep,
warm; rich sentiments that make us
human. He was deeply sympathetic�
deeply benevolent, deeply religious,
deeply Christian. An external armor
of steel guarded the pure depths of the
crystal inner life from profanation ; but
his friends understood, and loved him
the more.
"He ha d four loves : his home, his
country, his friends, his college. I
know not in which order to place them.
"This deeper side of his nature is
clearly seen in . his chapel 'Prayers in
Wartime.' We hear him say : 'We
pray for the charity of the Master.' 'In
this dark hour of hate, we pray for the
coming of the dawtn of love,' and again,
'we pray that the hope of eternal life
may be strong within us-our comfort,
our defense, our inspiration .'
"Here i s another prayer which I will
read in full. 'We pray that at the
center of th e life of this college may
stan d the altar of service to others.
May its fire purge us of selfish aims
and purposes, so that all of us, here
and everywhere, now and always, may
with joy devote our l ives to the promo
tion of the common good. We ask it

in the name of Him wjho gave Himself
for us. Amen.'
"Here we stand in the inner sanctu
ary of our friend's personality. Those
words, 'W e pray that at the center of
the life of this college may stand the
altar of service to others.' should be
graven in bronze an d placed on the
walls of this chapel. These prayers re
veal his Christian nature. At the reve
lation we paus e with bowed heads.
"Here, then, is a little picture of this
great man whom we have been privi
leged to call friend. Steadfastness,
loyalty, sympathy ; strength, beauty,
depth : President Roberts' greatest gift
to the ·college Wlas himself.
"Who can feel that such a life ends
with the last beat of the heart ? Who
so blind as not to see that life of such
quality is essentially immortal ? Who
can doubt that somewhere in God's
great universe the spirit of · Arthur
Roberts, in immortal youth, and in the
joyous fellowship of the like-minded, is
serving the cause of truth and right
eousness ?
"Another chapel bell has summoned
him-that's all.
" 'From the mi sty hares o f m idnight, touched
with splendou rs of the moon ,,
To the si nging t ides o f heaven, and the l ight more
clear than noon,
Passed a soul that grew to music t i l l i t was with
God in tune.
S il ence here-for l ove i s silent, gazing on the
l essening sail ;
S il ence here-for grief is voiceless when the
m ighty m instrels fail ;
S i l ence here-but far beyond us, many voices
c rying, Hail !' "

A ddress at Public Services for President Roberts
BY

EVERETT CARLETON HERRICK, D . D.,

"If love and devotion could draw
pictures on a heart that gives them, the
pictur� of Colby College would be en
graved today on this heart t:�1at has
· ceased to beat. The College h31s, been
his life from the day h� entered as a
freshman to the day, when worn and
weary, he finished his- great post-gradru
ate task and laid his burdens down.
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"An d there i1s, a picture he has left,
not indeed on his own heart. F' o r us
who knew him and lov1 e d him, it will
never fade as long as memory lasts. . A
college cainipus is peop1led with the un
seen. As we grow older they come
closer to us, silent and mysterious com
panions. They mingle with the thought3
of other days and the dreams of days
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to come ; and now he has taken his human, intens,ely so. A College rresi
cherished place in this silent comp·any dent a\ld' stm human.
of our vanished friends .
"There is 1a great deal of precedent
"So w e shall alwa:ys s e e h i m about . and convention that goes with academic
the C ollege and the town, walking with life. It makes a little world of nice
his strong and vigorous stride. We precision, of d eadly dignity. B ut that
shall hear him speaking his plain and was not his world. Everyday things,
forth-right words., his ·hale and gusty real things, were the big things and he
cheer. H e has b econw an undying part was splendidly careless of all the rest.
of the College and the community. H e It gave him an understanding of the
h a s wrought h i s life into their social true values of human life.
and spiritual fabric. And he will al
"The maj or subj ect of his curriculum
ways be here in the s1ame old hearty was character. Are we bett er m en and
way when stirred by our College memo women because w e knew him ? We dare
ries we pause to look away from the not s1ay we are perhaps ; but · there i s
thingis, that are seen to the things that n o t o n e o f u s who will not proudly s.ay
are not seen. Silently he has passed 'he wants to be. That is the glory of
into that glo rious company who make any teacher. E.ducation for character,
our t�aditions and our name.
it is the biggest thing a college can pro
duc e and it can not be computed i n
" 'They throng the silence o f the breast,
figures.
We see them as o.f yore,
,
The kiqd, the true, the brave, the sweet
"As we pass through the graded
Who walk with us no more.' "
schools that we have slowly and labori
" There is no defining the thing we ously constructed, we have many teach
call per.sonali ty. There ar e those among ers. As the years, go by they fad e. ·
us alwaYJS, who, in some strange way They have drifted into the haze of a
stan d out from their fellow men. They di1stant landscape, but a few stand out
command our allegiance, our admira like mountains. They are our · sentinel
tion, our . love. T hey have but to ap peaks. We are fortunate indeed if,
pear in our midst and we turn to look. when our school days are over; we have
They have but to speak and we listen. even a half dozen great teachers who
They have but to call a:n d we follow. have become a livjng part of our life
They claim us by an irresistible force. ·experience. Colby has given all of us a
They are the leaders of our varied. en few and he was. one.
"He was a great friend. We must
terpriseis, not by virtue of their position
never forget those Christmas letters he
but by the power of their personality .
"I j oin with you in paying tribute to u sed to send out. They were filled with
his personality, that 1something distinct, golden words and thoughts . They re,_
unique, virile and compelling to which vealed the finest qualities of his man
I responded with the ardor of my youth hood ; helping boys and gi rls to get their
and the deep affection of my manhood . education ; serving · a worthy cause,
"E ducation does 1sh-�nge things to seeking to make life worthwhile. We
personality som�times .- No one can shall miss that letter this coming
tell what an education can do to any Christmas and for his sake we ought to
body . We send our youth to college make an outpouring of our affection for
with the ancient hope that springs eter the College which he loved and in which
nal. S ometimes the hope is gloriously he burned out his life.
"He was a r-reat friend b ecause he
rewarded . i S omeiimes it is shattered
knew
not
how to speak a gui ding word and
timeis,
at
Education
to the ground.
only draws. out but draws apart. The a kil'ld word, all th e kinder because it
educated man and the Educ-ator often was straight and clear. He had no dis
seem to stand aloof from their fellow guised meaning13.. No vague and intan
men. They lack the human touch, the gibl e. promises. All over the land today
thing for which the world is always th ere are those who knew his help. Not
hungry . . H ere was one great secret of the kin d that sounds a trumpet but the
our fallen leader's· power. He was kind thaf lends a hand'. There are
·

·
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those likewise who have been helped
to great decisions in life by " h is friend
. ship and his counsel. This is his. 'choir
invisibl e' of 'minds made better by his
presence.'
"Let us. honor him because he was
a simple, humble follower of the Lord
Jes us Christ. In his religious life he
made :a straight path to the essential
things.. It i1s. the weakness of our r�
ligion that we are always giving pri
mjary attention to secondary matters.
There can be no controversy over the
v:alid�ty of Christ-like love. His religion
commanded tlie respect of all because it
w ais sincere and unaffected. He was
not ashamed of his own gospel nor of
his whole-hearted allegiance to the Mas
ter of us all.
When I am dying
How glad I shall be
If the lamp o f my life
Has burned out for thee.
That sorrow has darkened

The path that I trod
That thorns w ith the roses
Were strewn on the sod .
That anguish of s irit
S o of ten wa m ine
S ince angui h of s p i ri t
S o o ften was thine.
M y cheri shed Rabboni
How glad I hall be
To die with the hope
Of a welcome f rom Thee.

p

"Our College has received a great
legacy. A life poured out in unselfish
service like a rich libation on its. altar.
He belongs to us now as never before.
"From the unseen world our Leader
calls us to a new devotion to the Col
lege that he loved and served so well
and to the ideals that he cheri1Shed.
Like the great Teacher of Rugby Chapel
he is now our 'Beacon of Hope.'
" 'Fi l l up the gaps i n our fi l e ,
Strengthen the wavering l ine,
Establi sh, continue our march
On to the bound o f the waste,
On to the Ci ty of God.' "

Prayer a l Chapel Services for President Roberts
BY CLARENCE HAYWARD W HITE,

"Our Father, we would turn to Thee
in this · hour as simply and sincerely as
he, thy faithful servant and our beloved
leader, was wont to do. How often
here in this· chapel has he prayed that
all of us might hear thy gentle voice
speaking to us and might fee1 the touch
of thy guiding hand ! We would make
his prayer ours, today.
"We th a nk thee for the many fruit
ful years of his devoted servic e to this
college ; for the growth of the college
under his whole-hearted leadership.
Es·pecially do we thank thee for the
spirit that he fostered, for the ideals
that he h eld before us, for the gospel
that he preached and practiced here : of
cleanliness and kindliness in thought
and! word and act ; of industry and hon
esty and thrift ; of practical Chris,..
itiarrity that bringis. into unselfish service
hands and feet as well as head and
heart ; of j ustice tem(pered with mercy ;
of forebeavance and forgiven ess ; of
simple trust in the power and the love

A.M.

of Christ and in the abundant and eter
nal life that comes through Him.
"We thank thee for his faith in
youth ; for his understanding of youth's
temptations and weaknesses and of
youth's aspirations and strength ; for
his great heart that spent itself in s�m
pathy and service for the development
of true Christian manhood and woman
hood in the students of thi s college.
And, even as we Jn/Ourn the pass.ing of
his bodily presence from our midst, we
thank thee for that 'last full measure of
devotion : ' for the example he gave us
in following his Lord an d Master even
unto death. 'Gr eater love hath no man
than th1s., that a man lay
' down his life
for hiis friends.'
"O God, bless thou all these his
friends, members of this great coll�ge
family that he so loved an d served.
Bless them with a spirit and a life like
unto his. ; and, as he enters now into the
joy of his Lord, so may we all enter
into · the j oy of s ervice and so crown our
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lives with u sefulness as did he his life.
Do thou guide us. and help UiS, to be ever
true to his faith in the mission of this
college, ever loyal to the principles and
i deals for which he lived and died.
C omfort us in our sorrow, and strength
\en us as we gird our loins to carry on
the work from which thou hast promot
ed him to service in thy heavenly man�
siOIIlS.
" E1s.p ecially, do w e pray thee, 0 God,
to com.fort andl sustain, as only thou
canst, her who has so constantly shared
with the college liis love and d evotion.
May the thought of that which with thy
b lesising he has been able to achiev e
abide with her a n d be t o her a n d t o u s
·
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a l l a source o f prid e a n d enduring satis
faction.
" 'O Master, let u s w a l k w i t h thee
In lowly paths· of service free ;
Tell us thy secret ; help us bear
The strain of toil, the f ret Qf care . .
Help us the slow o f heart tp move
By some clear winning word of love ;
Teach us the wayward f eet to stay,
And guide them in the homeward way.
Teach us thy patience ; still with thee
In closer, dearer company,
In work that keeps faith sweet and strong,
I n trust that triumphs over wrong ;
In hope that sends a shining ray
Far down the f uture's broadening way ;
In peace that only thou canst give,
With thee, 0 Master, let us l ive.'
Amen."

Prayer at Public Services for President Roberts
BY FRANK yv. PADELFORD, D.DJ., '95
�oh God, who in every land and all of neighbors and friends, fell ow citizens
the ages, hast with divine compassion . and fellow alumni, to bear . our tribute
sought to r eveal thyself u nto men : Who of honor and affection for our fallen
has shown thyself unto all who have friend . and leader. We come with min
sought for thee, we beseech Thee that gled thoughts and emotions. We find
unto · us this day Thou wilt reveal thy it difficult to think of him as gone,
self. We stand here, Our Father, heirs him, who for so many years went in and
of all the ages of thy ceaseless effort to out among us, with vigorous step and
reveal thyself fruit of all the conflict alert mti.nd and generous heart. But to 
and agony of the past, turning unto day we face the stern realization that
Thee i n an hour of need, as have all we shall look upon his face no more. No
our fathers before, us, praying for the longer will the streets of this city be
revelation of thyself to us. We stand graced by his presence, no l onger will
here again, as we have stood before, its citizens turn to him for wisdom and
baffled with the mystery of life and advice, no longer will the college which
death. We do not u,n derstand. But he loved respond to the leadership· of
with Thee there is no mystery-nothing his keen mind and his great heart. H e
hidden that is n ot revealed . We turn . has left u s forever. We have the deep
to Thee. If thou canst not make us sense of loneliness today.
who are so slow of heart to believe, to
But we thank Thee, oh God, that we
understand all these mysteries, grant sorrow today as those who have a keen
us, at least we pray Thee, such a con �mory of a great life richly lived·. We
fidence in Thee, such an assurance of think of the many years that have
thy love, such a revelation of thyself, passed since the young lad, fresh with
that we shall be content to walk by his vigorous life, landed in this college
town. We recall him as a student with
faith when we can not walk by sight.
Oh God, whose glory fills the heavens, hfa abounding life, a.'5 a young tutor j ust
give us the consciouness, this day, that launching uipon life' s career, as a
thou hast filled this house with thy maturing teacher, as our president, and
pres ence. Make us sure that in this our first citizen . All thes e forty years
of his active life has he given to this
holy 1p lace we are with Thee.
company
a
city
and to our college. We seek to
as
here
We a re gathered
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gr'a sp if all in ·a moment, to sum it up
in a word,-it was a magnificent life.
And · we have come here today, oh
God, to thank Thee for Arthur Roberts
Thy greatest gifts to mankind are the
men to whom thou dost imp•a rt thy
spirit, men who see their fellows as
thou dost see them, with all their latent
possibilities, men of great generou
hearts, whose chief thought is not of
themiselves but of others, men who pour
out their lives unto death, that life may
be richer for others. Such a man was
the · President thou gavest us. yre
thank Thee.
What greater thing could we wish
for ourselves today, oh God, than that
which we say genuinely of him. He
does not leave behind him great wealth
which he spent his days piling up·, but
he has taken with him the hearts of
hundreds of men and women to whom
h e gave a great i nspiration and whom
he fired with a holy ambition to live
noble lives. Today. he stands as our
sponsor before the throne of grace.
As we think of his life among us
these many years, we thank Thee, oh
God, we thank thee. Help us to remem. ber today that we can bear our greatest
tribute to him, not by any words which
we utter, nor by these flowers which we
bring, but by the efforts which we make
to be true to the ideals which he gave us.
As we gather here today we think not
of ourselves alone, but of the great host
of men and women scattered around
this world whose hearts a re turning to
this place this hour. Some of these are
in the quiet places in life where they
· have chance to ip ossess their souls, and
think thy thoughts after Thee. Some
of them are in the midst of the great
turmoil of this modern world, where it
i s a constant fight to be noble. Some .of
them are out in the very lonely places,
where their only friends are the friends
of the past. They are thi nking of him
today, their great friend. They love
him\. Bless them; oh God, and keep
them true to the ideals which Arthur
Roberts gave them.
We pray for our Cqllege. We thank
thee for the succession of great men
who have given their lives for Colby.
An institution like ours is nothing more

than a succession of noble souls. We
stand looking out into the future-we
are alone-our leader is gone. But we
know that could he speak to us, he
would charge us not to stand here idle,
but to carry on, to take up the burden
which he has carried so long, and lay it
upon other shoulders. So we pray Thee,
· that in thy good time, thou wilt direct
us to the Elisha upon whom the mantle
of the departed Elijah should fall, and
who shall seek to carry on the work in
the same spirit of devotion with which
he gave his life to it.
We pray thee, for these, his fell ow
citizens of Waterville, gathered to do
him honor. May they not forget the
spirit in which he lived among them,
but mlay they carry on as he lived. May
they remember that the great thing
about life is not tlie material gains one
may attain, but the gifts one may make
to enrfch the lives of others. How has
the city of Waterville been enriched by
his life ! Thinking of him today, who
for so long has been their first citizen,
may they determine to pick up his torch
and carry it forward.
There is one l ittle circle to whom this
day has more significance than to all the
rest of us. We would not seek to peer
within it, but- we pray -that thy grace
may be sufficient for thos e to whom this
loss comes closest home. May they be
conscious of thy presence, may they
feel underneath them the everlasting
arms, rriay the assurance of a Father's
love and care sustain them in these
days when they must go on alone. And
yet not alone. Assure them that he is
still with them, and reassure them with
the faith in that day when once again
we shall l ook into the faces of those
" whom we have loved long since and
lost awhile."
We thank Thee, oh God, that while
we are baffled with the mystery, we do
not stand here as those who have ·no
faith. We are grateful for him who
made the great adventure of death, and
returning to us has said, "Be not
afraid". Though he has revealed to us
none of its :mysteries, he has assured us
that "life is ever Lord of death and love
can never lose its own". While there
fore our friends go out from us seem-
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lngly into the dark , they go out to be
with Thee, into the ineffabTe light. We
part from them with sorrow and pain,
but with courage and a · triumphant
faith. For this faith , oh God, we thank
thee.

the greatest of all adventures .
1
Give unt� us, when the time comes for :
!
our farewell,
The resolution of the great discoverers, 1
That there may be in us no vain regrets, :
no faint-hearted repinings ;
But a stead-fast mind, gazing forth ear
nestly on its high destiny.

"We thank thee, 0 our Lord,
For thy great enterprise of death,
Wherein the tiny barque of our soul,
.aving loosed its cables, fares forth
gallantly into the night.
Though the waves run dark and fearful,
Though there be no human knowledge
of the farther shore,
There there be no human knowledge of
the farther shore,
Yet s;hall we fare forth with j oy to this
·

May we care nothing then for ourselves,
But be filled with the j oy of exploration
and discovery�
I
Wholly intent on the great and glo rious
rprize beyond the lonely voyage,
On the certainty of finding .at last
1
That beside which all else in earth and 1
Heaven is nothing worth. "
,
In the ·nameo! our Lord Jesus Christ, �
Amen.
I

I

·

·

A Martyrdom 90 Years Back
BY THE EDITOR OF S T . L O U I S GLOBE-DEMOCRAT
( 1:he following is an editorial ap
pearmg in the O[p be�D emocrat under
date of Tuesday, November 8, 1 927.
The ALUM NUS has taken the pains to
print every item of information con
qerning Colby's great martyr, Elij ah
Parish Lovej oy, and it is glad to give
tpis appreciation from an Illinois news
naper .-EDITOR. )
Ninety years ago yesterday Elij ah ·
Parish Lovej oy was killed . at Alton, and
tjinety years ago tomorrow his funeral
was held. This present time, when
men are so willing to die in the hazards
of great adventure, should not be un
mindful of this tragedy of a time when
�n were willing to die for a principle.
' Fifty-one years after the slaying, on
a date now left behind by thirty-nine
years, an address on Lovej oy was de
livered at the ,St. Louis Church of the
Unity by Thomas Dimmock, brilliant
editorial writer on the old Repub licwn
of this city. Mr. Dimmack had lived
for thirty years in Alton and as a boy
was familiar with the traditions of the
tragedy.
It is j ust 100 years ago this fall since
Lovej oy came to St. Louis, a Maine
man, · an honor graduate of Waterville
College, a poet, and then 25 years old.

I

He obtained a place as a teacher b ut ·
wrote much for the press and, accord
ing to a yellowed copy of the Dimmack
address in pamphlet form, a prized
possession of Gai us Paddock, had for a
time a professio:p.al connection with a ·
short-lived daily. In 1832 he turned to I
the mfoistry, took a course at the Theo- i
logical Seminary at Princeton, N. J., :
and came back here to edit a n ew re- i
ligious weekly, the St. Louis O bs erv er, 1
under Presbyterian auspices, in which
his editorials� mildly attacking slavery ·
·
first appeared .
He was not an Abolotionist, but ad- 1
vocated a quixoti c idea that slavery :
could gradually be abolished through ·
emancipation by the slave-owners them- I
selves, after making them see it as a :.
great- national evil. After a St. LOuis
Negro m(uderer had been lynched by
burning in April, 1 836, he attacked mob '
law and when Judge Lawless i n charg- !
ing the next grand jurors directed them
"to act not at all in the matter-it is
beyond the reach of human law, " at- 1
tacked the Judge. Reviled and repeat
edly mobbed , Lovej oy after this was 1
not merely an opponent of slave�y but I
one of the country's greatest champions of the freedom of the press.
·
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A Recent View of the South Campus Showing the Memorial to Elijah Parish Lovejoy, Colby's Martyr to the Cause of the Freedom of the Press.
was Taken from the old Lovejoy Home in Alton, Maine, and Presented to the College by the Class of 1921.

This Stone
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The average vague memory of Love
j oy is of an editor whose printing press
was destroyed . As a matter of fact,
he had three damaged or destroyed, one
in St. Louis. This city has often re
cruited news. p aper workers from Alton,
but Alton recruited one from St. Louis
when it was decided to move the O b
s erv er to that town .
His damaged
press was shipped to Alton, but within
: twenty-four hours had been broken up
and thrown into the Mississippi . A sec
ond press was used eleven months and
also went into the river. A third was
procured and stored in a stone ware
house on the levee until it could be set
up. An armed mob descending on the
warehouse by night found it guarded
by Lovej oy and twenty friends and a
battle followed . Rioter Bishop, was
shot dead and when Lovej oy and two
others sallied out to prevent the roof
from being fired, he was hit by five
buckshot, dying at once. His thirty
flfth birthday was the next day. "The
victim was worthy of the altar-and I
can conceive of no higher praise, " said
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Mr. Jj�mnliOck. He was one of th e
loneliest figures of his time, few shar;..
ing his views, though his martyrdom
made Wendell Phillips · an anti-slavery
apostle.
When the Alton commons, where he
was buried with a prayer or two, w ere
inclosed as a cemetery, a driveway ran
for years across the grave. The re
mains were transferred i n time to an
other .plot, to which Mr. Dimmock ob
tained a deed and gave it to the Alton
colored population as trustee. He also
erected a modest slab inscribed, "Jam
parce sepu),to "-spare him now that he
is buried.
"As long as I .am an Ameican citizen,
as long as American blood runs in mtv
veins, " said Lovej oy more than once,
" I shall hold myself at liberty to speak,
to write .and to publish whatever I
please on any subj ect, being a menable
to the law of my country. "
M r . Dimmock is right in thinking
that this is one of the finest expressions
of a great principle and one worthy of
preservation.

November Meeting of Board of Trustees
BY EDWIN

CARY WH/ITTE.MORE, D . D . , '79

The fall meeting was held in the Fal
mouth Hotel at Portland, on Saturday,
November 19. All but three members
of the entire Board were · pres,e nt.
Chairman Wads worth presided and
prayer was offered by Dr. Bradbury.
The Secretary made formal an
nouncement of the death of President
.
Roberts.
As appointed by the Chairman, Sec
retary Whittemore presented the fol
lowing Resolutions which were unani
mously accepted by the Board.

ARTHUR JEREM IAH ROBERTS
A . B . Colby, 1 890 ; A.M. Harvard, 1900 ;
LL.D. C ol by, 1920 ; LL.D . Colgate,
1 92 0 ; LL. D . University of
Maine, 1921
For the first time in its history C olby
College mourns a President who died in
its service. Yet "dulce et decorum est"

that the devoted life of A rthur J .
Roberts should be wholly spent i n the
work he loved . Today the Trustees of
Colhy moved by no common grief and
mourning deeply their leader whose
hearty friendliness, clear understand
ing of situations, courage, energy, loy
alty and wit enriched and made effec
tiv e even the routine business meetings
of the B oard, wou�d place upon record
the following Resolutions in apprecia
tion of the great qualities of President
R oberts as well as ·o f the work that he
wrought for his Alma Mater.
For a time longer than that of any
other man, he served Colby College as
its President, presiding over its affairs
with dignity, leading it along the line
of sane and permanent development.
Arthur Jeremiah Roberts was him
self one of the boys for whom the col
lege was founded and who have j usti-
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fied its existence. Born i nto a New verance and faith that its success was
Ertgfand home of comfort, character, recognized by all as largely a personal
and high ambition, he was trained f01; achievement. More than half a mil
college in the essentials of education, lion of dollars came into the treasury,
not the ornaments. As a Colby stu the largest singl e increase of funds that
dent he was keen in mind, exuberant i n the College ever has received . The
s'pirit, a leader o f the athletes-and of Second Century Fund of $150,000 was
the digs when he chose to be ! He raised. Other funds, the Salary Fund
found here what Colby never · has been and the Gymnasium Fund were hope
without, teachers not only of science fully undertaken.
and letters, .but of manhood, human
The financial affairs of the · College
service and cooperation with God in were safe with him. · He loved to get
the · progress of the world. These in money for Colby, he disliked to spend
fluences constrained his ambitions, di it. His conservation and the liberal
rected his energies, and captured his foresight of the Committee on Build
heart. The best thing the College gave ing and Grounds with the steady-going
him was training in character and the balance wheel of the Firian.c e Commit
ability to see life clearly and to see tee made an ideally effective machine
it whole.
for the forward movement of the Col
On graduation in 1890 he becam1e a lege as evidenced, not only by the im
teacher o:f English and all through provement in the buildings within and
his career he considered it a privilege without, but by the reports of the
not to be forborne to teach. Adminis Treasurer where surplu .s took th e place
tration i s necessary, money is needed, of deficit.
but only as he teaches does the col
President Roberts was one of those
lege president break unto his students great college presidents who, on un
the bread of life.
shakable faith in God and Christ who
Ojn April 1, 1 908, Professor Roberts made Him known, taught brotherhood,
was elected to the presidency of Colby. j ustice, love and service as elements of
Trustees, faculty, students, and gradu character absolutely essential to the
ates, all were happy at his election and true manhood. No man listening to
!have remained in . . th,e same attitude him ever thought that it was an easy
ever since.
thing to be a Christian but the ouls of
This is not the place even to enumer his students sprang forth to claim his
ate the achievements of his administra ideal as their own. By his own pertion, but at the very start a new spirit . sonality he pushed back the horizons till
of loyalty, courage, appreciation, took they discerned new fields of service, en
possession of the college, which made deavor, and achievement. The whole
Students man found expression in his unforget
greater thi ngs .p ossii.ble.
flocked to Colby as never before. They table Chapel Talks.
heard in the voice of the President a
His principal contribution to the Col
call to larger life and they followed.
lege was his spirit ; his contribution to
The teaching faculty was greatly the world was to its life. Without a
strengthened and i ncreased, thus bring trace of cant he built his life upon the
ing to the students broader equipment revelation of God that came to him in
and to the world a service more ade Jesus Christ.
quate to its occasions.
The College of today and tomorrow
The College p ros-pered. The trying is a different College from that which
days of the G reat War were met in a P resident Roberts received, .but of its
way that merited and received the ap essential truths and loyalties he could
p·roval of the Government at Wa �_h! n3" say with his great Master, "Of that
ton.
which Thou gavest me have I lost
In order to increase the resources of none", and humbly with the faithful
the College the Centenary Fund was servant "Thou deliveredest unto me five
proposed. To the raising of it Presi talents ; behold, I have gained besides
dent Roberts gave such energy, perse- them five talents more". The immedi-
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ate fruit of his life· is in the enrichment urer Hubbard reported that all bills
of the character of the College by those would :be paid hy January 1 , 1928.
great qualities which in him were so
Professor Julian D . Taylor, Chair
vital and so potent. . Through all the man of the Executive C ommittee of the
centuries that it may endure Colby C ol College appointed by President Roberts,
lege will be greater, nobler, and more received an ovation as he arose to pre
C hristian because Arthur Roberts loved sent the report of that Committee. The
it and used his life for it.
report presented clearly the situation of
And ·b e it further Resolv ed, That the College, both in general and in de
these R esolutions tb e spread upon the tail. It was highly appreciated and at
· records of the College and that a copy its close a hearty vote of thanks was
be sent, with the deepest sympathy of passed· to Dr. Taylor and his Committee.
the Board of Trustees to Mrs. Ada L. Later in the session it was voted unani
R oberts, whose love, wifely devotion, mously that the Executive C ommittee
comr adeship, appreciation of condi be requested to continue the adip.inis
tions, and vision of the way to the high- · tration of the College with full powers
est events were wrought in full m€asure until a President should be appointed
into the happiness and service of the nnd should qualify.
.
united lives of President and Mrs.
The Trustees received with great re
Roberts whom Colby C ollege will ever gret a letter from D r. Herbert C . Libby
keep in grateful memory.
resign ing his position as Chairman of
the Commencement Committee. For
Announcement was mad e of the seven years Dr. Libby has rendered a
death of Reuben Wesley I)unn, class of remarkable service in this position and
'68, a mem(ber of the Board and of the n 0t a little of the success of recent Com

Finance C ommittee.
Judge Wing, mencements has been du e to his tireless
C hairman of the Finance Committee efforts and wis e management. Thi s
presented the following Resolutions resignation, o n account o f other duties,
which wer e unanimously adopted.
being final, it was accepted and the Sec
Reuben Wesley D unn, our much loved retary was directed to express to D r .
and res-p ected associate, passed away Libby the high appreciation and gratithe eleventh instant. He endured much . tude of the Board for his valuable and
physical suffering but was ever and al remarkably successful work covering
ways patient, displaying at all times a the period from the C entennial to the
fortitude that was most remarkable. present. Professor E. C . Marriner was
He was ever and always a staunch ele cted- as Chairman of the Committee
friend of Colby · C ollege, his Alma on Commencement.
Mater, and let no opportunity pass to
It was voted that the Chairman ap
render promptly to her the best service point a committee of five, of which com
and assistance at his command . I n the mittee he should himself be a member,
community where he spent hfs life he to take steps for the securing of a presi
was a much respected citizen whose dent for the College. The commiittee
p ublic spi rit was ever in evidence, and subsequently appointed consists of Hon .
at all times he was a broad and high H . E . Wadsworth, Dr. George Otis
minded Christian gentleman.
Smith, Dr. Frank W. Padelford, Hon .
. R esolv ed, That we shall ever cherish
John E . Nelson, and Mr. A. F. Drum
with affectionate memory his mental mond. The committee appointed :Qr.
and moral worth and that his example George Otis Smith as Chairman .
of correct thought and proper living
On motion of Dr. Padelford it was
will long be pleasantly remembered.
voted that, beginning with September,
Resolved, That this brief but merited
1 928, the regular tuition at the C ollege
tribute be entered upon our record and shall be $100 per semester, and tuition
a copy thereof be sent by our Secretary for graduat e work shall be at the same
rate. This advance still leaves the tui
to his surviving family.
The report of the Finance Committee tion fee lower than that of any other.
was presented .b y ·Judge Wing. Treas- college of the same grade in the east
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and far lower than the actual cost of ·
the instruction offered.
The Trustees heard with interest and
satisfaction of the purpose of Dr. and
Mrs. I. B. Mower to present a bronze
tablet graven with one of the prayers
offered by President Roberts, to be
placed on the wall of the Chapel.
The report of the Committee on Wo
man' s Recreational Building was pre
sented by Dr. Smith. The report showed
that there is now available for the
building over $96,000. Plans for the
building have already been accepted
and construction will soon be under
way.
·The · committee on New Gymnasium
reported through Mr. Seaverns. The
death of President Roberts, who was
leading in the matter of securing sub
scriptions to the Gymnasium Fund, has
delayed some plans, but the work will

be pushed vigorously. It is hoped to
complete an alumn i subscription of
$100,000 by commencement, and then
other friends of the College will find
their opportunity. The Committee was
authorized to take such steps as may
seem best in order to complete the en
terprise.
The permanency of the work of
President Roberts and the stability of
Colby College were evidenced in the
spirit of this meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Recognizing gratefully the
work accomplished, there was shown
high purpose to go forward to the full
use of the greater opportunities which
now confront the College.
Adj ournment was taken to April,
1928, unless the special committee on
choice of a President may call a meet
ing at an earlier date.

=
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No member of the great Colby Family
will fail to have a share in the important
work of raising the Fund necessary to build
a new Gymnasium adequate to the College
Send in your pledge immediately.

l.Ji
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CO LBY C O L LE G E

-

WAT E R V I L L E . M A I N E

A LE T T ER T O

C OLBY MEN :

Dur ing t h e l a s t f e w m o n t h s o f P r e s i d e n t Rob e r t s '

i

l i f e h e wa s gr e a t l y c on c e rn e d o v e r . t h e s uc c e s s o f
t h e c amp a i gn t o r a i s e t h e $100 , 000 n e e d e d t o bu i l d
a n e w Gymna s ium .
H i s h e al th d i d n o t p e rm i t h i m
t o a c c ompl i s h a l l t h a t hi s h e ar t · d e s i r e d .
Now
tha t h e i s g o n e , w o rn out by h i s l ab o r s f o r t h e
C o l l e g e wh i c h h e l o v e d , t h e c ampa i gn mu s t b e c ar 
r i e d thr o ugh t o a s uc c e s s ful c on c l u s i o n .
S u c h wa s
t h e v o t e a t th e l a s t m e e t ing o f t h e B o ard o f T ru s 
t e e s , and s u c h i s t h e wi s h o f e v e ry l o yal s o n o f
t h e C o l l e ge .
Up t o D e c e mb e r l , 1 9 2 7 , t h e r'e c o r d s s how that
ab out 5 7 5 gr aduat e s had c o n t r i but e d appr o x imat e l y
$40 , 000 , T h i s l e av e s $ 6 0 . 000 t o c o l l e c t , i n c a s h
o r i n p l e dg e s , b e f o r e C o mm e n c e m e n t , 19 2 8 .
I t c an
b e d o n e i f t h e o th e r l , 5 00 gradua t e s w i l l g i v e
p r o mp t l y and g e n e r ou s l y .
T h i s app e al f o r p r o mp t
a c t i o n g o e s out t o t h e m .
·T h e v i t al n e e d f o r t h e n e w bui l d ing no gradua t e
o f t h e C o l l e ge c an d o ub t .
T h e p r e s e n t s t ruc tur e
i s t o t a l l y i nad e qua t e f o r our purp o s e s , and i t s
u s e b y v i s i t i rig pr e pa r a t o ry and c o l l e �� s tud e n t s
i s p r o v i ng an e x t r e m e l y p o o r adv e r t i s e me nt .
We
a r e t h e only c o l l e g e i n Ma i n e n o t now w e l l e qu i p 
p e d w i th a n up - t o -dat e gymna s ium .
A c o mpl e t e 1 1 s t o f a l l g i v e r s up t o D e c e mb e r 1
i s p r i n t e d on ano th e r page .
On January 1 a s e c o nd
l i s t , b r ought up to dat e , w i l l b e pr i nt e d ,
It
w o ul d b e unu s ual l y s i gn i f i c ant i f the nam e o f
e v e ry s o n o f C o lby m i ght app e ar o n the · January
·
list .
W e mu s t n o t fa i l .

( S i gn e d )

HERBERT E . WAD S WORTH , ' 9 2 , Cha i rman ,
CHARLE S F . T . S EAVERNS , ' Ol ,
ALBERT F . DRUMMOND , ' 8 8 ,
C o mm i t t e e o n N e w Gymna s ium .

=

PROF .

HERBERT

C.

L I BBY ,

S e c r e tary .

-
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COMPLETE LIST OF GRADUATES OF THE COLLEGE WHO
HAVE MADE PLEDGES TO THE NEW GYMNASIUM FUND
(UP
1 867

C. R. Coffin

1 868

R. W. Dunn

1870

C. H. Cumston

1872

T. G. Lyons
W. W. Perry

1 873

A. H. Kelley

1874

C. E. Young

1875

E. J . Colcord
C. K. Merriam

1 878

H. M. Thompson

1879

G. E. Murray
E . C. Whittemoi:.e

1 880

H. W. Page
A . M . Thomas

1881

C. B . Winslow

1882

H. Dunning
R. G. Frye
B. A. Pease
W . C. Philbrook
E. H. Phi l l ips
E. M. Pope
W. H. Robinson
E. F. Tompson
H. S . Weaver

A.
E.
T.
H.

M. Rchardson
Sanderson
J. Ramsdell
W. Tra fton

1887.

W. B radbury
H. F. Curti
C. E. Cook
C. E. Dol ley
J . F. Larrabee
H . D . Dow
W. F. Wat on
E. E. Parmenter
S . H . Holmes
I . 0 . Palmer
A . W. Smith
F. K. Owen
A.
A.
W.
W.
W.

1 888

B. Lorimer
F. Drummond
M . Cole
D . S tewart
W. M e r r i l l

1 889

N. S. Burbank
F. E. Nye
E. L. Sampson
' E. F. S tevens

1890

M . A. Whitney

W.· R. Curtis
A. B. Patten
W. L. Soule
A. P . Wagg
G. N. Hurd
M. M. Smith
J . B . Sampson

1891

N . L. B assett

1884

1885

B . S . Annis
R. G. B erry
M . E. Rowell

1886

B. Boyd
L. C. B r idgham
J. B. B ryant
R. J . Condon
H. R. Dunham
S. B. Overlock
H. L. Putnam

1 , 1927}

E. L. Nichols

D. E. Bowman
L. 0 . Glover
C. F. S tirn on
C. F.
mith
I . C. H ight
D. J . Gall ert

1 894

F. L.
mes
' A . H. Berry
E. C. Clark
P.
.
A. H .
.M. G.
A. M.

Merrill
Evan
Freeman
Jone

1 895

·

J . C. Bas ett
H . D. M cLellan
H. T. Waterh ouse
. Jordan
H . F. Ford
R. V. J ewett
W. L. Gray
H. W. Parmenter

1896

C0 1 1 ms
.
L. Durgan
S . Cole
W. Dunn
0. J. Gupt i l l
H . C. Han com
J . B . Merrill
F. W. Peakes
C. E. Tupper
C. B . Kimball
T. C. Tooker
A . Vv. Lorimer
R·
E.
A.
H.

G.
C.
A.
H.
P.
A.
H.
FI.

1 897

K. Bassett
L. Clement
J . Dunton
S . Philbrick
F. W i l l iams
R. Keith
1 892
H. Putnam
W. L. Bonney
H . Chapman
C. H . Sturtevant
C. H. Whitman
H. E. Wads worth C. L. Cha mberlain
F. B. Nichols
1 898
G. A . Andrews
F. W. A lden
G. P. Fal l
C. K. B rooks
H . L. Pierce
E. C. Herrick
A. G. Hurd
H . M . B rowne
C. P . B arnes
C. E. Gurney
C. J. Ross
H. M. Gerry
S. S tark
T. R. Pi erce
D . G. Munson
J. E. Nelson
L . Herrick
G. A. Ely

G. R. Campbell
W. Fletcher
1 883
H. R. Purinton
H . C. Barton
G. M. Wadsworth F. W. Johnson
W. A . Smith
F. R. Woodcock
C S. Estes
J . E. Cummings
D . Y.l. Holma.n

TO DECEMBER

1893

A. H. Bickmore

0. A. Hall

F. G. Getchel l
R. H. Cook
F. P . H. P i ke

0 . W. Foye
B . C. Richardson
A . E. Lin cott
F. R. Dyer
]. . Wel lman
. W.
leaves
F. W. Manson
C. W. V igue
E. H.
C. H.
W. 0 .
V. A .
G. E.
C.

1899

Mal ing
Da combe
teven
Putnam
Corn forth

1900

Cotton
E. T. Cu hman
J. H. Hud on
F. F. Lawrence
W. B . Jack
F. J . Severy

1901

E. C. B ean
C. F. T. Seaverns
R. A. Bakeman
E . B . Putnam
W. Purinton
W . F. Hale

1902

R. C. Bean
A. H . M itchell
L. L. Workman
F. ·W. Thyng
G. S. Stevenson
M . H . Long
F. P. Hami lton
F. Haggerty
H.
C.
L.
C.
C.
S.
L.

1903

G. Arey

W . Atchley

C. Staples
M . Daggett
W. S teward
E. Butler
E. Thayer
Vf · M. Tec;i.gue
N . Tompkms
atts ·
A . W.
A. H. Pierce

yY

l904 .

C. N . Perkms
J . B . Ro erts
F. H . Le1gh �on
] . A . P '.'l rtndge
E. B. W mslow
D. S. Walker
H. W . Soule

�

1 905

D. K. A rey
H. H. B ryant
C. W. Clark

A. L. Field
E. H. Cotton
C. N . Flood
. G. Bean
H. R. Keene
A. K. T i l l son
W. Hoyt
H. N. Jones
G. W.
tarkey
J. B. Pug ley

1 906

I. A . Bowdoin
R. W. Dodge
W. L. Dodge
K. R. Kenni on
E. P. Craig
W. H.
tevens
H. E . Wil ley
L L. Ro
C. N. Meader
F. L. Holmes
M. B . Long
E. C. Lincoln

1 907

H. C. Bonney
R. A . Colpitts
\ - . E. Craig
E. B : T i l ton
C. A. Rush
B. F. Jones
R. B. Young
A . W. Stet· on
E. G. Davis
L. H . Powers
P. L. Thorne
F. M . P i l e

1908

A. L. Cotton
M. R. Keyes
H. N. M itche l l
C. W. B radlee
F. W. Lovett
I. R. M c Coombs
J: E. Hatch
A. C. Thompson
W. F. Sherburne
J . T. Mathews
. R. Jones
M. D . Smith
J . F. Casey
E. W. 1Loane
W. F. Curtis
F. Montgomery

1909

M. I. Buker
L. C. Gupt ill
J. W. Hammond
H. W. Kimba l l
A . Shaw
L. S . Track
H . A . M cLellan
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If

W . G. Foye
N. E. Wheeler
1910
S F B rown
F. T . H i l l
H . B . M oo r
RN G 00d
I . W. ltichardson
C. H. S wan
C. L. Haskell
C . E . D o dge
M. F. Crowell
J M M axwe 1 1
·

·

.

·

•

.

1911
D . W. Clark
R. R. Rogers
T. P. Packard
I. H igginbotham
H. M. Pullen
A. W. B l ake
e. H . P ie � ce
G W V ai l
N. R. Patterson
L. E . Thornton
R. C. B ridges

1:

·

·

·

·

·

·

D.
R.
R.
P.

1915
W . Ashley
A. B ramhall
P. Luce
A . Drummond
ett

�: }r· ffr����

A. D. Gilbert
p p B 1cknel l
L. H. Shibles
H W R an d
L. P. Spinney
1912
R. W. Gilmore
H. S . Campbell
H. C. Allen
C. R. Mills
J . A . Bagnall
T. J . Crossman
S. C. Cates
F. A. James
J. B . DeWitt
W. H. Kelsey
W . J . Rideout
A. H. Lary
J . E. M ay
T. S . Grindle
L. F. Murch
M. F. H unt
E. H . Cole
A. L. Whittemore .A. C. Niles
J. R. LaFleur
J. B. Thompson
R. W . Hogan
1916
J. P. Dolan
A. F. B ick.ford
A. Fowler
A n C ratg
E . D . G ibbs
C. M. Joly
J. W. Kim bal l
B . H . Smith
R . K. Hods don
C. E. Dobbin
M. E. Lord
A. W. Allen
J. A. Rooney
F. C. Engl ish
E. D . Jackman
L. L. Levine
R. A. Harlow
F. C. Foster
S. A . Herrick
H . A . Eaton
E. C . Macomber
- R. A. Hussey
1913
R C J ou d ry
E. C. S impson
G. L. B each
E. R. Bowker
C. A. T reat
J. N. Harriman
D. Baum
J. Sh esong
L r,
1917
C. F. B enson
Cawley
D.
E.
F. A. Hunt
E. W. Campbell
D. H. White
D. W. Tozier
R K G ree I ey
M. L. I l sley
M. P. Roberts
H . E. Hall
1914
C. B.· Price
W. L. Beale
R. N. Smith
P. G. Whittemore
H . E. Umphrey
W . J . B lades
F. F . Carpenter
D . B. Flood
A. D. Gillingham
M. R. Thompson
E. L. Wyman
L. D. H emenway
R. H. B owen
H . P. Fuller
H S. Pratt
·

·

�1

E. K . Currie
E. L. Warren
F. H . Dubord
J. P. Burke
R. E. Owen
W. A. Tracy
F. S . Martin
.
R E J 0h nson
V. H. Tibbetts
H M M orse
G. W. Pratt
E R Wh ee 1 er
C. F. Wood
H . W. Nutting

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

•

·

·

·

A. Rollins
B. M adsen
Leeds
W. Lawrence
0 . C. Wilbur
A. C. Little
W. H. Erbb
T F J oyce

C.
T.
G.
C.

1 92 i
F.. A . Adams, J r .
H . M . B arnum

S. H . Ayer
T. G. Grace
J. F. Waterman
L. Pulsi fer
S . Dunnack
D . R. Holt
1918
E. H . Gross
G. E. Ferrell
B. E. Esters
p. E. Alden
]. E. Little ·
R. S . Holt
S. Wolman
H. G. Boardman
C. J . B rown
H. E. Moor
H. C. Marden
C. M. Bailey
R. D . Conary
M. A. PhillJrook
D. 0. Smith
A. L. Shorey
W. W. McN ally
W. A. Wyman
C. D rummond
H : L . Robinson
A. R. M i l l s
1919
B . L. Seekins
E. R. Craig
S. R. B lack
I . E. Creel man
V. G. Smith
R. H . D rew
. F. J . Pope
W. V. D riscoll
M . Umphrey
E· . I
C: P erry
A. F. Richardson
R
H ugh es
F. J. Rois
E. S . Marshall
N . F. Leonard
B . E. Small
P. H. Merchant
k. E. Sullivan
R. H. S turtevant
J . G. Sussman
R. H. S pinney
W. B. West
A. B r. udno
1920
1922
·

·

·

·

R. J . M iranda
C. M. B ailey
P. P. Barnes
J . W. B rush
J. F. Choate
A L Fraas
M. C . Hamer
H . E. B rakewood
H F f 1f l l
H . A. Smith
J G . Perry
.
s . G . T w1ch e 11
H. L. B e l l
R. K. Hurley
H. N. Dempsey
"
G R S k1' l l m
C. S . Eaton
H. A. Osgood
W . R. Pederson
C A T as h
H . T . Urie
R. E. Wilk ins
E. S. Tyler
H . C. White
C. E. V igue
E. A. Rockwell
E. L. McCormack
E. M. Cook
C. B. Kalloch
R. E. Castell i
H. B. Mcintire
M S. F. Greene
R. B. Eddy
J. A. Klain
B. Crane
·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

A. C. Adams
G. F. Terry, Jr.
W. F. Cushman
L. W. Mayo
W. G. Chamberlain
A. L. B ickmore
H. Good
G. W. Currier
W. ]. Curti s
M. F. Lowery
T. R. Cook
I. S. Newbury
A. E. Urann
G. W. B rier
C. L. Robinson
H. C. Whittemore
A. C. Farley
J. P. Loeffler
P . H. Woodworth
W. T. Moreland
C. E. Russell
H. T. Smith
R. M. Jackson
C. A. Haines
R. E. Bausfield
L. H . Cook
A. M. Pot le
E. J . Shearman
H . D . Teague
E. H Will iams
G. H. Wills
C. H . Gale
A. B . M alone
K. C. Dolbeare
W. L . Stearns

1923
B. Ames
L. Berry
G. Estes
W. Col e
L. Dunstan
S . K itchin
W. Foran
G. Eustis
] . R . Gow
J. T. H oward
B.
A.
S.
A.
J.
E.
N.
A.

1924
M. L. Ames
J . A . B arnes
G. B. Vale
G. M . Davis
M . E. Cobb
B. L. Cratty
J . C. Smith
D . Ferguson
1925
E.
A.
C.
H
E..
E.
E.
E.
P.
D.
J.
R.
R.

M. A rcher
K. Chapman
H. Ayer
H. Crie
W. M i llett
F. McLeod
M. Taylor
H . Merrill
G. Pearce
J. M i l l s
R. Monroe
F. Fransen
M . Squire
1926

D. N. Armstrong
R. A. E ither
F. F. Bartlett
G. B. B arnes
S. B. B erry
P. E. Keith
W. M. Ford
K. W. B ragdon
A. N. Law
R. F. B rown
G. L. Earle
C. E. Getchell
C. E. Hale
P. M . Edmunds
J. F. Goodrich
D. C. Freeman
I. M . Hodges
C. H. Lttlefield
F. R. Hunter
C. R . M ac Pherson
W . B. McAllister
C. S. Parke r
E. A. Fransen
S. R. Feldman
J. S. Tibbetts
L. E. Knight
•

A.
E.
F.
G.
W. F.

C.
F.
A.
A.

1927
Anderson
Baker
B ennett
Sanderson
Edmunds
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HOW THE CLASSES ARE GIVING TO THE
GYMNASIUM FUND
Cl SS

. 1 867
1868
1869
1870
187 1
1872
1873
1 874
1875
1876
1 877
1878
1879
1 880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1 886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1 896
1897
1898

umber Giving

1
1

Amount Given
or Pledged

$

Class

10
1,000
.

1

25

2
1
1
2

60
30
5
450

1
2
2
1
9
3
3
3
11
12
5
4
8
6
13
9
7
8
12
10
20

70
200
1 10
25
570
1 ,005
151
45
790
575
240
230
280
2,185
2,925
335
135
585
1 ,444
850
1,420

1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1 909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927

Number Giving

5
6
6
8
11
7
13
12
12
16
9
10
11
22
9
21
22
15
21
10
11
35
31
35 10
8 .
13
26
5
579

Amount Given
or Pledged

405
700
10,080
1 95
470
525
755
710
615
350
675
310
385
480
370
900
1,331
250
690
275
225
680
645
778
185
180
270
575
85
$41,944

COLB Y COLLEGE

Founded in the Year 1 820
Offers Courses Leading to the Degrees of Bachelor of Arts
and Bachelor of Science

Annual Catalogue S ent Upon Requ�t,, also
Special Pamphlets Descriptive of Courses Offered in the
Sciences and in Public Speaking
Address Communications to

COLBY COLLEGE
WATERVILLE, MAI NE

Hebron Academy
"THE MAINE S CHOOL FOR B OYS"
FOUNDED

1 804

Located among the h ills of Oxford County. Fifteen
miles from Lewiston, and sixteen miles from Poland Spring.
All b ranc hes of · athletics, hea.lthfnl and varied o utdoor
l ife. Winter sports. Fine covered sfoating arena.
A BOYS' COLLEG E PRE PARATORY SC HOOL
High scholastic standards, certificate privilege.
male i nstructors.

Twelve

Only boys of good character accepted. Clean living, high
ideal s ; character development considered fundamental .
F o r informatio n write

·

B. L.

HUNT, Principal.

Qtnburu Qtlassirul 3Justitutr
1 820-1925

Coeducational day and b oarding school of highest rank.
Coburn has had an enviable record for more than one hun
dred years as a college preparatory school .
- tatives

are

now

in many

colleges.

Her represen-

Special

courses

Household Arts, Music and Religious E ducation.

in

Out of

door sports for all boys and gi rls under competent and
sane direction.
Wri te for Catalogue.
DREW T. HARTHORN, Prinncipal.

Box 398-C,
Waterville , Maine.

/

. . . . Directory of Leading Teachers' Agencies
T H E C A RY T E AC H ER S ' AG E N C Y
T W O O FF I C ES rN N E W E'N GL A

n.

O N E F EE REGI TERS I N BOTH OFJ!'lt:ES.

Our business i s done by recommendation in answer to direct calls from employers. There is not a day
in the year that we do not have desiraWe p os i tions for w h ic h we need suitable candidates.
•

C. WllBUR CARY, Manager, Conn. Mutual Bldg.,
Hartford. Conn.

THE

MAI N E

GEO. H LARRABEE, M.anager, 614 Clapp Memorial Bldg
Portland, Maine

T E AC H E R S '

AG E N CY

T h i s Agency, t h e O L D E S T and LA RGEST Teachers' Agency in Maine, h a s placed
T H O U S A N D S of college men and women in the B E S T PAY I N G P O S I T I O N S
throughout New England. We maintain t w o offices in t h e State. Teachers and school
officials everywhere are cordially invited to communicate with e ither or both offices.
W. H . HOLMAN, LL. B . , PED. M. Manager, Bangor Office, Exchange B ldg., Bangor, Me.
H . H . RANDALL, A . B . , M anager, Portland Office, Y . M . C. A. Bldg., Portland, Me.

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCIES
Bo ton, Mass .. 1 2 0 Boy l ston

Yew York N. Y., 2 2 5 Fifth Aven u e
Syracuse, N . Y . , 4 0 2 D i l l aye B u i l d i n g
P h i ladelph ia, P a . , 1 4 2 0 Che t n u t treet
PitUibura:h, Pa., 5 4 9 Union Tru t B l d g .
B i rmin&-ham, Ala,. 2 1 0 Title B u i l d i n g

WINSHIP
T E A C H E RS '
AGENCY

treet

C l evelan d , O h i o . c h o fie l d B u i l d i n g
C h i ca c o , I l l ., 2 8 E . Jack on B o u l e vard
Kan as C i t y , M o . , 1 0 20 M cGee treet
P o r tland , O re . , 409 J ou rna l B u i l d ing
Los A n ge l e s , Cal., 5 4 8 o . pring Street

FREQUENT CALLS FOR HIGH
SCHOOL, ACADEMIC AND
COLLEGE POSITIONS
S E N D F O R BLA N K

6 Beacon Street,

A L V.I N F. PEASE

Boston, Mus

KELLOGG' S CO LL EG E A G E N CY
H. S. K E L L O G G , Manager, 31 Union Square. N e w York

Established 31 years ago.

D u r i n g the last year or two there has been an incessant demand

for C o l l e ge assistants, High S c h o o l an d P rivate Sch o o l teachers at s p l e n d i d salaries.
No
·
charge for registration. Sen d f u l l an cl c o m p l e te l etter abo u t y o u r se lf. Because of location

(N e w

York ) , positions are c o m i n g here al l the year 'round.

Tell your friends.

l

Write today,

The INTERSTATE TEACHERS' AGENCY
500 Dully Powers Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.

T. H. ARMSTRONG, Prop.

H as successfully .p laced several graduates of Oolby College during the last few
years.

.
If you want to teach, write for information.

•

Directory of Leading Theological Schools
·

�

ROCHESTER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
ROOHE1S T 'E H, N. Y.

DIVINITY SCHOOL
OF THE

FACULTY of ten members. Thorough and com

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

prehensive curriculum.

A graduate school of the University,
granting A . M . , D . B . , and Ph . D .
I t s c ourses give practical training i n
I preaching, social service, religious education.
E xceptional opportunities for prep aration for missionary fields.
Approved students given guarantee
of remuner ative work so directed as to
become part of vocational training.

EQUI PMENT.

S H .MLE R MAT H E W S , Dean.

Wide c h oice of electives.

Dormitory builcHng with parlor,

music room and bowling alleys:
volumes.

Library of 50,000

Attractive chapel and class rooms.

DEGREE of B . D . granted at graduation and

I

· •

degree of M. Th. for sp�cial graduate work.
ROCHESTER a beautiful and prQsperous city
of 300,000. Many varieties of religious and philan
thropic work.
All courses in the University of Rochester avail
able to Seminary students.
Correspondence

welcomed.

logue for the asking.

Address

·�

Illustrated

cata

Address CLARENCE

BAR BOUR, President, or

J.

A.

W. A. STEW ART,

Dean .

THE

CRO.ZER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

NEWTON THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTION

Tuition and Room-Rent Free. Scholarships
available to approved students.

A

SCHOOL FOR LEADERS

Courses Leading to B. D. Degree
· Special p rovision for Post Graduates
Many

opportunities

for

Mis·sionary,

Ph ilanthropic and Practic·al Work
H arvard University offers special free
privileges to

a-pproved Newton

Students

Newton Centre, Mass,

Seminary's relation to University of Pennsylvania
warrant offer of the following courses:

I
Regular Course for Preachers and Pastors.
S e minery. D egree of 8.D. or Diploma.
II
Co ur s e with special emphasis on Reli2iou1
Educ ation.
.
Semina.ry and University. D e rees of B.D,
·
or A.M,

Ill

i

Training for Advanced Scholarship. Grad
uate Cours e .
S e mina.ry an d University. D e(rees o f
Th. M. or Ph. D.
Address MRTON G. EVANS, ll.D., President
Chester, Pa.

Extension Course.-Seminary maintains a Correspond
ence department for men unable to take a course in resi
dence. Cost, including books, $ 1 0 a year. Certificate
on completion. Address ELI S. REINHOLD, AM.,
Director, Chester. Pa.

BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
NOW OFFERS

KENT'S HILL SEMINARY

YOUNG llEN DESIROUS OF BECOMING MINISTERS:
1-Courses adapted to college and non-college
men .
2 - A course (three years) having a d i ploma.
3-A course (three or four years) leading to the
degree of Bachelor of Divinity
4-A graduated and attractive system of elec
tives.
5-"Convocation Week , " w ith unexcelled lectures.
6-A !. large, varied and grow ing theological
library.
7-The best currenttheologial magazines, Ameri
can and Foreign.
8-A good gymnasium, with regular drill under
a trained physi cal instructor.
-Association with an earnest, hard-working,
aspirng set of students.
10-All the above at very reasonable expense.
For detailed information address:
WARREN

J.

MOULTON, President,

Bangor, Maine

Kent's Hill, Maine

One o f th e best equipped schools in New
England.

M odern buildings.

athletic fields,

Extensive

500 acre far m .

Courses

preparing for col lege, scientific schools
and business.

Music.

Catalogue and Illustrated Book lets

Address the Principal

Directory of Leading Preparato�y Schools
BIGGINS CLASSI CAL INSTITUTE
Charleston, Main

RICKER CLASSICAL INSTITUTE
Boulton, Maine

AN EOC G E'LLENT PRE·PAIM!TORY

s:OH OOL F O R COLLE GE .
Teacher's Trainin� and
E n glish
courses.
Ideal location.
Large and
pkasant grounds.
Ath letic field on
campus.
Eix penses moderate.
E1l ec..:
tric car service.
Christian i nfluence.

For information, address
Pri n . WIIJLIAM A .
Oharleston,

'TIRAOY, B . A . ,
Maine.

" Th e Bes t Known Schoo l in Aroos
took"

Ricker presents fine opportun ities for
enterprising 'boys and gi rl s .
Strong Faculty, E xcellent Courses
Prepares for College
F or in formation apply to the Prin
cipal .
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The Galahad Press

Fair.field, Maine

